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Abstract
Modern architectural designs aim at creating dynamic and flexible spaces, able
to adapt to the ever-changing environment by virtue of temporary and convertible
structures. Biomimetics is the applied science that, through the imitation of nature,
finds the solution to human problems. By observing motions that occur in nature,
for example, the blooming of a flower or the unfolding of wings, inspiration can be
drawn for the design of deployable structures with applications ranging from
aerospace engineering through to disaster relief shelters. Analysis of deployable
structures has proven to be challenging due to the non-linear behaviour and
continuously changing geometry.
This research project aims to propose a design process, which will enable the
analysis of deployable structures with multiple degrees of freedom and their
deployment sequences, along with allowing for optimisation of design parameters,
such as material use or deployment energy required. The optimisation
methodology involves the synthesis of a deployable system into a parametric
geometry the configuration of which is determined by a series of variable
parameters representing the degrees of freedom. Through the application of
engineering judgement to set up the optimisation criteria it is possible to optimise
the way in which the degrees of freedom vary relatively to one another in the
process of reaching the full deployed configuration by generating the least amount
of stress, force or displacement in the structural elements.
At the same time, a classification of existing deployable structures will bring
clarity and order to the variety and diversity existing within this research area. By
critically appraising previously published reviews and classifications of deployable
structures, the lack of an organic and comprehensive study became evident. This
review brought to the proposal of a new classification table based on overcoming
the shortcomings observed during the reviewing process with the purpose of
aiding a better understanding of such a vast and complex subject and offering a
common classifying order for future work to be based on.
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1 Aim and Objectives
1.1 Aim
Ø The aim of this research project is to investigate and develop an
optimisation process for the deployment sequence of deployable
structures with multiple degrees of freedom, the design of which is
inspired by mimicking mechanisms observed in nature for the creation of
biomimetic structures.
1.2 Objectives
1. To research and critically appraise literature associated with deployable
structures and biomimetics, drawing inspiration specifically from botany
and entomology.
2. To critically appraise existing classifications and reviews of deployable
structures recognising their strength as well as highlighting their
shortcomings in the attempt to bring order to such a vast and varied
research field.
3. To develop a new, comprehensive and updated classification of
deployable structures to serve as a reference text to summarise the
complexity of such a broad subject.
4. To investigate the geometry of naturally inspired mechanisms to
determine efficient and economical morphologies dependent on a series
of design variables on the basis of which an optimisation process may
be carried out.
5. To parametrically model the deployable morphologies and assess the
structural behaviour under pre-determined loading conditions.
6. To develop an optimisation process suitable for structures with multiple
degrees of freedom that is able to optimise the deployment sequence
according to a chosen criterion. The optimisation should be applicable to
any structure with variable parameters and should allow gaining an
understanding of how the structure’s behaviour changes depending on
variations of the parameters themselves.
-1-

2 Introduction
Biomimetics is the applied science that, through the observation and imitation of
nature, finds solutions to human problems. Most of what can be observed in
nature can be described in mathematical terms and mankind has been mimicking
such rules for centuries, but only recently has this become a conscious process.
The science of biomimetics is becoming increasingly popular with applications in
the sphere of robotics, space and medical engineering as well as architecture.
Nature is in perpetual motion, continuously evolving and adapting to the
environment, at both its micro and macro scale level. When motion ceases, so
does life. Hence, such imitation process implies the inclusion of motion in the
design of structures to create sustainable and efficient technologies. Structures
that are able to undergo configuration changes, packing tightly and expanding to
an unfolded and functional state are known as deployable structures.
Deployable structures start from a small, compact configuration and gradually
unfold to an open and larger functioning structure through a series of carefully
controlled movements, each inferring its own state of equilibrium and associated
elemental stresses. These types of structural forms are at the forefront of structural
engineering and are finding application in many fields such as aerospace
engineering, biomedical solutions and movable temporary architecture.
A multitude of different deployable structures exists, ranging from scissorhinged structures to tensegrities, folded plates, membrane structures, all of which
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Many authors have tried to create an
organic

classification

by

recognising

common

features

and

highlighting

differences, however, current classifications are either incomplete or not up to date
with the deployable systems developed since they were written. Having a
comprehensive and revised classification of deployable structures is essential to
create a common vocabulary and a reference text for those that are not familiar
with the subject. Hence, the first unique contribution to knowledge is the proposal
of an up to date, extensive and complete classification of deployable structures
synthesising and categorising deployable structures researched and developed so
far.
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While traditional structural engineering is concerned with the performance of
structures in their final in-service form, deployable structures have no temporary
works within their deployment and require complex (often non-linear) analysis to
understand both their repeatable geometrical movements and their deployment
forces and material stresses. This frequently results in difficulty in finding a single
working solution, let alone optimising the performance of the structure through its
deployment range.
When optimising deployable structures a key objective is minimum weight,
which means reducing the magnitude of the actuation required for deployment.
The majority of deployable structures possess just a single degree of freedom,
thus, the scope of optimisation is limited to the structural elements themselves.
However, when dealing with multiple degrees of freedom, optimisation of the
deployment sequence is possible by appropriately selecting the optimum way in
which the single degrees of freedom can work together to reach the structure’s
deployed state by generating the least amount of stress within the structural
elements. The proposed methodology is an original and unique contribution to
knowledge regarding deployable structures optimisation due to its ability to cope
with more than a single degree of freedom and because of its versatility, as it may
be applied to any deployable structure with a set number of uncoupled degrees of
freedom. Finally, the approach is not limited to deployable structures, but can be
employed in the optimisation of other design problems, which include variable
parameters in their design, such as environmental optimisation or flight route
optimisation.
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3 Biomimetics
Under the supervision of Frei Otto, research was conducted at the Institute of
Lightweight Structures of the University of Stuttgart regarding the finding of forms
that comply with the principle of lightweight structures: minimum material use with
maximum strength and stability. Such investigation brought to the conclusion that
the “lightweight principle” originates from nature (Lewis, 2003). In fact, Adam
(2011) in his book Mathematics in Nature : Modeling Patterns in the Natural World
expands on the confluence between nature and mathematics by explaining how
natural phenomena, such as the scattering of light and wave motion can be
defined in mathematical terms.

Figure 1: Golden ratio in the seed head of a sunflower

1

In medieval times, many studied the reoccurrence of numerical patterns in
nature; these patterns can be observed in the disposition of seeds in a sunflower,
the shape of shells, the curve of a drying fern and a chameleon’s tail. Our human
brain unconsciously recognises such mathematical proportions and automatically
finds natural arrangements extremely beautiful. These patterns are ultimately
linked with the golden ratio:
1 + 5 /2 ≈ 1.618

1

Frank K. Eilinger. (2012). Sunflowers and bees.
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(3.1)

The golden ratio is an irrational mathematical constant that takes the form of a
logarithmic spiral (Livio, 2002), see Figure 1. Clearly, nature does not calculate the
ratio but it appears as a result of it growing in the most efficient way, leading the
petals on flowers, seeds in flower heads and leaves on plant stems to be arranged
in a manner that depends on the golden ratio, which has a mathematical property
that results in an optimised structure (Devlin, 2011).
Since the beginning of time, mankind has looked at nature as a source of
inspiration, observing how it behaves and operates in both its simple or more
complex mechanisms. Leonardo da Vinci, for example, spent time designing flying
machines that were the outcome of his direct observation of nature, especially the
flight of birds of which he produced illustrations of the wing bone conformation
(Cremante & Leonardo, 2006). His studies were supported by research regarding
air and wind. Da Vinci knew that flying would eventually be possible for mankind if
the movement and equilibrium of those that in nature already fly could be
reproduced. As Francis Bacon (1620) would say a century later:
“Nature, to be commanded, must be obeyed”
More recently, within the discipline of robotics, solutions have often been
inspired by the functioning of man’s articulations (Vepa, 2013). This conscious
process of drawing inspiration from nature is known as biomimicry (Benyus, 1997)
or biomimetics, defined by Santulli (2012) as the approach to finding the solution
to a problem through the observation of nature, transferring sustainable solutions
from nature to technology (Bar-Cohen, 2011).
The term biomimetics is derived from bios, meaning life, and mimesis, the
Greek word for imitation (Bar-Cohen, 2005) and it was first coined by Otto Schmitt
(1969), a polymath focusing on the creation of a physical device that would
reproduce the electrical action of a nerve. On the other hand, Jack Steele of the
US Air Force introduced the term bionics in 2001 during a meeting in Ohio defining
it as the science of those systems having a function copied from, or that represent
characteristics of natural systems (Vincent, 2001). The term biomimetics was first
included in the Webster’s Dictionary in 1974 with the following definition
(Harkness, 2002):
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“The study of the formation, structure, or function of biologically produced
substances and materials (as enzymes or silk) and biological mechanisms and
processes (as protein synthesis or photosynthesis) especially for the purpose of
synthesizing similar products by artificial mechanisms which mimic natural ones.”
As demonstrated by the existence of the golden ratio, optimised mechanisms
and structures can be found in nature; these being the result of natural selection
based on Darwin’s theory of evolution (Darwin, 1909). Examples include the
adaptation of finches’ beaks to crack large nuts or the change in colour of the
peppered moths that went from being light to dark for camouflage as a
consequence of the pollution brought by the industrial revolution. For millions of
years, the relationship between organic structure and function has been fine-tuned
and engineers have the great advantage of being able to turn to nature to find
suggestions for solving practical problems (Niklas & Spatz, 2012).
By observing some examples of biomimetically inspired structures, mechanisms
and products, the variety of this science’s application possibilities can be better
understood. The most renowned case is that of Velcro by the Swiss inventor De
Mestral (1955) who was inspired by observing the cockleburs he found in his dog’s
fur under a microscope, see Figure 2. He found that the spines were equipped
with small hooks engineered by nature to enable the plants’ seeds to cling to the
loops in woven fabric as well as to animals’ fur and be transported to new land to
grow on (Bhushan, 2009).

2

3

Figure 2: Cockleburs (left) and lotus leaves (right)
2

Macroscopic Solutions. (2014). Circaea lutetiana (Circaea quadrisulcata), Seeds (burrs) with barbs or hooks (e.g.

acaena, burdock, dock) which attach to animal fur or feathers, and then drop off later. Retrieved from:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/107963674@N07/14751336780/in/album-72157646865938838/.
3

Alex DROP. (2014) _MG_2566_web - Covered with rain drops. Retrieved from: https://goo.gl/yqazpM
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The “Lotus Effect” is a self-cleansing mechanism created by replicating the
water-repellent properties of many animals and plants, such as lotus (water lilies)
leaves, shown in Figure 2. Barthlott and Neinhuis (1997) showed, for the first time,
that the anti-adhesive characteristic is due to the combination of hydrophobic
surface components and the surface’s microscopic roughness, highlighting the
basis of self-cleansing biological materials to be transferred to artificial surfaces.
Lotusan self-cleansing facade paint was the first technical application made
available on the market by a company now known as Sto INC (Nachtigall &
Wisser, 2014).
Similar to the lotus leaf, aquatic animals such as sharks inspired structured
surfaces for low fluid drag (Figure 3). Sharkskin is covered by dermal denticles,
small individual tooth-like scales, ribbed with longitudinal grooves (Bhushan,
2011). These properties have been employed for the design of textiles used for
full-body suits referred to as sharkskin fabric; the most popular being Speedo’s
FastskinTM (Chen, Xie, Wu, Elbashiry, & Lu, 2015).

4

Figure 3: Shark (left) and geko (right)

5

On the other hand, the adhesive properties of animals, with the ability to climb
walls or any other surface, have been mimicked for the creation of dry tape. The
feet of geckos and lizards, see Figure 3, have toe pads equipped with setae – tiny
hair-like structures made of keratin (Autumn et al., 2000).

The setae follow

lamellar patterns and each setae ends in hundreds of 200 nm spatular tips,
allowing for deep contact with both rough and smooth surfaces. In order to adhere
to surfaces, geckos’ feet use van der Waal forces, instead of secreted sticky
4

Vic DeLeon. (2012).Shark Dive 2012. Retrieved from:

https://www.flickr.com/photos/hdude/albums/72157601861645436
5

gentiliandrea. (2010) [Acquario di Genova] Geko. Retrieved from: https://goo.gl/PUaoTv
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material and to detach the toes they curl their feet, breaking the van der Waal
forces (Autumn & Peattie, 2002). Applications of such tape vary from fumble-free
football gloves or rock climbing aids to replacing screws and interlocking tabs in
assemblies, such as car dashboards (Autumn & Gravish, 2008).
The Canadian company WhalePower commercialised the work patented by Dr
Fish improving the efficiency of their wind turbines by incorporating ridges along
the leading edges of the blades (Harman, 2014). The ridges are the product of
mimicking the tubercles found on the flippers of humpback wales, shown in Figure
4, and act as passive-flow control devices. Research by Fish, Weber, Murray, and
Howle (2011) has shown that the presence of such tubercles creates a delay in the
angle of attack before stall occurs, thus, increasing maximum lift and limiting drag.

6

Figure 4: Humpback whale (left) bird camouflage (right)

7

Camouflage (Figure 4) is also a form of biomimetics, even though animals
themselves invented it far earlier than humans. During World War II, the zoologist
Hugh Cott (1938) helped the British army in the development of camouflaging
techniques (Bar-Cohen, 2006). More recently, motion camouflage was introduced
as a stealth strategy that enables one moving body (shadower) to dissimulate its
motion form another moving body (prey). Such a trick was observed in the
behaviour of male hoverflies during mating with the intent of tracking the females
(Anderson & McOwan, 2003).
In the field of automation, DaimlerChrysler prototyped the Bionic Car (Figure 5),
also known as the Mercedes Bionic Car (Pawlyn, 2011), based on the
hydrodynamic properties and strength of the boxfish (Ostracion meleagris). The
6
7

Robbie Shade. (2014) Humpback Whale. Retrieved from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/rjshade/15468783028
Mariusz Kluzniak. (2012). perfect camouflage. Retrieved from: https://goo.gl/o6WXn5
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design has a large volume and small wheels, being more fuel efficient with a low
drag coefficient. The car panels have an increased rigidity compared to a standard
car, but are far lighter via imitation of the fish’s skin that is made of many
hexagonal plates to insure maximum strength and minimum weight (Yang,
Naleway, Porter, Meyers, & McKittrick, 2015).

Figure 5: Bionic car concept

8

The purpose of illustrating these examples is to show that biomimetics is highly
advanced in some fields of engineering, not only on a research level, but actual
products based on the imitation of nature are being produced and marketed. With
regards to architecture and structural engineering, research is growing, although
few built examples exist as implementing these new technologies may result in
being costly and clients are not easily persuaded. Nonetheless, some examples
and concepts of how biomimetics applies to structural engineering are described in
the following paragraphs.
Is it said that Joseph Paxton was inspired by the ribs and veins on the
underside of the leaves of giant water lilies (Victoria amazonica) for his design of
the glasshouse at Chatsworth and later of the Crystal Palace (Lio, 2008). In a
speech he held for the Royal Society of Arts, Paxton used a leaf as an illustration
saying that:

8

Ryan
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(2013).
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Concept
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comparison.

Retrieved

from:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercedes-Benz_Bionic#/media/File:Mercedes-Benz-Bionic_Concept_Car-2005_comparison.jpg
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“You will perceive that nature has provided it [the leaf] with longitudinal and
transvers girders and supporters, on the same principle that I, borrowing from it,
have adopted in this building.”
By “this building” he refers to the Crystal Palace, see Figure 6. However, the
water lily uses a trussing system where all trusses stay in contact with the
supported surface, while Paxton used a ridge and valley system. Horizontal iron
girders were arranged one set beneath the other and perpendicular to one
another, supporting the roof (Vogel, 1998). The corrugations of the Crystal Palace
are closer to other types of leaves such as hornbeam or beech leaves (Vincent,
Bogatyreva, Bogatyrev, Bowyer, & Pahl, 2006).

9

Figure 6: Giant lily pad (left) and elevation of the Crystal Palace (right)

10

The Eiffel Tower is also supposed to have a biomimetic origin. Some say its
design mimicked the tubercular struts found in the ends of the human femur
(Kannarath, 2014). The axiom of constant stress distribution (Mattheck, 1998)
governs the growth of bones. Unlike trees, bones do not rely on secondary growth
and can adapt to the different loads that act on them. Reorientation of large areas
is possible, such as the regression that occurs in the case of insufficient
mechanical stimuli (Wollf, 1870).
The end regions of long bones are made of spongiosa (small beams made of
fine bone lamella), see Figure 7. The orientation of such beams follows trajectories
of tension and pressure. The pressure trajectories will align with the resultant of
9

Jürgen Priebe. (2008). Giant Lilypad. Retrieved from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/jwpriebe/2820146979/in/album-

72157607070458203/
10

Sir Joseph Paxton. (1851). Part front (lh) and part rear (rh) view and overview of London's Crystal Palace. Retrieved

from: https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Crystal.Palace.Paxton.Plan.jpg
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the applied force and will be crossed at approximately right angles by the tension
trajectories (Gruber, 2010). Such a model is being studied with regards to topology
optimisation as the shape varies in function of the load and can inspire solutions to
resisting off-centre loads and minimising material use (Lochner-Aldinger, Karl, &
Adriaenssens, 2015; Phillips, 2012).

11

Figure 7: Study of bone epiphysis by Culmann and Wolff

A truly biomimetic structure is Mick Pearce’s Eastgate building in Harare,
Zimbabwe, see Figure 8. Here biomimicry occurs at a behavioural level as
opposed to an organism level, i.e. rather than replication a particular shape or
morphology what is imitated is the principle followed by particular animals in their
day to day life, such as the criteria termites use in building their mounds while
ensuring temperature regulation.

Figure 8: Termite mound (left)
11

12

and Eastgate Centre (right)

Wollf, J. (1870). Ueber die innere Architektur der Knochen und ihre Bedeutung für die Frage vom Knochenwachstum.

Virchow's Archiv, 59(3), 389-453.
12

13

Daryl Fritz. (2006). Litchfield Park - Termite Mound. Retrieved from: https://goo.gl/5rj2qi
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In fact, Pearce was interested in how termites (Macrotermes michaelseni) in
South Africa regulate the temperature in their mounds via principles of induced
flow and exploiting thermal capacity. Such regulation is the result of accurate
orientation, spatial organization and passive ventilation techniques (Pedersen Zari,
2015). The legitimacy of the science on which Pearce based his design has,
however, been disputed (Turner, 2008). Whether correct or not, the result was a
building with a stable internal environment and minimal need for mechanical
cooling.
A more visual example of biomimetics in architecture, are the structural columns
of the entrance portico of the Qatar National Convention Centre in Doha, shown in
Figure 9. The columns are dendriform (treelike) and, by the use of an evolutionary
algorithm, the design was optimised in order for the structure to be able to support
the maximum length of the roof. Computational techniques were employed for a
more methodical approach and to gain a deeper understanding of nature’s
efficiency (Md Rian & Sassone, 2014). In fact, the growth of trees is also based on
the axiom of constant stress distribution, just like bones, with the difference that
trees cannot recede and must slow down or accelerate growth to comply with the
axiom. This means that they are able to adapt growth on the basis of external
stimuli and impacts; sections that suddenly undergo higher loads can be
reinforced through local growth acceleration (Mattheck, Baumgartner, Kriechbaum,
& Walther, 1993).

14

Figure 9: Qatar National Convention Centre (left)
13

and drawing by Frei Otto (right)
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David Brazier. (2008). Eastgate Centre, Harare, Zimbabwe. Retrieved from:
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David Michael. (2013). National Convention Centre Qatar. Retrieved from: https://goo.gl/BKzkDc
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The structural significance of tree branching, however, was only considered
after the experimental works of Frei Otto who studied lightweight structures and
the relationship linking architecture and nature (Otto & Rasch, 1995), see Figure 9.
Highly geometrical determinacy was observed in the technologies of animals’
buildings and their complex construction systems. Frei Otto and his research team
investigated the buildings of insects, such as spiders and termites, to inspire their
designs for membrane and tensile structures (Otto, 1982). The designs of the
Munich Olympic Stadium by Frei Otto and of Jeddah Airport by OMA are often
taken as case studies to demonstrate the influence of mimicking spider webs
(Yahya, 2002). Other structural applications exist where a resemblance with the
morphology of spider webs in the design of structural elements exists. Analogies
can be identified in the staircase of Villa la Roche by the French firm Archiplein
(Figure 10) where the stairs are level, but the steel mesh surrounding them is
asymmetrical providing stability to the structure.

Figure 10: Spider web (left)

16

and staircase in Villa la Roche (right)

17

Shells have also served as a source of inspiration due to their design and
structural properties. One could argue that all shell structures have a biomimetic
origin. Architects Tonikin Liu have been using a technique inspired by nature called
Shell Lace Structure. Their Shi Ling Bridge (Figure 11) is an example of how
curvilinear geometry, lacking in stiffness, and corrugation can provide the structure
with adequate strength, while gaining lightness through perforation (Tonkin,
Tonkin, & Clark, 2015).

16
17

Randi Hausken. (2007). Web 1.0. Retrieved from: https://goo.gl/cxV5rD
Archiplein. Villa la Roche. Photo: Courtesy of Archiplein.
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Figure 11: Shi Ling Bridge model

18

A further example of structural efficiency in nature can be observed in birds’
nests. Nest morphology depends on the supports provided on the site and the
forces exerted by the occupants. Different material solutions exist: silk and plant
materials are used to create a flexible and fibrous material in tension or
compression and grass and sticks make for beam cups or platforms in
compression (Hansell, 2000). Parallels can be made between reciprocal frames
and nests built with hollow grass stems, which are bent at regular intervals to form
polygons stacked upon one another to create a cup nest. Nest biomimicry and the
principles of weaving can be directly observed in the Beijing National Stadium
(Figure 12), by the Swiss architects Herzog & de Meuron and Arup engineering,
the shape of which recalls that of an upturned bird’s nest (Rogers, Yoon, & Malek,
2007).

Figure 12: Bird nest (left)

18

19

and Beijing National Stadium (right)

20

Tonkin, M., Tonkin, L., & Clark, E. (2015). The Evolution of Shell Lace. Journal of Mathematics and the Arts.
doi:10.1080/17513472.2015.1059309
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All the above examples show how structurally efficient and sometimes
counterintuitive structures can result from the imitation of forms and functions that
are found in nature. The mimicry of the natural world may occur on many different
levels, from micro to macroscopic, and in the sphere of architecture has mainly
been employed for the design of structures that are static. However, it is known
that nature is never static, as without motion there is no life. On the contrary,
nature is in continuous movement and evolution, being life itself synonymous of
motion (Zuk & Clark, 1970). Thus, if inspiration is to be drawn from nature, another
way of imitating its potential is by introducing dynamics in the sphere of structural
engineering, where generally everything is designed to be stable and fixed in one
place. When structures are granted the ability to vary their form and function, they
are referred to as a deployable structures, which will be discussed in detail in the
next chapter.

19

Nikodimov. (2013). Bird's nest. 2013. Retrieved from:
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4 Deployable Structures
Transformable structures can change morphology and readjust in response to
varying conditions, such as changing environment and climatic conditions,
different functional requirements and emergency situations. According to how the
transformation is performed, transformable structures can be deployable or
demountable. De Temmerman, Alegria Mira, Vergauwen, Hendrickx, and De Wilde
(2014) describe these two main groups as:
•

Structures with kinematic mechanisms that deploy from a small, tight
configuration to an open, unfolded one able to fulfil its architectural purpose.

•

Structures designed as kit-of-parts made of basic components that can be
reconfigured, replaced and reused.

Some of the literature that will be discussed in the following chapters includes
both deployable and demountable structures, however, the primary focus is on
deployable structures.
The word deployable means to spread out, arrange, or utilize for a specific
purpose. Etymologically it derives from the Latin word displicare that means to
unfold (Stevenson, 2010). One of the most active researchers in this subject,
Pellegrino (2001), defines deployable structures as being convertible, with the
capacity of undergoing large configuration changes in an autonomous manner.
Deployment describes the transformation these structures carry out: from a small,
tight and compact configuration to an unfolded and open one where the structure
is stable and able to carry loads, see Figure 13. The reverse process is known as
retraction. However, there are some deployable structures that maintain static
equilibrium throughout deployment (Hutchinson, Wicks, Evans, Fleck, &
Hutchinson, 2003; Ramrakhyani, Lesieutre, Frecker, & Bharti, 2005) offering an
even greater range of adaptability. Such structures can tailor their shape,
properties, and behaviour to suit external conditions and specific use requirements
(Gantes, 2011).
As well as morphing from small to open, Akgün (2010) argues that deployable
structures

should

also

include

those

structures

that

perform

a

shape

transformation without varying the size of the covered area. Such a principle is
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relevant to permanent transformable building coverings where the shape of the
structure may be modified to suit the way the space is going to be employed.
Based on Akgün’s logic, structures that do not necessarily change in volume but
nonetheless undergo a change in morphology were taken into account for the
purposes of this review.

Figure 13: Cylindrical deployable structure by Tachi (2010b)

Structurally, numerous loading conditions have to be considered such as
service loads in the deployed and retracted configuration and the dynamics of the
deployment. The process is complex when compared to the analysis of static
structures and iterations are necessary to achieve a compromise between design
flexibility for deployment and optimum stiffness in the deployed configuration
(Gantes, 1991; Gantes, 1997). Furthermore, geometric incompatibilities may
develop throughout deployment, leading to the generation of second order strains
and a non-linear behaviour of the structural members. In such cases, the effect of
the non-linear structural response will result in a snap-though behaviour that locks
the system ensuring stability in the deployed configuration (Gantes, Connor, &
Logcher, 1991; Gantes, Connor, Logcher, & Rosenfeld, 1989).
The first deployable structures date back to nomadic tribes who used them for
their vernacular tents: tipi in North America, tents in North Africa and yurts in Asia
(Kronenburg, 2014). Once mankind became tired of migrating from one place to
the other and became sedentary, deployable structures became elements
integrated within buildings, rather than the buildings themselves (Stevenson,
2011). Later examples of retractable roofs were discovered during the Roman
Empire. They were employed as coverings for arenas and theatres, such as above
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the auditorium section of the Coliseum in Rome that provided sunshade to the
spectators.
In the early 20th Century, the birth of Futurism promoted the concepts of
movement, dynamics and speed. In the Manifesto of Futuristic Architecture,
Antonio Sant’Elia presented the utopia of a continuously changing city (see Figure
14); a never ending building site (Salter, 2010). As a consequence, since the
1930s interest in deployable structures started to develop and grow. Small
retractable roofs were being designed based on standards and principles
belonging to cranes technology and the first large retractable roof of its kind is the
dome structure spanning 127 metres above the Pittsburgh Civic Arena (Ishii,
2000).

Figure 14: Città Nuova by Antonio Sant’Elia

21

After World War II, significant pioneering work was carried out in the field of
deployable and retractable lightweight structures. The first academics to study
kinetic architecture were Zuk and Clark (1970), proving that research in the field is
relatively recent. Buckminster Fuller was an inspiration for many, after having held
speeches regarding 3D geometrical forms for architecture, space frames and
structural efficiency and after reinventing the geodesic dome (Fuller & Applewhite,
1982). Snelson (Heartney & Snelson, 2009), Fuller, and Emmerich took part in the
21
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Levels (Streetcar Line, Motorway, Metal Footpath), Lights, and Wireless Telegraph (Città Nuova: Casamento con ascensori
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telegrafia senza fili), 1914. Pencil and ink on paper, 52.5 x 51.5 cm. Pinacoteca Civica di Como, Italy. Photo: Courtesy of
Musei Civici Como.
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creation of the tensegrity system in 1949 and the on-going research is trying to
widen its application to deployable structures (Motro & Vassart, 2001). The work of
Frei Otto contributed immensely to the advances in deployable and retractable
structures (Otto, 1954) and tensile and membrane structures (Otto, Trostel, &
Schleyer, 1967) leading to a variety of designs for membrane roof structures being
developed in the second half of the 20th century. Membrane structures were also
combined with pantographs, such as the movable theatre concept by Piñero
(1961). Further pantographic deployable designs were studied by Escrig and
Zeigler while experimenting with lattices and geodesic domes (Chilton, 2000; da
Sousa Cruz, 2013).
Towards the end of the 20th century, new progress was made in the subjects of
deployable and inflatable structures in the sphere of spatial engineering where
weight is crucial for elements such as booms, antennas and solar arrays (Gantes,
2001; S. Pellegrino, 2001).
Currently, there has been an increase of interest in kinetic architecture due to
the growing demand of temporary structures (Kronenburg, 2014) and sustainable
technologies attributed to the increase in natural resources, climate variations and
exponential population increase (Friedman, Farkas, & Ibrahimbegovic, 2011). As a
consequence, architects and engineers have been faced with new challenges
such as: recycling, reusability, material and energy efficiency, reduction of toxic
waste, employment of inexhaustible energy resources, operation and maintenance
optimisation and minimal impact on human health (Friedman, 2001).
Due to the breadth of the subject, there currently is a plethora of review papers
in the field of deployable structures where authors have proposed their own view
on classifying deployable structures, the majority of which centralise on one
particular application of such structures. Some authors do not exactly carry out a
classification; rather they list all types of deployable structures along with showing
relevant examples. Furthermore, most of the current reviews were published some
years ago and new technologies and topologies of deployable structures have
been developed in the meantime.
There is, thus, the need for a comprehensive review to summarise and classify
deployable structures, not considering application as a criterion for classification,
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but focusing on their deployment mechanism and principal structural elements.
Finding communality and drawing relationships existing within the world of
deployable structures can create a solid framework for future research and act as
a foundation to obtain a clear and structured understanding of the variety and
broadness of the subject.
The structures taken into account in this research do not focus on one particular
application, but range from spatial to temporary and disaster relief structures to
medical applications, instead focusing primarily on their morphology. First, all kinds
of deployable structures were listed by analysing existing classifications and
reviews and highlighting all the common features and differences. Once the full
spectrum of deployable structures was obtained, each one of them was newly
categorised in an up-to-date classification table based on the kinetic and
morphological aspects of each deployable structure.
Analysing the structures’ kinematics implies consideration of the purely
geometrical aspect of motion, temporarily neglecting the agents necessary for the
motion to occur (Beatty, 1986). The definition of a kinetic structure by Kent (1996)
refers to a system with a single degree of freedom where the position of one node
relatively to the others uniquely determines the geometry of the structure. Such
system illustrates the ultimate deployment control, as only one node needs to be
controlled to define the geometry at any time during the deployment (Hanaor,
2009). However, deployable structure may possess more than one degree of
freedom, for example, tensile structures which have an infinite number. When
referring to kinematics, the types of degrees of freedom will be taken into
consideration and the way in which they favour the structure’s deployment.
Morphology, on the other hand, relates to the study of form. It implies a direct
relationship between form and structure, which is in turn affected by the material
and the need to ensure that the system is in static and sometimes dynamic
equilibrium (Motro, 2009). When considering a structure’s morphology its overall
appearance and shape are taken into account as well as the single units it is
constituted by. A morphological approach will, for example, lead to distinguishing
between grids and plate structures.
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The following review of published classification is a critical appraisal of the work
by other authors based not on application, but rather on the two defining aspects
of deployable structures: kinematics and morphology.
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5 Review of Classifications
In the book, Kinetic Architecture, Zuk and Clark (1970) discussed a form of
architecture that complied with time-changing effects, quoting literature from the
1960s such as Rowan (1968):
“Surely our present task is to unfreeze architecture - to make it fluid, vibrating,
changeable backdrop for the varied and constantly changing modes of life. An
expanding, contracting, pulsating, changing architecture would reflect life as it is
today and therefore be a part of it.”
Since then, the concept of architecture able to morph and adapt to the
environment and the needs of its users started becoming popular and various
classifications were published. Yet, applications for deployable structures are not
limited to architecture, but can also be found in other branches of engineering.
5.1 Rational
A chronological approach was adopted when analysing the most significant and
substantial literature regarding deployable structures over the last 30 years. A
timeline of the key literature reviewed is shown in Figure 15. Two distinct
approaches were identified. Some authors proposed their own classification of
deployable structures while others followed more of a report style making a list of
the different types of deployable structures, but did not try and class them into
specific groups and families. To distinguish between the two different approaches,
the timeline shows the authors who published a classification of deployable
structures on the upper section and below are those who simply provided a
synthesis or list of the different types.
Tree diagrams were drawn for most of the reviews considered to gain a visual
appreciation of the classes and subclasses each author discusses and to identify
potential families and connections/differences. The tree diagrams were used to
group common motions/behaviours to assist with establishing the new
classifications. A similar approach based on creating tree diagrams for authors’
classifications had previously been undertaken by Susam (2013). However, this
was limited to the reference texts published in the first decade of the 21st century
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and focused primarily on deployable structures with architectural applications,
neglecting other potential uses such as in space or for surgery purposes.

Figure 15: Timeline of deployable structures reviews and classifications

The research regarding deployable structures is not limited to the authors
shown in the timeline, but their work was selected as being the most consistent
and unifying. Other authors refer to classifications of deployable structures in the
introduction to their research or propose a classification of a specific type of
deployable structures and will be referenced in a separate chapter.
5.2 Before the 21st Century
Although deployable structures existed since the prehistoric era, academics
only started to show interest during the second half of the 20th century, particularly
in the field of architecture. During this time one of the first attempts at classifying
deployable structures was published.
5.2.1 Merchan
One of the first deployable structures classifications was proposed by Carlos
H.H. Merchan (1987) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Merchan’s
master thesis was never peer-reviewed, however, it is amongst the most complete
classifications and is worth considering as it holds up under critical review when
compared to other areas. In the classification, the author offers a definition and a
summary of the potential applications, stating that only the most significant type of
deployable structures are presented, see Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Classification by Merchan

Strut and surface structures are different as the former structures resist the load
by bars being in tension, compression or bending, while the latter are made of
continuous surfaces, some of which carry only tension forces (Schlaich,
Bergermann, & Sobek, 1990). In structural engineering struts refer to elements in
compression, however, Merchan uses the term when referring to elements which
are also subject to tension and bending, thus bars would have been a more
appropriate definition.
Scissor-hinged mechanisms (De Temmerman, 2007) are generally referred to
as pantographs (Kaveh & Davaran, 1996) in other classifications, while the sliding
or umbrella mechanisms (Pellegrino & Kwan, 1994) is a category that causes
some confusion. A sliding mechanism is characterised by a translational degree of
freedom and can be observed in many retractable roofs with linearly sliding
panels. An umbrella structure, on the other hand, is a hinged-collapsible-strut
mechanism and belongs to the next category listed by Merchan. Although
deployment occurs in a radial manner and is governed by a translational motion
(sliding joint), the overall structure consists of linear struts connected at their ends,
which carry out the deployment by varying their position relatively to one another.
Finally, the membrane is only there to add stability and stiffness once the structure
is fully opened and does not play an active part in the deployment.
Hinged-collapsible-strut mechanisms (Miura, Furuya, & Suzuki, 1985) differ
from pantographs as the struts are connected to one another by joints located at
the ends of the structural elements. Once the structure is deployed, the joints are
fixed in position through brakes or additional restraints, bringing the degrees of
freedom to zero (You & Chen, 2012) and the structure behaves as one single
element.
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When discussing pneumatic structures, Merchan does not distinguish between
structures being air inflated (Bechthold, 2008) or air supported (Topham, 2002),
however, it is specified how the inflating substance must not necessarily be air, but
can range between gases, liquids and foams. Folded structures can either be
made of rigid panels (Tachi, 2011), connected along their edges, or of continuous
flexible material (Pellegrino & Vincent, 2001). The author does not directly clarify
the difference between rigid links and deformable components, however, alludes
to such distinction by saying that forms of folding can occur for both kinematic
types. Further consideration regarding folding specific to membranes is lacking. In
fact, a membrane may be connected to cables or struts and interact with such
elements or be just supported by them. Finally, Merchan discusses telescopic
structures (Rohweller, 2002) explaining how they are made of tubular elements
that slide inside one other. The sections may be round or rectangular, as in the
example he proposes of a mobile home by John Vredevoogd (1971) based on
rectangular telescopic segments. Merchan neglects to further clarify how such
structures are not limited to closed segments but also open sections, such as
firemen ladders and yacht gangways.
Although Merchan presents a variety of deployable structures families, some
significant types of deployable structures that had already been developed at the
time the thesis was written were neglected. These include tensegrities (Fuller,
1962; Snelson, 1965), air-supported structures (Bird, 1962, 1966) and sliding
structures used to cover roofs (Jensen, 2005). Despite sliding being mentioned
with reference to the umbrella mechanism, it is never referred to as a standalone
mechanism. Ultimately, Mercan’s main aim is not to provide a classification of
deployable structures, rather to describe some geometries, details and mechanism
along with their applications.
5.3 From 2000 to 2010
After Merchan’s attempt at classifying deployable structures, more than a
decade passes before a new synthesis of the subject is undertaken. This occurs in
2001, a year during which three of the main reference texts for the summary and
classification of deployable structures were published.
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5.3.1 Gantes
The book Deployable Structures: Analysis and Design (Gantes, 1991) by Prof.
Gantes is one of the first publications that critically appraises deployable
structures. Gantes’ main distinction is based on the application of deployable
structures identifying earth-based and spatial structures, where the self-weight of
the structure ceases to be of concern during deployment, see Figure 17. Gantes
stresses the importance of the different applications of deployable structures, as
this will affect the assumptions made in the design, such as the type of loading,
the factors of safety, the reliability and the degree of automation. It can equally be
argued that, although scale, weight and automation mechanisms may change, the
kinematics and morphology of deployable structures are the same independently
of their application. Thus, such a clean-cut between earth and space applications
in the classification of deployable structures may be justified according to the
classifying parameters selected.

Figure 17: Classification by Gantes

Earth-based structures are classified based on their morphology as:
pantographs (Piñero, 1961), 2D panels (Foster & Krishnakumar, 1986), cable and
membrane structures (Berger, 1996), pneumatic structures (Herzog & Bacon,
1977), tensegrities (Snelson, 1965) and retractable roofs (Ishii, 2000; Otto &
Burkhardt, 1972). However, the author’s approach is not consistent throughout the
classification as the last category (retractable roofs) is an application of deployable
structures, rather than a structural morphology. Only pneumatic structures are
further divided into air inflated (Bird, 1962) and air supported (Hale & Hale, 1996)
and retractable roofs into linearly moving systems, radially rotating systems and
hybrid.
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When discussing pantographs, Gantes references the pioneers Piñero (1961)
and Zeigler (1976), but does not provide a more detailed classification of these
particular deployable structures. Instead, Gantes highlights the contribution of
Escrig, Sanchez, and Valcarcel (Escrig, Sanchez, & Valcarcel, 1996; Escrig &
Valcarcel, 1993) in their classification of pantographs and two way deployable
spherical grids (Piekarski, 2000). This proves how their work on pantographs was
still influential at the time the book was published; so much that Gantes did not feel
the need to propose alterations.
With regards to 2D panels, a specific folding pattern is suggested as an
example. This is the inextensional wrapping of flat membranes (Guest &
Pellegrino, 1992). Gantes correctly includes the folding pattern within the 2D
panels section as it is based on a continuous surface, which achieves its shape by
means of creases, but consideration is necessary when analysing the structure’s
kinematics. The inextensional wrapping belongs to the deformable deployables
category (Rivas Adrover, 2015), more precisely to deformable origami, unlike all
other 2D panels examples suggested that are rigid links. It is the warping that
occurs to allow the material to gather around the central hub that contradicts the
definition of rigid folding (Tonon, 1991). Additionally, the inextensional wrapping of
flat membranes is based on the assumption of membranes of zero thickness,
making this a unique deployable structure, difficult to classify unambiguously.
For cable and membrane structures, most of the examples presented are
demountable structures, not deployable. Such structures are designed as kit-ofparts (De Temmerman, Roovers, et al., 2014) systems consisting of basic
components that can be rearranged, substituted and reused. They are transported
in sections and then are assembled on site. The only cable and membrane
structure with a kinematic mechanism is the retractable umbrella by Otto and
Rasch (1995), see Figure 18. However, the tensile characteristic of the structure is
limited to attaining pre-stress once deployed and does not play a part in the
deployment mechanism. This is why, umbrella structures should be categorised as
non-self-crossing linkages.
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Figure 18: Convertible umbrellas in the interior courtyard of the Mosque in Medina, Saudi
Arabia (Rasch, 1995)

Air inflated and air supported structures are the sub-categories of pneumatic
structures. The world’s first air supported radar cover was constructed by Walter
Bird and an overview was presented in 1967 at the First International Colloquium
on Pneumatic Structures (1967). Graham Stevens was one of the conference
attendees and he was inspired to such an extent to started creating his own
pneumatic artwork (McLean & Silver, 2015). The majority of the air inflated
structures discussed by Gantes can be classified as air beams: air-inflated tubes
that act as beams or arches in supporting a fabric structure. However, air inflated
structures may also include air cells where double-surface pillows acquire stiffness
by means of air pressure (De Luca, Reyes, & Jacques, 2002). Gantes does
reference one structure that was designed following a similar principle: the touring
exhibition and conference hall by Lorenzo Apicella and Neil Thomas, although the
project was never contructed (Kronenburg, 2003). An air cell structure that was
designed before Gantes’ publication is the Croydon Culture-Drome (Figure 19), a
proposal for a pneumatic envelope that allows the utilisation of rooftop space of
multi-storey car parks for recreational purposes (Birds Portchmouth Russum,
1994). However, this is not mentioned in the book.
Tensegrities (Emmerich, 1988) are described by explaining the principle of
segregating tension from compression. Classic tensegrity structures such as
Snelson’s Needle Tower (Motro, 2003) and more unconventional structures where
the tension is not resisted by cables, but rather tensile fabric (Shelter Systems,
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1976 - 2015) are presented. From a morphological point of view, the fact that it is a
surface that undergoes tension, rather than cables, makes this kind of tensegrity a
hybrid instead of a strut structure.

Figure 19: Croydon Culturedrome by BPR Architects

22

As previously stated, Gantes’ retractable roofs section deviates from the
morphological approach adopted and is based on making application a
classification parameter which may be beneficial for practicing engineers to
identify precedents, but does not demonstrate analysis and design strategies
based on structural and kinematic performance. This category is subdivided in
linearly moving systems (Apezteguia & Arrastoa, 1996), radially rotating systems
(Tanno, Sasaki, & Nakai, 1994), and hybrids (Sugizaki, 1991). The examples
presented are based on mechanisms that apply also to other deployable
structures making this last category redundant.
For extra-terrestrial structures no classification grouping is made. Instead,
several deployable space structures are discussed, ranging from theoretical
conceptual models through to in service solutions. However, these structures
could be classified in the same way as the earth-based ones, proving that the
distinction between their applications is irrelevant when morphology and
kinematics are being considered as classifying parameters.

22 Isometric view of Croydon Culturedrome. Birds Portchmouth Russum Architects Ltd. Photo: Courtesy of Birds Portchmouth Russum Architects
Ltd.
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5.3.2 Pellegrino
Prof. Sergio Pellegrino has been a leading researcher in the field of deployable
structures for a number of years, proposing new concepts such as cable-stabilised
pantographs for deployable reflector antennas (You & Pellegrino, 1996, 1997),
retractable domes (Buhl, Jensen, & Pellegrino, 2004; Kassabian, You, &
Pellegrino, 1999) and lightweight radar structures (Pellegrino, 2006).
In the first chapter of Deployable Structures (Sergio Pellegrino, 2001) Pellegrino
does not make application a determining factor in defining deployable structures.
In fact, the kinetic motions and morphology remain unchanged, independently of
what the deployable structure is used for. Although application is not regarded as
crucial, most of the authors’ research focuses on space structures (Guest &
Pellegrino, 1996b; Pellegrino & Kwan, 1994; Tibert & Pellegrino, 2001) and this is
why the majority of the examples proposed are relative to extra-terrestrial
structures, see Figure 20.
While Pellegrino offers a comprehensive number of structures able to withstand
large geometrical deformations, an explicit classification is not offered. The value
of Pellegrino’s work is that it approaches the subject of structural form from a
motion perspective and then provides a series of examples to communicate the
potential of deployable structures. Specific deployable structures are mentioned,
such as coilable masts (Natori, Okazaki, Sakamaki, Tabata, & Miura, 1986), bistable structures like the Taco Shell reflector (Robinson, 1996) and the mirror
membrane deployed by centrifugal forces in the spatial experiment Znamya-2
(McNally, 1998). Nonetheless, the range of deployable structures is considerably
broader and fundamental deployable structures such as tensegrities (Furuya,
1992; Sultan, 1999), that were used in space applications as well as earth-based,
and deployable reciprocal frames (Chilton, Choo, & Coulliette, 1994; Saidani &
Baverel, 1998) are not mentioned. This is not to say that Pellegrino never
acknowledges tensegrities in his work, as indeed he developed deployable space
structures based on such kinematic principles himself (Tibert & Pellegrino, 2002,
2003), rather that they are not explicitly mentioned or classified in his chapter
Deployable Structures in Engineering (Sergio Pellegrino, 2001).
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Figure 20: Classification by Pellegrino

Pellegrino’s extensive research on deployable structures contributed to his
significant influence in the field of deployable appendages for space applications
(Jensen & Pellegrino, 2001; Pellegrino, 1995) where he provided reviews on the
state of the art of space arms and appendages.
5.3.3 Hanaor and Levy
During the same year, the cooperation between Hanaor and Levy (2001)
contributed to a detailed classification for deployable structures. The research
mainly focused on architectural designs, but also covered space applications,
without making application a parameter for classification. The outcome of their
work was a classification table, which has had great success as it presents a clear
and effective overview of deployable structures.
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Figure 21: Classification table by Hanaor and Levy (Hanaor & Levy, 2001)

The authors generated a two-way distinction based on morphology and
kinematics. The morphological sub-categories are skeletal or lattice structures and
continuous or stressed-skin structures, while the kinematic sub-categories are rigid
link systems and deformable components. Compared to previous classifications, a
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further parameter was added based on the way deployment occurs: the kinematic
properties. In the paper a third morphological class is mentioned which combines
skeletal and stressed-skin components that have an approximately equal role in
the load-bearing hierarchy, however, these are not presented in their classification
table (Figure 21). The classification was exhaustive at the time of publication,
examining many deployable forms and mechanisms with particular attention to
structural details and clearly stating each definition to avoid generalising or
bypassing small, but significant differences. The classification table has been since
widely referenced (De Temmerman, Alegria Mira, et al., 2014; De Temmerman,
Roovers, et al., 2014; Doroftei & Doroftei, 2014) and a tree diagram of the
classification is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Classification by Hanaor and Levy

Not denying the classification’s success, there are some shortcomings worth
mentioning. For example, as the paper was written more than 10 years ago, there
are some classes of deployable structures missing that have appeared since then.
Furthermore, other deployable structures, which already existed at the time, such
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as STEM (Rimrott & Fritzsche, 2000) or coilable (Webb & Mauch, 1969) structures
were neglected within the classification, probably as more pertinent with space
applications. The authors define hybrid structures as a combination of skeletal and
stressed-skin components that carry the load in approximately equal percentage.
However, this definition is unclear, as most fabric structures inevitably need some
kind of support in the form of elements in compression (Wakefield, 1999),
implicating that, according to Hanaor and Levy, any fabric structure is a hybrid
structure. A more appropriate definition of hybrid structures is: structures made of
a combination of rigid links, deformable or flexible components. This interpretation
is relative to the structures’ kinematics, rather than their morphology and seems
more logical for classifying deployable structures.
5.3.4 Korkmaz
Prof. Korkmaz (2004) of the Izmir Institute of Technology Turkey suggested yet
another classification for deployable structures. This classification focuses on the
application of deployable structures with regards to architecture due to the author’s
background and research interest. Korkmaz reclaims the definition by Fox and Yeh
(2000) of kinetic architecture as comprising of building, or components, with
variable location and mobility in space and/or variable configuration and geometry.
From here, kinetic structures are analysed in relation to when the motion takes
place, making “time” a key classifying parameter. When movement occurs before
use and is the act creating the structure’s initial geometry, this is referred to as
buildings with variable location and mobility. Korkmaz further divides this category
by

using

the

distinction

by

Kronenburg

(1995)

based

on

deployment

situations/locations, as shown in Figure 23. For the other building type, buildings
with variable geometry or movement, motion occurs after the geometry has been
defined and is being used; the structure’ layout may be modified to satisfy future
requirements. Greater attention is dedicated to this last type of kinetic buildings,
which are distinguished based on “kinetic movement” that is closely related to
“material”. Soft forms (Otto, Trostel, & Schleyer, 1973) perform a vast array of
movements without the need for hinges or specific linkages, being movement
inherent to the material. Rigid forms, on the other hand, can undergo sliding,
folding or rotating motions via joints connecting the structural members. Rigid
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forms are further divided into surface structures and bar structures, the latter
category then split between rigid structures with flexible or rigid cover materials.

Figure 23: Classification by Korkmaz

The distinction between soft and rigid form buildings can be associated with that
by Hanaor and Levy between rigid links and deformable components. In fact, the
concept is the same, only expressed with different terminologies. Nonetheless,
both categorisations make the classification of strut-cable systems arduous. A pure
tensegrity (Fuller, 1962), where compression elements are never linked to one
another, do fall under the deformable or soft form class, but strut-cable systems
may also assume other arrangements with strut-strut connection (Zhang, Zhao, &
Feng, 2015), no longer fully complying with the category’s definition.
Finally, Korkmaz does not specify any subclasses for soft form buildings, unlike
Gantes and Hanaor and Levy, who highlight the differences existing within this
category, for example, how pneumatic structures are different to tension
membranes or tensegrities.
5.4 From 2010 to now
Up to 2010, researchers dedicated their efforts to offering a classification of
deployable structures based predominantly on the parameters of kinematics and
morphology. After 2010, authors started suggesting classifications that offered a
different point of view and analysed the problem from a different perspective.
These include:
•

MOVE: Architecture in Motion - Dynamic Components and Elements by
Schaeffer, Vogt, and Scheuermann (2010)

•

Morphological principles: Current kinetic architectural structures by
Stevenson (2011)
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•

Deployable Structures by A. E. Del Grosso and P. Basso (2013)

•

Deployable Structures by Rivas Adrover (2015)

5.4.1 Schaeffer and Vogt
A classification of the transformations that deployable structures undergo was
proposed by Schaeffer et al. (2010), who describe the movement of rigid materials
and deformable ones. For rigid materials there fundamentally are three basic types
of movement: rotation, translation and a combination of the two, which is a
common distinction used in robotics (Jazar, 2010) to describe motion. Deformable
materials have a larger variety of movement: soft and flexible materials may
change shape permanently after being subject to an external force, while elastic
materials resume their original form once the deformation has taken place.
An important remark is, then, pointed out: often, the way in which a structural
assembly behaves at a macro scale may differ from the topology of motions that
occur at a more detailed level. Let us consider tensegrities.
A tensegrity’s deployment depends on the pre-stress of the tensile elements
that will determine whether the tensegrity is retracted or deployed. On a macroscale the structure morphs from a flat configuration to an open three-dimensional
one, see Figure 24.

Figure 24: Tensegrity deployment sequence by Sultan and Skelton (2003)
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However, on a micro-scale the topology of motion is different. According to
which elements are subject to the change in length, deployment may occur via
strut mode, cable mode or mixed mode (Motro, 2003). In order for motion to take
place, either the cables need to be tensioned via a system of pulleys or the struts
need to be telescopic bars. In light of this consideration, any classification of
deployable structures should clarify whether the kinematics of the structures are
being considered at a micro- or macroscopic level.
5.4.2 Stevenson
One year later, Dr Stevenson (2011), lecturer at the University of Liverpool,
adopted yet another approach for the classification of deployable structures. Due
to Stevenson’s background and research, the application of the deployable
structures taken into consideration is predominantly architectural.
Morphology is the key classifying parameter. Deployable structures are
investigated with a synergetic approach, i.e. the overall actions of the architectural
components are given more importance compared to the operations of the single
parts. Firstly, the nature and motion of the single elements are considered and
these are, later, reinterpreted by examining the overall motion and shape. An
important concept introduced by the author is that of modularity (Kishimoto &
Natori, 2006). Deployable structures are often made of identical components
organised in the form of patterns. Creating assemblies of functional units able to
spread motion from one element to the next is essential.
As Stevenson writes around half a decade after other classifications were
published and considering the rate at which technology progresses, a third
morphological class is added to the existing ones of rigid and flexible materials:
smart materials. Also known as intelligent materials, these materials take
advantage of changes to their physical properties to transfer movement.
Nonetheless, the author does not use material as a classifying parameter. Instead,
Stevenson identifies a spectrum of transformations typical of kinetic architecture,
which are: deform, fold, deploy, retract, slide and revolve. Deployable structures
do not necessarily fall into one of these movement types alone, but may be the
outcome of combining one or more types. The classification is presented in a twoway table shown in Figure 25. The classifying parameters are physical
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transformation (to the left) plotted against position in space and direction of
transformation, similar to Hanaor and Levy’s classification with morphology plotted
against kinematics.

Figure 25: Classification by Stevenson (Stevenson, 2011)

One of the weaknesses of Stevenson’s classification is the struggle in placing
pneumatic structures within the table. Inflatable structures are represented as an
inverted umbrella type, yet no distinction is made between air-supported or airinflated structures. Pneumatic structures play a significant role in the world of
deployable structures and should be classified accordingly. Additionally, prestressed cables and nets are not declared in the classification table, although
some designs are deployable.
5.4.3 Del Grosso and Basso
In 2013, Andrea E Del Grosso and Paolo Basso (2013) published a paper
where the classification table by Hanaor and Levy is referenced. The first
distinction introduced is the classical one between deformable and rigid links
deployables, see Figure 26.
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What distinguishes their work is the introduction of some deployable structures,
which previous authors do not acknowledge. These structures are compliant
mechanisms for the deformable structures category and morphing truss structures
for rigid link structures. Compliant mechanisms transfer motion, force or energy
just as other deployable structures. However, they earn part of their mobility from
the deflection of flexible members, rather than exclusively from movable joints
(Howell, 2001). Such definition may be relevant when considering how the motion
is carried out, but does not constitute a deployable structures category itself. For
instance, tensegrities may deploy via strut mode and this may involve the use of
telescoping bars, yet this does not make tensegrities telescopic structures.

Figure 26: Classification by Del Grosso & Basso

Moreover, morphing truss structures (Inoue, 2008) are traditional truss
structures where some of the elements are replaced with linear displacement
actuators. Once again, the authors focus on the micro-scale side of deployment,
rather than considering the overall morphological alteration occurring in the
structure. Thus, although the statement of there being elements within the truss
with linearly varying length is true, the truss deploys as a hinged-collapsible-strut
mechanism, a category previously illustrated in research by Merchan (1987).
5.4.4 Rivas Adrover
The most recent classification of deployable structures to date is that by Rivas
Adrover (2015). The classification is part of the book Deployable Structures, which
is not peer reviewed, but is a well-founded attempt at classifying deployable
structures. Rivas Adrover’s first definition is based on the way deployable
structures are developed: Structural Components are created based on the
structural components of the deployable mechanism while Generative Technique
denotes those structures inspired by other sources. For the purpose of this review,
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only Structural Components were considered as the Generative Technique section
deals with where inspiration is drawn for the creation of deployable structures,
rather than contemplating their kinematics and morphology. The author illustrates
how traditionally two types have been defined: Rigid Deployable Components and
Deformable Deployable Components. Yet, some structural topologies do not
belong to either, calling for the introduction to two new classes: Flexible
Deployables and Combined Deployables. For each of these four classes specific
examples and some theory behind the functioning of the mechanisms are
presented, see Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Classification by Rivas Adrover (Rivas Adrover, 2015)

Rivas Adrover’s classification disagrees in part with previously published work
specifically in relation to morphology. For example, strut-cable systems as
tensegrities (Skelton, Adhikari, Pinaud, Waileung, & Helton, 2001) are classified as
combined deployables. However, tensegrities are better represented under
deformable deployable components as pure tensegrities present no rigid
connections, although having stiff members, assuming adequate pretension
(Guest, 2011), and have many ways in which they can deploy, although are not as
easily controlled as rigid deployable components. This inaccuracy is a
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consequence of the definition provided for deformable deployables. Nets, fabrics
and inflatables are considered as deformable deployables as they undergo large
deformations. Rivas Adrover specifies that their deployment can only be controlled
when combined with other structural elements, directing the reader to the chapter
about combined deployables. However, only inflatable structures may exist without
any compression boundary or structural components as nets and fabrics are
incapable of achieving stability and equilibrium without some form of compression
elements or anchored position at their boundary.
Rivas Adrover presents other examples of deployable structures without
categorising them into a more general subclass to bring together structures with
common features. For instance, the NASA Type Cube (Britt & Lalvani, 2000) is
discussed under rigid component deployables – latticework. These cubic and
symmetrical structures would be better classified as non-self-crossing linkages so
that other structures based on the same principle may be included, such as folding
articulated trusses (Adams, 1988) and Heatherwick’s Rolling Bridge (Heatherwick
& Rowe, 2012), see Figure 28.

Figure 28: Rolling Bridge by Heatherwick Studio (photo by Steve Speller) (Heatherwick &
Rowe, 2012)

Rivas Adrover does discuss the above-mentioned structures, but does not
group them in a classification category and prefers to include them under the more
general group of latticework, aside pantographs. However, latticework deployable
structures should also encompass reciprocal frames and ruled surfaces that are
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not acknowledged in the book. One of the conclusions that can be drawn is that
Rivas Adrover does provide detailed examples of deployable structures, but
neglects to highlight their common morphological characteristics and bypasses
some structures belonging to the same morphological/kinematic category.
In the flexible deployables chapter, only STEMs and folding articulated trusses
are suggested, even if there are many other flexible deployable structures such as
coilable truss (Bowden & Benton, 1993) and STACER (Pankow, Besuner, Wilkes,
& Ullrich, 2001). Lastly, the combined deployables class comprises membrane
folding roof structures. The bearing capacity and deployment mechanism of these
retractable systems is carried out by the grids, with the fabric adding stability in the
fully deployed state or providing secondary covering surfaces (Escrig, 1985), thus,
they would be best categorised as rigid deployable components – grids section.
The retractable roof by Kawaguchi (2000), shown in Figure 29, is an unusual
form of deployable structure, which utilises a membrane structure connected to
two boundary compression rings that rotate relatively to one another causing the
membrane to fold and unfold.

Figure 29: Retractable air inflated membrane roof (Kawaguchi, 2000)

The introduction of pre-stress into the membrane by means of air pressure or by
inserting a slightly smaller membrane, causing the material to stretch into its taut
shape, will confer additional stiffness to the structure. The air inflation is used
solely to achieve tension in the membrane, however, the deployment occurs via
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folding of the tensile material determined by the motion of the ring beams. The
structure fits the boundary tension membrane definition more appropriately than
that of hybrid structures.
Soundforms is a portable stage, which is not deployable but demountable,
designed as a kit-of-parts. The structure’s external skin consisits of PVC coated
polyester air-inflated cushions, but the rest of the portable system does not have
deployable features apart from the trusses, that once assembled, are pivoted into
position (Stephenson, Flanagan, Bavister, & Knowles, 2013). Soundforms is best
described as a portable/demountable structure, instead of a combined deployable
one. The configuration of the acoustic shell cannot be changed, but it is lightweight
and, once disassembled, packs into the smallest space ready for transport.
SARA (switch activated response algorithm) by Felix Dodd (Silver, Dodd,
Holdon, Leung, & Pletts, 2001) fits into the category defined by Stevenson of
smart materials. A small electronic pulse raises the temperature of the nickeltitanium wire bringing about a change in length. This readily deployable structure
is rightly classified as hybrid because it combines a pin jointed frame made of 13
cells, 12 spacers, 100 muscle wires and 13 eight bit serial chips based on a binary
map. These kinds of structures are the result of multidisciplinary (Wang & Kang,
2012) research where electronics, programming and structural engineering come
together to yield efficient solutions.
When introducing tensegrities, Rivas Adrover only offers examples of
applications in space. Two of them have bi-stable elements (Tibert, 2002) while the
axi-symmetric reflector antenna is based on quasi-geodesic nets and hexagonal
tensegrity modules (Tibert & Pellegrino, 2001) that deploy via telescopic masts.
These are highly specific ways of combining tensegrity principles with others and
perfectly match the definition of hybrid structures. Pure tensegrities where
compression and tension elements are isolated within the structure are, however,
best classified as deformable component deployables.
5.5 Other Authors
The authors discussed so far have proposed classifications of deployable
structures by suggesting several family types and together allow an in depth
understanding of deployable structures morphology and kinematics. The research
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works discussed were analysed in chronological order, but there are other authors
who, although not providing a comprehensive review of deployable structures,
focus on particular subcategories or present more general overviews of the field.
Doroftei and Doroftei (2014) published a brief review of deployable structures
where four main classes are considered: spatial bar structures (hinged bars),
foldable plate structures (hinged plates), strut-cable systems (tensegrities) and
membrane systems. Subsequently, the authors focus on the first two categories by
analysing different pantographic assemblies and plate structures case studies.
A similar approach is adopted by De Temmerman (2007), who references
Hanaor and Levi’s classification table. Friedman (2001), on the other hand,
proposes a classification of deployable structures but specifies that it is not an
exhaustive representation of the subject as emphasis is placed on architectural
and civil engineering applications. Friedman suggests a similar review some years
later in a paper regarding structures that undergo large displacements (Friedman
& Ibrahimbegovic, 2013).
Specific classifications exist, where the focus is centred on one of the
deployable structures subcategories. For instance, Escrig and Valcarcel (1993)
advance a hierarchical way of sorting scissor-hinged mechanisms, later
investigated by Langbecker (1999), who suggested a systematic method for
analysing pantographic structures from a kinematic perspective. Furthermore,
Escrig carried out prolific research along with Sanchez and Valcarcel with regards
to spherical grids made of two-way scissors and how to develop them from grids
that divide the surface of a sphere (Escrig et al., 1996; Escrig, Valcárel, &
Sánchez, 1998).
Ramzy and Fayed (2011) adopted a different approach for the classification of
deployable

structures

based

on

their

environmental

performance

and

sustainability, dividing kinetic architecture into skin-units systems, retractable
elements, revolving buildings and biomechanical systems. The classification is
based on factors such as system configuration, control technique and cost and is
generally more inclined to considering environmental performance and human
comfort other than the mechanisms and physical transformation. A historical
survey of cable and membrane roofs was proposed by Forster (1994) and,
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subsequently, Mollaert (1996) published a review of retractable membrane roofs
where distinctions are made to those roofs where the supporting structure is
stationary (parallel, central and circular sliding) and those with a moving
supporting structure (sliding, central folding and rotating).
Other reviews concern space applications specifically. Santiago-Prowald and
Baier (2013) focused on space antennas and highlighted the different approaches
to the deployment of structures based on quasi-rigid members and highly flexible
structures or a combination of the two (hybrid). With a view to kinematics, the
deployment motion is classified as either planar or three-dimensional and many
examples of space structures are brought to substantiate the argument.
Deployable booms and masts were also reviewed by Puig, Barton, and Rando
(2010) by listing inflatable, telescopic, articulated, coilable, shape memory
composite booms and deployable truss structures. Similar antecedents include
other arm deployment reviews (Jensen & Pellegrino, 2001; Rauschenbach, 1980).
After having analysed all the above classifications and reviews, the need for a
comprehensive and complete classification of deployable structures, which is
currently missing in the literature is evident. The most thorough classification of
deployable structures is that by Hanaor and Levy. Although their classification
table has been extensively referenced by later authors, it dates back to over a
decade ago and new developments and technologies have been discovered since.
Thus, there is the demand for an updated deployable structures classification
offering a common vocabulary to be referred to in all future research. This will also
offer a general overview of such a broad subject to those who are new to
deployable structures and serve as a starting point for further research and
developing interest in the field.
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6 Classifying Parameters
As demonstrated in the review of classifications of deployable structures,
various authors propose different approaches based on their background and area
of research. Due to the success of the work by Hanaor and Levy (2001), the
classification presented in this thesis is based on similar structural and
morphological aspects of deployable systems and considers all applications, from
spatial to earth-based ones. Kinematics is the driving classifying principle, dividing
deployable structures into four main categories: rigid components (Chapter 7),
deformable components (Chapter 8), flexible components (Chapter 9) and hybrid
components (Chapter 10). Each category is then re-examined by looking at their
morphology, generating a two-way classification. The only class of deployable
structures where a morphological analysis resulted as being redundant is that of
hybrid systems, as these result from the combination of two or more structural
forms making them unsuitable to be evaluated for such principle.
As Stevenson (2011), categorising decisions are based on the structures’ global
motion and morphology by embracing a synergetic approach, rather than focusing
on the mechanisms that drive the single parts. The driving mechanisms may be
discussed but are, then, reconsidered in the context of the overall structural form
and transformation.
6.1 Kinematics
Kinematics is a branch of mechanics that describes the geometrical motion of a
body, or group of bodies, without considering the forces inducing the motion.
Relative to deployable structures, two categories are defined concerning the
predictability of the deployment
•

Rigid Components – Systems consisting of rigid links, such as bars or
plates. The structure’s deployment is actively controlled through all stages
of deployment implicating high mechanical complexity. Joints limit the range
of motion and such structures have enhanced durability.

•

Deformable Components – Deployable systems that lack stiffness and
manifest an unforeseeable behaviour during deployment by undergoing
large deformations. Most of the structural elements are subject to tension
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which provides bearing capacity, although, rigid perimeter elements in
compression are indispensable for the overall equilibrium of some of these
structures.
Many experts in the field of deployable structures have acknowledged these two
kinematic classes, even though different words might have been used to express
the same concept. For example, Prof. You, during an interview with Rivas Adrover
(2015), referred to Rigid Components Deployables and Deformable Components
Deployables. To these two categories, Rivas Adrover adds two further classes,
demonstrating how some structural topologies do not comply with either of the
classes specified by You. These are: Flexible Deployables and Combined
Deployables. Based on the review carried out on previous classifications and the
variety existing in the sphere of deployable structures, it was deemed restrictive to
limit the classification to rigid and deployable elements. Thus, in agreement with
Rivas Adrover, the two additional categories were incorporated with the generally
accepted ones with the following definitions:
•

Flexible Components – Structures whose deployment is not determined
solely by a mechanism, rather by energy stored in the system itself. The
structural components are semi-rigid and can deploy in specific directions,
unlike deformable components.

•

Hybrid Components – Deployable structures resulting from the combination
of different structural components: rigid, deformable and/or flexible.

Figure 30 shows a visual representation of the kinematic classification categories.

Figure 30: Kinematic categories
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6.2 Morphology
Morphology stands for the “study of form”. Structural morphology concerns the
study of form and its structural features. The term was originally used with
reference to the biological world, but its meaning has broadened with time. With
regards to deployable structures, two main morphological categories exist:
•

Bar Structures –The load-bearing structure consists of discrete elements.
Bars are connected by means of hinges and joints. These structural
elements will either be in compression, tension or bending. Bar structures
can be further divided into:
o Strut-Cable – Combining the benefits of using both rigid and flexible
elements, strut-cable systems allow compromising between deployment
reliability, joint simplicity and structural efficiency.
o Grids – Also known as lattice structures, grids combine a number of bar
elements joined together that work as a continuous structure in resisting
the load. In some cases, grids have been further classified into single
layer, double layer and linear structures, such as masts or spines.

•

Surface Structures – Structural systems that carry out the load bearing
function themselves. Surface structures can either be subject to tension
forces only (pneumatic or tensile structures) or can behave as continuous
structures made of smaller surfaces or planes joined together.
o Plates – Structural systems made of flat components or shells that slide,
fold or rotate relatively to each another.
o Tension/Pneumatic – Deformable structures that rely predominantly on
pre-stress to gain adequate stiffness and stability. Majority of tension
structures require some compression elements to maintain equilibrium,
such as rigid bars or grids. Exceptions are those structures that achieve
compression by means of pressure differential.

6.3 Rigidity
Some of the deployable structures that will be discussed in the following
chapters achieve increased stiffness by means of tensile material that assumes a
state of pre-stress once the structure reaches its final deployed state. The tensile
fabric, as well as enhancing the overall stability, may act as a means to conferring
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the structure with shelter capacity. Although lightweight material is inherently
deformable, the structure’s classification will be based on its deployment
kinematics and will not be classed as deformable unless the tensile material plays
an active part in carrying out the deployment.
The following chapters are partitioned according to the kinematic categories and
the morphological classes delineate the subchapters.
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7 Rigid Components
Deployable structures consisting of bars and plates connected by means of rigid
links are defined as rigid components deployables, see Figure 31. Having a limited
range of motion allows greater control of the structure’s deployment. The most
common type of structural release are a hinge, with a rotational degree of
freedom, and a slide, with a translational degree of freedom. Although these
structures offer control during deployment, they can be heavier compared to
structures belonging to other kinematic classes.

Figure 31: Rigid components deployables

7.1 Bar Structures
A bar, subject to axial and/or bending, is the structural element characterising
these structures. Thus, discrete elements have the primary load-bearing capacity.
Bar structures are categorised in grid structures and strut-cable systems. The
latter are, however, deformable components deployables and will be examined in
the relevant chapter.
7.1.1 Grids
Hanaor and Levy (2001) refer to this category as lattice bar structures
distinguishing single, double layer grids and spines with single layer girds creating
curved surfaces to contribute to structural depth. Following the research carried
out on deployable structures, grids are here classified as: linkages, reciprocal
frames and ruled surfaces.
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7.1.1.1 Linkages
Linkages are grid structures where the struts are connected by means of hinges
allowing rotation of the elements relatively to one another. According to the
location of the hinges, linkages can be either self-crossing or non self-crossing.
Self-Crossing Linkages - Pantographs

Self-crossing linkages are most commonly known as scissor hinges or
pantographs. They were first studied by Emilio Pérez Piñero (1961), who patented
reticular foldable space grids based on such deployment mechanism. The basic
folding unit consists of two elements connected by a pivot at some point along
their length as shown in Figure 32. By connecting basic units together with
different arrangements, masts and arches as well as three-dimensional grids may
be created (Chilton, 2000).

Figure 32: Typical scissor unit

The scissor hinge unit on its own lacks structural depth and has a low structural
efficiency as a planar structure. Pantographs may be arranged in double-layers,
however, curved surfaces are usually favoured as they confer structural depth and
enable primary axial action as the primary mode. Flexure in the bars occurs as a
secondary action and is a major factor that hinders structural efficiency. The
articulation at the joints lessens the stiffness and may introduce imperfections. The
tensile membrane sometimes used to clad panthographic structures may be
employed as a bracing element and help manage member buckling (Hanaor,
2009).
Due to the variety of ways in which pantographs can be assembled and
organised, classifying such structures as single, double layer and spines resulted
inefficient. Work by Escrig and Valcarcel (1993) contributed to an effective and
detailed classification of scissor-hinged mechanisms that best reflects the
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complexity and variety of such a field. The classification was summarised in a tree
diagram shown in Figure 33. Some years later, another paper by Escrig et al.
(1996) proposed a further classification of two-way spherical grids, also shown in
the diagram.

Figure 33: Classification of pantographs

Later, Roovers and De Temmerman (2014) published a classification of
deployable pantographs having single curvature categorised based on the
geometry of their grid cells proving the great potential of scissor-like structures due
to their design versatility.
Typical examples of pantographs are Pinero’s moving theatre (see Figure 34),
Escrig’s dismountable canopy for a swimming pool in Seville (Kassabian et al.,
1999) and Hoberman’s renown Iris Dome (Hoberman, 1991).
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Figure 34: Deployable dome based on three arm scissors by Piñero (Escrig, 2013)

Some of these scissor-hinged structures were devised as shelters or roofs,
thus, integrating fabric material to isolate the internal area from the atmospheric
conditions. It may be argued that such a characteristic makes these structures
hybrid. However, the fabric is not actively involved in the deployment even if it will
prevent the structure from overextending and contribute to the overall stiffness
once it achieves pre-stress in the fully deployed configuration.

Figure 35: Deployable dome with USC (De Temmerman, Alegria Mira, & Vergauwen, 2012)

A recent research study on scissor-like elements used the Universal Scissor
Component by Alegria Mira (2010), designed to be potentially combined into a
broad number of configurations, for the creation of a canopy (see Figure 35) in the
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shape of an icosahedral scissor dome (De Temmerman et al., 2012). Furthermore,
a radial expansion/retraction truss structure was proposed as a system for
deployable roofs with fully retractable supporting structure and multiple stable
configurations (Van Mele, De Temmerman, De Laet, & Mollaert, 2010).
Non Self-Crossing Linkages - Hinged-Collapsible-Strut Mechanism

Hinged-collapsible-strut mechanisms are deployable structures previously
referenced by Merchan (1987). These consist of systems of struts that, unlike
scissor-hinged structures, are hinged only at their ends. When deployed, the hinge
joints lock and the structure behaves as a single element (see Figure 36). There
are some folding articulated trusses that are designed with such a mechanism,
however, they are not included in this category as they incorporate other
deployment principles that contradict the rigid link category, such as cables and
STEMs (Adams, 1988; Douglas, 1993; Guo, Liu, & Deng, 2008).

Figure 36: Example of hinged-collapsible-strut mechanism

Just as pantographs, planar non-self-crossing linkages have a low structural
efficiency as they do not have structural depth beside the depth of the individual
bars. In order to gain added depth the units are commonly arranged in stacks to
generate masts and trusses. The structural elements are subject to both axial and
flexural forces and chords may be added to increase the structures’ overall
stiffness.
An example of non-self-crossing linkage is the variable geometry truss by Miura
et al. (1985), see Figure 37. The structure is based on the geometrical properties
of an octahedron and the variable length of the lateral members governs the
deployment, while the diagonal members have a fixed length.
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Figure 37: Variable Geometry Truss (Miura et al., 1985)

By applying the same principle to planar platform trusses, Mikulas Jr, Wada,
Farhat, Thorwald, and Withnell (1993) investigated which elements between the
diagonals, longerons and battens were best suited to act as actuators. After finding
advantages in substituting the battens with actuators, the concept was embedded
into a 2D truss beam and a high degree of geometrical freedom was
demonstrated. On the other hand, the HIMAT mast (Takayuki, Koichi, Akira, &
Michihiro, 1990) in Figure 38, not only has telescoping bars, but also folding
longerons to achieve greater strength and stiffness during deployment compared
to masts that rely on strain energy release (see Flexible Deployables
Components). A similar approach was employed in the design of the deployable
mast by Bodle and Lungerhausen (1987) and in the closed-chain deployable
reflector based on V-folding rods (Tserodze, Prowald, Gogilashvili, & Chkhikvadze,
2016).
Finally, non-self-crossing linkages may also use sliding hinges as a means for
deployment, such as truss concepts and 3D foldable lattice structures (Onoda, Fu,
& Minesugi, 1996; Takamatsu & Onoda, 1991).
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Figure 38: HIMAT retractable mast (Takayuki et al., 1990)

By looking at the basic unit in Figure 39 it may be observed how motion occurs
when the sliding hinge moves downwards towards Node 2. Such a process is
reversible so both deployment and retraction are possible and requires a small
number of mechanisms (one per basic module) to take place. Limiting the number
of mechanisms will provide an inherently rigid structure as additional locking
systems may introduce geometrical imperfections or stiffness discontinuities in a
truss member. Furthermore, the greater the number of mechanisms the greater
the mass of the structure, which will increase the overall cost and reduce the
natural frequency.

Figure 39: Fully deployed (left) and half deployed (right) module (Takamatsu & Onoda, 1991)
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Umbrella systems also employ sliding joints as a means for deployment. In this
case, a tension surface is incorporated in a non-self crossing linkage, by which the
structure acquires greater stability once the cables are pretensioned and the
structure is locked. The addition of a membrane does not imply that the structure
is a hybrid as it does not play an active role in the system’s deployment, but is only
there to confer rigidity. An example of umbrella structure is the hoop/column
antenna (Figure 40). A telescopic column is deployed from the central hub to hold
the edges of the mesh reflector in place (Allen & Butler, 1985). The deployment
sequence consists of three distinct phases: column deployment, hoop deployment
and extension of the tip of the column to provide pretension of the reflective mesh
(Ahl Jr & Miller, 1988).

Figure 40: Hoop/column antenna profile (Ahl Jr & Miller, 1988)

An additional space application of umbrella systems is the tension truss
antenna by Miura and Tanizawa (2000). Just as the hoop/column antenna, it is
based on a column and masts that activate the deployment and a cable net and
mesh, which are in a state of pretension once deployed, conferring stability to the
structure. The active members are self-contained as they operate independently
from the passive system which, nonetheless, carries out the primary function of
the antenna: reflecting the waves (Pellegrino & Kwan, 1994).
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Finally, one of the most elegant applications of the umbrella mechanism is the
convertible shade roof for the Prophet’s Mosque in Madina by Frei Otto, see
Figure 41. The umbrella’s arms fold while closing and are forked allowing to
increase the suspension points on the membrane (Otto & Rasch, 1995).

Figure 41: Convertible umbrella of the Mosque in Madina, Frei Otto and Bodo Rasch
(Schaeffer et al., 2010)

7.1.1.2 Reciprocal Frames
Reciprocal frames (RF) consist of three-dimensional grid structures with
mutually supporting sloping beams arranged in a closed circuit. The inner end of
each beam rests on an adjacent beam that provides support, while the outer ends
rest on additional structural elements, such as a wall, ring beam or column
(Popovic Larsen, 2008). Each structural element is subject to flexure, thus,
reducing structural efficiency. Multiple RF grids are the result of the combination of
more than one reciprocal frame units gradually added to the perimeter, while in
complex RF grids the units are inserted in the central opening (Larsen, 2008), as
shown in Figure 42

Figure 42: Multiple and complex reciprocal frame grids (Popovic Larsen, 2008)
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Deployable variants of reciprocal frames (Figure 43) resembling the iris motion
have been designed by Saidani and Baverel (1998), on the basis of MultiReciprocal Gird (MGR) systems; an extension of the reciprocal frame concept
(Popovic, 1996). MRGs consist of three-dimensional grillages of mutually
supported beams. The advantage of such a structure is that only two members at
a time join allowing for simple connection design. Different assemblies have been
analysed (Baverel & Saidani, 1999) with non-triangular unit grids (rhomboid,
hexagonal, octagonal) being theoretically deployable with the disadvantage of
becoming bulky once volumes are assigned to the geometries. Thus, in agreement
with Hanaor and Levy (2001), reciprocal grids are in practice more suited for
demountable rather than deployable structures (Popovic, Chilton, & Choo, 1996).

Figure 43: Foldable reciprocal frame (Chilton, 1995)

The interest in reciprocal frames is mainly related to the design of roof
coverings

as

they

offer

potential

for

morphological

arrangements

and

combinations (Popovic, Chilton, & Choo, 1998). Furthermore, reciprocal designs
are able to carry non-symmetrical loads as these are redistributed throughout the
structure and are partially resisted by each element (Chilton, Choo, & Popovic,
1995; Chilton et al., 1994).
Alternatively, motion can occur in those RF designs with an even number of
beams, providing the joints located at each intersection of the inner polygon are
free to rotate about the vertical axis. The outer ends of alternate beams can then
be moved below the adjacent fixed beams to allow for roof openings (Chilton,
1995).
Popovic Larsen and Lee (2013) have explored other RF applications, such as
box volumetric structures with in plane RF assemblies and deployable arches, the
deployment mechanism of which is, however, governed by pivotal connections
rather than the reciprocal frame mechanism. Further research focused on the
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presence of an inextensional mechanism (kinematic indeterminacy) and
demonstrated how different constraint patterns lead to different kinematic
behaviours (Parigi, Napoli, & Sassone, 2010). Lastly, Kinetic Reciprocal Systems
are kinetic systems based on the principle of reciprocity with internal pin-slot
constraints (Parigi & Henning Kirkegaard, 2012). For a more detailed explanation
on structural reciprocity refer to the review paper by Pugnale and Sassone (2014).
7.1.1.3 Ruled Surfaces
Limited research on deployable ruled surfaces is available, even though a vast
array of ruled hyperbolic surfaces can be generated from two families of straight
members. Kent (1996) studied Revolute Hyperboloids made of intersecting
members that allowed rotation only (scissor mechanism). The RH principle was
used in the design of a roof structure, however, the analysis was only theoretical
and not practically applied. Although the structure achieved compact folding,
taking the actual dimensions and volumes into account would alter these results.
Recently, Maden, Korkmaz, and Akgün (2013) have shown new interest in ruled
surfaces and proposed the design of a deployable roof, proving that the
application of ruled principles allowed a design with fewer number of bars and
joints compared to the equivalent design with scissor elements, see Figure 44.
The roof does not fold to a compact bundle, but allows variations in its
configuration. A more detailed analysis of a shelter structure based on ruled
principles was subsequently carried out, with the structure being able to morph
from planar to various hypar configurations (Maden, Aktaş, & Korkmaz, 2015).

Figure 44: Three different deployed configurations of 2DoF 4x4-unit HP structure (Maden et
al., 2013)

Deployable ruled surfaces have shown to work well in theory, but present
limitations when physical members and their dimensions/connections are taken
into account. Just as reciprocal frames, ruled surfaces are best-suited for
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demountable structures or structures with varying configurations that do not fold to
a packed configuration.
7.1.1.4 Telescopic Trusses
Telescopic structures are based on concentric parts sliding out of the other until
the structure is totally extended. The individual sections are usually supported on
rollers to allow for the motion to take place. Once fully extended, the sliding
sections are fixed in place by latches to allow for sufficient stiffness
(Rauschenbach, 1980). For large applications such as masts or antennas
rectangular or triangular steel trusses are usually employed (Jensen & Pellegrino,
2001). An example of telescopic truss is the Telescopic Access Bridges (TAB) for
the offshore industry introduced by SMST, shown in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Telescopic access bridges (TAB) by SMST (Cerda Salzmann, 2010)

The access bridge facilitates the safe passage of personnel and cargo to and
from the offshore structures (Cerda Salzmann, 2010).
7.2 Surface Structures
Unlike strut structures, in surface structures it is the surface itself that carries
out the main load bearing function. The single rigid panels do not undergo any
shape change throughout deployment, but their position relatively to one another
determines the morphological change from retracted to deployed.
7.2.1 Plates
Plate structures consist of flat components connected via a series of hinges.
The type of hinge influences whether the structure is classed as folded plate,
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sliding plate or telescopic. If considering the deployment efficiency in terms of the
dimensions of the stowed configuration, plate structures result in having a lower
efficiency due to the overall dimensions of the plates compared to membrane
structures.
7.2.1.1 Folding Plates
For folding to occur, an instability needs to be introduced in the system, i.e. a
finite mechanism that will allow a change in the system’s shape (Calatrava, 1993).
The plates are usually connected via dihedral hinges. Folds are defined as all nonplane shapes resulting from a laminar element where warping does not occur,
therefore, folding can only occur when employing plane faces and straight edges
(Tonon, 1991). As well as a means for deployability, folding is also used to achieve
structural depth and, consequently, a stiffer structure.
The science of origami has influenced the design of folded plates. Different
folding patterns exist among which the Yoshimura pattern, also known as the
diamond pattern, the diagonal pattern and the Miura Ori pattern or herringbone
pattern (Buri & Weinand, 2008), see Figure 46. Principles of origami have been
observed in nature, thus, the natural world may act as a source of inspiration for
the design of folding patterns such as the creation of Minimal Folding
Configurations present in protein folds (Delarue, 1993).

Figure 46: Folding patterns (Yoshimura-left, Diagonal-middle, Miura Ori-right) (Buri &
Weinand, 2008)

In rigid origami, foldability is maintained as the thin panels and crease lines are
replaced by rigid panels and hinges, such that the folding process becomes the
result of a mechanism (Demaine & O'Rourke, 2007). There have been studies
regarding triangulated cylindrical shells able to fold down to a compact stack of
plates. Wang and Chen (2011) analysed several origami patterns capable of
folding one piece of paper into a closed patterned cylinder that maintained its
rigidity. Following this study, Guest and Pellegrino (1994) wrote a series of papers
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focusing on a particular case of cylinders: those made from isosceles triangles that
fold down to prisms, see Figure 47. The cylinders were stress-free in their fully
folded and fully deployed configurations and the design allowed for elastic strain
energy to accumulate during folding creating self-deploying cylinders.
One of the principal issues with origami is that the theory often differs from the
practical implementation (Guest & Pellegrino, 1996a). To overcome such a
problem, Tachi (2010a) attempted to identify a methodology that would allow
identifying morphologies based on the kinetic properties of origami that would
grant flexible design variations, instead of relying on trial-and-error.

Figure 47: Folding of triangulated cylinder (Guest & Pellegrino, 1994)

Among folded plates are also box bellows, employed for space applications.
These structures are made of rectangular panels joined longitudinally by hinges
opening inwards and outwards of alternative panels (Rauschenbach, 1980). Box
bellows were further investigated by Tonon (1991).
Finally, folded plates and origami theory are employed in the design of medical
devices

used

for

cardiac

catheterization,

drug

delivery,

encapsulation,

gastrointestinal microsurgery, stent grafts, etc (Johnson et al., 2017).
7.2.1.2 Sliding Plates
Unlike folded plates, sliding plates do not inevitably have a dihedral hinge in
between each panel. Folded plates rely on hinges (rotation), while sliding plates
deploy due to translational degrees of freedom. So far, the main application for
sliding plates is that of retractable roofs. The motion is not exactly deployable as
the panels change position and are not rearranged into a smaller configuration.
The sliding motion of the plates can either be linear or radial.
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Linear Sliding

A particularly slender linearly sliding roof was constructed in Oita (Japan) in
2001, see Figure 48. Most of the spherical roof was fixed and there were two
movable panels that slide linearly on seven rails to the side of the dome. The
panels were covered by a close to transparent membrane containing a Teflon film
that allowed natural lighting to illuminate the stadium even when the roof was
closed (Ishii, 2000).

Figure 48: Oita Stadium, Japan (Ishii, 2000)

A similar design was proposed for the San Sebastian bullfighting ring, shown in
Figure 49. Two main segments slide opposite one another and this motion results
in the opening and closing of the roof. The segments move due to a driving system
consisting of two motors that supply energy for the panels to slide along girder
rails aided by a tracking mechanism. By making the surfaces spherical and
concentric, accurate sliding and superposition of the panels was achieved with
regards to the main frame (Apezteguia & Arrastoa, 1996).

Figure 49: San Sebastian bullfighting ring retractable roof design (Apezteguia & Arrastoa,
1996)

Another retractable roof stadium to be constructed in Europe was in the
Amsterdam Arena in the Netherlands. Once again, the retractable section was
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made of two panels provided with a tooth rack on which a tractor unit with
electrically driven pinions was mounted (Ishii, 2000).
Radial Sliding

Application for radial sliding is mostly found in reflectors employed in the space
industry, in particular, for antennas with solid surfaces to allow for higher surface
accuracy. The deployment motion often resembles that of a flower and takes place
by means of spatial rigid linkages (see Figure 50). Each petal corresponds to one
of the degrees of freedom and is arranged in a radially symmetric manner.
Furlable reflector surfaces have also been employed, however, they do not use
sliding as their deployment mechanism (G. Kiper & E. Söylemez, 2009).

Figure 50: Radial sliding deployable space antennas (G. Kiper & E. Söylemez, 2009)

A concept for a deployable antenna (SSDA – Solid Surface Deployable
Antenna) was illustrated by Guest and Pellegrino (1996b), who made a
comparison of its features with existing antenna designs, such as the TRW
Sunflower, a couple of Toshiba models, Dornier/ESA MEA, and the Domier/ESA
DAISY reflector (Archer & Palmer, 1985; Hedgepeth, 1989; Tsutsumi, Kasahara,
Hisada, & Itoh, 1986). They concluded that the SSDA is a versatile solution and
allows for improvements in packaging at the cost of a small increase in complexity.
7.2.1.3 Telescopic Structures
Telescopic structures can be made from either trusses or solid structures
(Rauschenbach, 1980). Such systems are made of similar elements the size of
which is gradually reduced so that they can be packed one inside the other. Their
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main applications are space booms, as shown in Figure 51, but are also used for
the design of cranes and boat trailers.

Figure 51: ISIS telescopic mast (Rohweller, 2002)

Various lightweight extendable structures have been designed to deploy and
support flexible solar arrays with either mechanical systems or gas driven systems
(Becchi & Dellamico, 1989; Felkai, 1986; Humphries, 1981; Rohweller, 2002;
Schmid & Aguirre, 1986). With regards to space applications, telescopic structures
tend to be stiffer at the cost of weight and packaging ratio (Puig et al., 2010).
The motion of telescopic elements need not always be linear, but may also take
place around a central pin, such as pivoted moving systems. The single panels
rotate about the common pivot and are stacked one under the other in the closed
configuration. Pivoting moving systems are mainly found in retractable roofs, such
as the Pittsburgh Civic Arena (Ishii, 2001) and the Fukuoka Dome (shown in
Figure 52), where three spherical steel segments rotate in opposite directions on
circular tracks (Tanno et al., 1994).

Figure 52: Fukuoka Dome, Japan (Tanno et al., 1994)
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8 Deformable Components
Deformable structures transfer movement by creasing, folding, bending,
stretching and inflating. As they are made of elements that lack stiffness and have
infinite degrees of freedom, control over the deployment phase is often limited, see
Figure 53. The following sections (8.1 and 8.2) are based on the morphology of
structures made of deformable components, the main distinction being between
bar and surface structures.

Figure 53: Deformable components deployables

8.1 Bar Structures
Deformable components deployables do not have the morphological category of
grids, as did the rigid deployables discussed in the previous section. Instead, grids
are replaced by strut-cable systems, where tension and compression elements are
combined to create structurally efficient structures.
8.1.1 Strut-Cable
Strut-cable systems incorporate both rigid and deformable elements. The great
potential of these structures lies in the possibility of finding a compromise between
deployability, technical simplicity and structural efficiency. Research in this field is
relatively recent and is mostly dominated by a structural concept known as
tensegrity.
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8.1.1.1 Flexible Tether
Flexible tethers work similar to beaded necklaces, as shown in Figure 54. If one
was to hold the last element at one end and pull the tether’s chain, tension would
be induced and the system would become straight and rigid.

Figure 54: Flexible tether principle

Such principle has been employed in the design of tubular booms with
cylindrical sections with sheaths at either end alternated to spherical elements. All
members have a tension cable running longitudinally through them. The cable is
fixed at one end and, once tension is induced, all the members are forced to align
and form a straight boom. The disadvantage of such a deployable boom in space
is the poor torsional stiffness, which allows for rotation of the tip during
deployment. Furthermore, the system has an unpredictable behaviour during
retraction and poor storage capacity (Jensen & Pellegrino, 2001; Rauschenbach,
1980).
A single flexible tether is unlikely to provide enough lateral stability even if a
high level of pre-stress is applied. If a tethered system was to be designed for
something other than a space boom, adding tethers in other planes and shifting
from a two- to a three-dimensional structure will ensure stability requirements are
met.
8.1.1.2 Tensegrity
Tensegrities consist of reticular spatial systems in a constant state of self-stress,
see Figure 55. It is the self-stress that confers the structure its rigidity. A definition
was suggested by Hanaor (1997) who writes:
A network consisting of tendons and bars (or struts), such that any one bar is
connected only to cables but to no other bar (except, perhaps, at the boundary).
Thus the bar system, under this narrow definition is completely disjointed. Such a
system can be called “pure tensegrity”. (p. 386)
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This implies complete absence of rigid joints so that “pure tensegrities” fall
under the category of deformable components. Various degrees of inter-bar
connections have been studied, however, each bar system remains disconnected
from the others, maintaining the essence of the tensegrity principle. The term
“pure tensegrities” has been adopted to differentiate from other interpretations of
the principle that incorporate different levels of inter-bar connection or the inclusion
of bi-stable tube hinges; characteristics which conform more with the hybrid
kinematic class.

Figure 55: Tensegrity elementary equilibrium

The tensegrity definition would imply a static structure, however, there are ways
that allow for the system to undergo deployment. To allow for unfolding/retraction
to occur some of the members need to vary in length. Depending on which
elements are subject to the change in length, three deployment modes have been
recognised: strut mode, cable mode and mixed mode (Motro, 2003). The cables
can either be shortened by a system of pulleys fixed on the bars (Pinaud, Masic, &
Skelton, 2003; Pinaud, Solari, & Skelton, 2004; Sultan & Skelton, 2003; Sultan &
Skelton, 1998) or the struts may be telescoping bars put in action via mechanical
or hydraulic energy (Fest, Shea, Domer, & Smith, 2003; Tibert & Pellegrino, 2002).
The efficiency of tensegrities’ structural members is high as they are only
subject to axial loads, the stresses are uniform along the sections and complex
connections are avoided (Zhang & Ohsaki, 2015). However, the fact that the bars
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remain unbraced along their length increases the risk of member buckling
reducing the structural efficiency when compared to other geometrically rigid
deployable structures.
Examples of tensegrity structures are the Georgia Dome (Castro & Levy, 1992;
Melaragno, 1993), shown in Figure 56, which later inspired other tensegrity domes
around the world (Levy, Jing, Brzozowski, & Freeman, 2013). These are not pure
tensegrities as they are not freestanding and gain stability from the structures they
provide shelter for. There is also considerable research on tensegrity footbridges
although practical applications remain scarce (Rhode-Barbarigos, Schulin, Ali,
Motro, & Smith, 2012; Rhode-Barbarigos, SMITH, Bel Hadj Ali, & Motro, 2010;
Veuve, Safaei, & Smith, 2015).
Earth-based applications of tensegrities include towers, large domes, stadium
roofs, temporary structures and tents (Jemioło et al., 2015). One of the first
attempts was made in Japan in 2001 (Kawaguchi & Lu, 2002). Two tensegrity
skeletons, based on the simplex tensegrity unit, were used as structural
components with the addition of an isolated strut that elevated the roof's
membrane. The change in the level of strain occurring in the membrane was
monitored since the start of the construction as well as the effects of temperature
variations (Kawaguchi & Ohya, 2004).

Figure 56: Isometric view of Georgia tensegrity dome (Motro, 2003)

Other applications may be found in biomedical engineering at both macroscopic
and microscopic level. The human body is a tensegrity system itself with the bones
being the compression elements and the muscles, tendons and ligaments the
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tension ones (Ingber, 1998). Affinity has been recognised with the functioning of
the spine that gains strength from the tensional collagen matrix (Levin, 2002).
Furthermore, spider dragline silk (Simmons, Michal, & Jelinski, 1996; Termonia,
1994) and proteins and molecules have been found to stabilise themselves by
means of tensegrity principles (Ingber, 1997; Ingber, 2003a, 2003b; Wang et al.,
2001; Zanotti & Guerra, 2003).
8.2 Surface Structures
In deformable surface structures the load is carried by the surface itself, either
on its own or in conjunction with skeletal elements. Thus, such structures offer
high structural efficiency, allowing for sufficient structural depth.
8.2.1 Plates
For the kinematic class of rigid links, surface structures include the category of
plates, which was neglected by Hanaor and Levy (2001) for deformable
component deployables. In this classification, the plate category is maintained to
allocate a particular folding system called the wrapping fold pattern.
8.2.1.1 Wrapping Fold Pattern
A folding pattern named flasher was first studied by Palmer and Shafer (Lang,
1997). It consisted of a way of wrapping a membrane around a central hub, as
shown in Figure 57, and it was later reconsidered by Guest and Pellegrino (1992)
who investigated the inextensional folding of a membrane with zero thickness and
discovered that, for it to work, the hub must necessarily be a n-sided polygon with
straight edges.

Figure 57: Wrapping of a flat membrane(Guest & Pellegrino, 1992)

The authors attempted conferring the material with some thickness, but the
result was that the thick plates gave way to singularities of the fold lines. To
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overcome this issue, it was assumed t > 0 and the wrapping of such membrane
produced wrapping equivalent to one with t = 0 such that, after folding, the vertices
aligned on helical curves the radius of which gradually increased (Guest, 1994;
Pellegrino & Vincent, 2001).
It may be argued that wrapping fold patterns here presented should be
classified under rigid components – plates, however, this would contradict the
definition of folding by Tonon (1991), as warping occurs in the plates as they
collect around the central hub. For this kind of deployment to take place, the plates
need to be deformable, such that the material’s Young’s modulus must allow
recovery from severe deformations. At the same time, the wrapping fold pattern
cannot be classed as a tension fabric as the structure does not gain stability by
tension in the fully deployed state.
A publication by Lang, Magleby, and Howell (2016) has recently proven how the
principle of the origami flasher can be employed to design a family of deployable
structures that are rigidly foldable with planar panels and pure revolute joints. The
system transforms continuously with a single degree of freedom. An example of
constant height flasher is shown in Figure 58. This late development demonstrates
that flashers could also be classified as rigid folded plates.

Figure 58: Rigidly foldable origami flasher (Lang et al., 2016)

8.2.2 Tension Surfaces
Tension membranes are also know as form-active structures and consist of
deformable components deployables that achieve adequate stability and stiffness
by means of pre-stress. Just like strut-cable systems, tension membranes have an
unpredictable behaviour during deployment due to their high level of flexibility. The
design of such structures allows relative freedom and a variety of tensile materials
are available to meet any specific requirements.
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Tension is induced by mechanically pre-stressing the fabric via boundary
anchorage elements or by cables and beams. Single layer form-active surfaces
may assume a zeroclastic (flat) or an anticlastic shape (saddle) (Pronk &
Dominicus, 2012). As opposed to pneumatic structures, fabric and net structures
do not experience any pressure differential between the outer and inner surfaces.
8.2.2.1 Tension Membranes
Tension membranes gain sufficient pre-stress via stretching of the tensile fabric
with elements such as beams or ties applied as flexible tension boundaries or by
means of ridges and valleys to increase the surface’s curvature. The load-bearing
capacity is determined by the level of curvature and pre-stress applied (Beccarelli,
2015).
Deployment takes place either with the supporting structure being stationary
and the membrane carrying out the motion or with a movable supporting structure,
which carries the membrane along with it. Frei Otto and the research group at the
University of Stuttgart were pioneers in studying deployable boundary tension
membranes applied to retractable roofs and researched the geometrical issues
concerning the retraction and folding patterns of membranes (Otto & Burkhardt,
1972), see Figure 59.

Figure 59: Morphology table for tension membranes (Otto & Burkhardt, 1972)
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Hanaor and Levy (2001) base their classification of tensile structures on the
level of interaction between the compression elements and the membrane and
identified tents, ribbed structures and hybrid structures. Nonetheless, such
distinction is ambiguous and, for the purpose of the new classification, all tension
membranes were kept within the same category.
Boundary

tension

membranes

maximise

structural

efficiency

and

are

lightweight, being the weight governed mainly by the compression elements.
Examples include the retractable membrane above the inner courtyard of Kufstein
Fortress in the Austrian Alps (see Figure 60).

Figure 60: Retractable Roof, Kufstein Fortress, Austria (Kugel & Rein, 2006b)

The roof is a radial cable-stayed fabric canopy that opens or closes, providing
shelter in adverse weather conditions (Kugel & Rein, 2006a). Similarly, the
membrane roof of the Warsaw stadium has an area of 10 000 m2 and is supported
by 60 cables. Each cable is connected to a motor and the roof unfolds on 15
different trolleys (Miara & Ziemczyk, 2012).
8.2.2.2 Pre-stressed Cable Nets
Pre-stressed cable nets share strong similarities with tension membranes so
much that when such structures are analysed they are considered as a discrete
type of membrane (Lewis, 2003). Cable structures are load-bearing structures
consisting of linear flexible elements in tension, apart from the rigid members and
supports necessary to ensure stability. Beccarelli (2015) classifies them as cable
nets, cable domes (three-dimensional) and two-dimensional cable trusses.
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In architecture, applications include the roof of the Raleigh Arena in North
Carolina, with two sets of parabolic cables that intersect at right angles (Petroski,
2002) and the roof of Munich’s Olympic Stadium by Frei Otto (Berger, 1996), see
Figure 61.

Figure 61: Olympic Stadium, Munich, 1972 (Schumacher, 2016)

There are currently few examples of deployable tension cable structures as
such assemblies are best suited for demountable structures. As opposed to tensile
fabric structures, nets have greater weight making their deployment inconvenient.
Just as membrane structures, motion is either carried out by the supporting
structure or it is the cable net that slides along the boundary elements.
Applications of deployable cable nets are found in space antennas, where the
supporting structure governs the state of the membrane (Ando, Mitsugi, &
Senbokuya, 2000; Takano, Natori, Miyoshi, & Inoue, 2002).
8.2.3 Pneumatic Structures
Pneumatic structures achieve pre-stress via pressure differential between the
internal and external medium - air, water, helium, etc (Barnes, Dickson, & Happold,
2000). They represent the purest form of tension structures, as they exist without
the need of any compression elements to provide stability. Packaging and weight
efficiency are appreciable due to the tensile material being thin and lightweight.
The stiffness of pneumatic structures is affected by the internal air pressure, the
volume of air enclosed in the membrane, the properties of the material and the
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overall shape of the system (Foster, 2013). The pneumatic category includes air
inflated and air supported structures. Air inflated systems can acquire a
monoclatic, synclastic or anyclastic curvature, while air supported can only have a
mono- or synclasitc curvature. A morphological classification of pneumatic
structures was suggested by Herzog and Bacon (1977) based on differing
proportions, type of curvature and connection.
Tensairities are also a form of pneumatic structure, but were classed as hybrid
because of their stability and deployment not being entirely provided by pneumatic
action. Pneumatic structures are found in both architectural and space
applications.
8.2.3.1 Air Supported
Air supported structures are single structural membranes stabilised by a small
air pressure differential. The pressure on the inside is slightly above atmospheric
pressure. By providing access to the inside of the structure causes a continuous
air leakage making uninterrupted air supply necessary (Gantes, 2001). Hanaor
and Levy (2001) refer to air supported structures as low-pressure pneumatic
structures and show how there is high structural efficiency due to the structural
depth equating to the full depth of the structure. The structure must be anchored to
the ground to prevent uplift.
The pavilions erected for the 12th World Orchid Conference represent an
example of air supported structure, see Figure 62.

Figure 62: Pavilions for the 12th World Orchid Conference (Kawaguchi & Engineers, 1987)
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The membranes are single-skinned and restrained by cables. Cleverly,
Kawaguchi introduced the use of a secondary reinforcing mesh of fishing net that
allowed the use of a thin and inexpensive PVC film (McLean & Silver, 2015).
The Eros Snow Dome (Figure 63) by Architen Landrell and David Dexter
Associates was inflated in 2013 around Shaftsbury Memorial in Piccadilly Square
to boost the Christmas atmosphere and protect the statue from potential New
Year’s Eve vandalism. The 15m diameter globe was made out of PVC fabric that
was kept inflated at all times by two fans (Architen Landrell, 2013).

Figure 63: Eros Snow Globe (Architen Landrell, 2013)

An example of space application is the ESA spacecraft, an antenna deployed
via the inflation of nitrogen gas that is later evacuated (Reibaldi & Bernasconi,
1987).
8.2.3.2 Air Inflated
In air inflated structures the air is used to inflate double membrane elements to
generate stiff structural members such as beams, columns, arches and walls, able
to transmit the loads to their points of support (Foster, 2013). Smaller amounts of
air are required compared to air supported structures and there is potential to
employ a variety of mediums, as there are no compatibility issues with human
safety due to the pressure being enclosed within a continuous membrane. Figure
64 is a section of a table showing deployment of inflatable structures by Otto and
Burkhardt (1972) that was readapted by Schlaich, Hartz, and Bogle (2010) to
include a parallel inflatable motion (grey cell in Figure 64).
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Figure 64: Morphology table for inflatable structures (Otto & Burkhardt, 1972)

The air inflated cushions act as actuators by varying the interior air pressure
and forcing the structure to fold and retract, see Figure 65.

Figure 65: Prototype of a deployable pneumatic structure (Schlaich et al., 2010)

McLean and Silver (2015) categorise air-inflated structures into air beams and
air cells:
•

Air beams are made of air-inflated tubes acting like a beam or arch and
supporting a fabric structure. The internal pressure may be high or low, the
former needing occasional maintenance, the latter requiring continuous or
intermittent pressure top up. An air beam example is the Peace Pavilion by
Atelier Zündel Cristea, shown in Figure 66.

Figure 66: Peace Pavilion (Atelier Zündel Cristea, 2013)
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This is a symmetrical structure made of a line of tailored inflatable tube
designed by means of parametric design tools combined with advanced
digital fabrication (Atelier Zündel Cristea, 2013).
•

Air cell structures consist of double-surface cushions that gain stiffness by
means of air pressure. The cellular nature offers great geometrical freedom
and, as opposed to air beams, the cells are inter-connected instead of being
separately pressurised (Silver, McLean, Veglio, & Hardingham, 2006).
Figure 67 shows Darly primary school pod, a project by Bruce and Will
McLean and Inflate. The structure is aimed at supplying both visual and
acoustic separation. A low-powered fan unit maintains the low-pressure
inside of the double-skinned inflatable quilt (McLean & Silver, 2015).

Figure 67: Darly primary school pod (Summers, 2008)

Additional applications of pneumatic structures include deployable bridges
(Atelier Zündel Cristea, 2012), containment booms (Markleen Global, 2013), air
muscles (Tuffield & Elias, 2003) and springs (Dixon, 2008), concrete formwork
(Bini, 1967) and interior design and fashion products (McLean, 1995; Wolfond,
2014).
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9 Flexible Components
The deployment of flexible components does not rely on a mechanism, but on
stored energy. These structures are made of semi-rigid elements and can deploy
in a specific direction and change shape in a controlled manner, unlike deformable
deployables. Morphologically, flexible components are divided into bar and surface
structures, as shown in Figure 68.

Figure 68: Flexible components deployables

9.1 Bar Structures
Flexible bar structures are represented by grids, which integrate a series of bar
elements that, once joined together, work as a continuous structure to resist the
load and achieve stability.
9.1.1 Grids
The load bearing structure of grids is composed of discrete elements. Bars work
in compression, tension or bending and are connected via complex articulated
joints that can be relatively costly. In the field of flexible deployables, bar structures
consist mainly of mechanisms that are employed in the design of space masts,
which use the stored strain energy to execute the deployment. High stiffness and
strength are often required because of the high loads these structures may be
subjected to. Due to masts being structures that develop in a longitudinal direction,
lateral buckling is a governing design case.
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9.1.1.1 Coilable Trusses
Coilable trusses are lattice structures used predominantly for the design of
space masts. Typically, the trusses have a triangular cross-section and continuous
longerons braced by battens or cables, as shown in Figure 69. The diagonal
elements are designed to be slightly shorter than their nominal length in order for
the battens to be in a constant state of compression, thus, prestressing the bay
and increasing the structure’s stiffness.

Figure 69: Solar array deployed by a coilable boom (Pellegrino, 1995)

The mast is retracted via coiling of the longerons from one end; this forms a
transition zone separating the coiled section of the mast from the extended region
at the opposite end. The deployment process was studied in detail by Eiden,
Brunner, and Stavrinidis (1987).
Coiling of the longerons in the stowed configuration is what provides the strain
energy necessary for deployment. As the self-deploying mechanism requires
rotation during deployment, a nut-driven alternative was proposed (Bowden &
Benton, 1993). The longerons may be manufactured out of glass-fibre-reinforcedplastics (Pellegrino, 1995) or shape memory polymer composites (SMPC):
macromolecular smart materials able to respond to external stimuli by varying their
microscopic prosperities and are able to resume their original shape (Liu, Du, Liu,
& Leng, 2014).
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9.1.1.2 Folding Articulated Trusses
Folding articulated trusses consist of cube shaped sections called bays.
Longitudinal (longerons) and transverse (battens) elements are connected by
means of hinges at the joint locations. Four battens and four corners connected to
one another make a rigid face. The longerons are articulated at the corner of each
face with spherical hinges, as shown in Figure 70. Bracing cables attach to the
longerons and bracing cables diagonals cross each side of the bays (Guo et al.,
2008). The cable diagonals are tensioned between the square frames and the
mid-bay elbow joints introducing pretension into the system and ensuring
structural stiffness to prevent lateral buckling.

Figure 70: Folding articulated trusses folding principles (Sergio Pellegrino, 2001)

The cables together with the hinged longerons allow rotation of the rigid faces
about the mast’s axis, inducing the bays to collapse into the stowed configuration.
Deployment can be driven by screw jacks, belt drives, lanyard cables, but the
strain energy stored in the battens during retraction is usually employed as a
means for deployment (Jensen & Pellegrino, 2001).
Several variations of the folding articulated truss have been developed, for
example, the ADAM mast, the HIMAT mast, the X-Beam, and Large Truss
Structure - LTS (Adams, 1988; Gross & Messner, 1999; Takayuki et al., 1990;
Unda, Weisz, Rivacoba, Uríen, & Capitanio, 1994). Just as coilable trusses, folding
articulated trusses are mainly used for space applications and deploy via the
potential strain energy stored in the folded configuration.
9.1.1.3 Triangular Wire Boom
Triangular wire booms are made of three longerons welded together to form a
triangular section, see Figure 71. One side of the triangle is forced to flex or is
hinged so that the system can be folded into a 2-dimensional arrangement. Once
retracted, the mast is rolled up on a reel. The longerons must allow enough
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flexibility to fold around the drum. Deployment is driven by the energy stored in the
flexed or hinged members (Rauschenbach, 1980). Triangular wire booms have not
been further developed, but remain an interesting approach for the design of
deployable masts (Jensen & Pellegrino, 2001).

Figure 71: Triangular wire boom (Rauschenbach, 1980)

Once deployed, it is necessary for the longerons to fix in place creating a rigid
connection and conferring the structure with enough stiffness to withstand lateral
loads.
9.2 Surface Structures
Flexible deployables surface structures consist of plates where the surface itself
supplies the load bearing capacity. As opposed to rigid plates, flexible surface
structures gain rigidity in their fully deployed state, however, deform during
deployment, more like deformable structures. What makes flexible surfaces
different is the fact that they can store energy, which can be used as a means for
deployment and the deployment itself can be controlled and is not casual.
9.2.1 Plates
Stresses are carried directly by the surface, as it is the surface itself that has to
carry out the load bearing function. Flexible deployables surface structures mainly
involve thin-walled tubular booms, which take advantage of the ability of thin
walled shells to deform elastically.
9.2.1.1 STEM
STEMs are flexible shells and their most common application is that of tape
measures. They are made of thin-walled cylindrical shells whose cross-section
constitutes an arc or a circle. In theory, the Storable Tubular Extendible Member is
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similar to a tape measure, but it subtends to a bigger angle forming a slit tube with
an overlap (Sergio Pellegrino, 2001), see Figure 72.
The tube is coiled on a reel for storage and is deployed by rotation of the drum.
Strain energy is stored in the thin shell strip that must be enclosed by the storage
cassette or some other structure. The Tip Drum STEM deploys via the drum rolling
off the tip of the tube and self-extends due to the strain energy of the coiled tube
(Rimrott, 1965). An issue that may arise by the use of STEMs is the limited
bending and torsional stiffness and this is why they predominantly find application
in space as the overall loads are less onerous on the structure than on Earth.

Figure 72: STEM with different cross-sections (Pellegrino, 1995)

Alongside booms, the STEM concept was adopted for the design of a
deployable reflector known as the Taco Shell (Tan & Pellegrino, 2004; Tan,
Soykasap, & Pellegrino, 2005).
9.2.1.2 BI-STEM
A variation of STEM is the BI-STEM, where two STEMs are nested one inside
the other (Sergio Pellegrino, 2001), as shown in Figure 73. The advantages
offered by the BI-STEM are the superior mechanical dampening and bending and
torsional stiffness. It also allows for shorter drums, implying smaller stowage
cassettes (Pellegrino, 1995).
The BI-STEM’s deployment may be motorised, self-extendible or manually
operated via a push-pull system. Typical applications include solar panels
actuators, spacecraft docking booms, astronaut attachments structures, spacecraft
docking booms and booms for deploying instruments (MacNaughton, Weyman, &
Groskopfs, 1967).
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Figure 73: BI-STEM (Tibert, 2002)

Improvements were made in the design of Bi-stable Reeled Composite (BRC),
structures that are stable in both the extended and rolled up configuration making
containment for storage unnecessary (Iqbal, Pellegrino, & Daton-Lovett, 2000).
9.2.1.3 Tri-beam
In order to manufacture a Tri-beam, shown in Figure 74, three identical strips of
material are interlocked at their common edges. Interlocking may occur either via
permanent tabs along the edges (Di Biasi & Kramer, 1983) or via Velcro tape or
snap fasteners (Rauschenbach, 1980).
If the single strips are placed on separate drums, different configurations are
possible, ranging from flat and rectangular through to circular (Jensen &
Pellegrino, 2001). The triangulation of the strips confers the Tri-beam with greater
stability and stiffness, although their manufacturing is more complex compared to
that of STEMs and Bi-STEMs and the stored configuration more voluminous as it
requires two separate drums.

Figure 74: Tri-beam (Rauschenbach, 1980)
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9.2.1.4 Instarect
Just as a Tri-beam, an Instarect consists of three strips. The two outer strips are
made of preformed tape that are flattened and rolled up, while the middle strip is
flat, see Figure 75.

Figure 75: Instarect (Rauschenbach, 1980)

The outer strips have side tabs that interlock with holes found on the edges of
the central strip (Jensen & Pellegrino, 2001). Each strip rolls up onto a separate
boom and the reels are rotated by an electronic motor and gear train
(Rauschenbach, 1980).
9.2.1.5 STACER
The Spiral Tube & Actuator for Controlled Extension/Retraction (STACER), also
known as spring helix, developed by Ametek Hunter Spring, consists of a tube
made of a helically pre-stressed spring tape. When extended, the tape forms a
rigid tube due to the overlapping coils, shown in Figure 76. Deployment can either
be motor driven or occur via self-extension (Rauschenbach, 1980) and can only
take place once as the STACER cannot be re-stowed and deployed again (Irwin,
Vander Veen, Buchner-Santos, & Dharan, 2010).

Figure 76: STACER (Rauschenbach, 1980)
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The Impact Boom for the NASA Stereo mission took advantage of the spring
force of a STACER for the deployment (Ullrich, McCauley, Turin, McKee, &
Donokowski, 2008) and the TERSat nanosatellites also employed STACER
antennas (Clements et al., 2012). Advantages of STACER structures include a
simple deployment mechanism, symmetric geometry, ease of manufacturing and
their high potential energy allows launching without any additional power.
However, as the length of the STACER increases the mast diameter narrows
limiting the length relatively to the initial stored volume.
9.2.1.6 Bending Active Structures
Among the first academics to study bending active structures were Knippers,
Cremers, Gabler, and Lienhard (2011) who used such a term to describe the
geometry of curved beam and surface structures based on the deformation of
initially straight planar elements. One of the advantages of bending active
structures is the simplicity of generating curved elements, which posses high
levels of residual bending stress (Lienhard & Knippers, 2013).
There currently is on-going research studying the potential of combining
elastically bent elements with restraining membranes (Lienhard, Alpermann,
Gengnagel, & Knippers, 2013), such as membrane restrained arches (Alpermann
& Gengnagel, 2012b; Alpermann, Lafuente Hernández, & Gengnagel, 2012; Van
Mele, De Laet, Veenendaal, Mollaert, & Block, 2013) or columns and girders
(Alpermann & Gengnagel, 2012a). However, the fact that an interaction occurs
between the membrane and bending active elements does not make these
structures hybrids, as the tension-only members are there to restrain the structure
in its final position and do not take part in the structure’s kinematics. Phocas,
Kontovourkis, and Alexandrou (2014) studied the introduction of cable action in
bending active-structures. The curved morphology is given by the elastic
deformation of the primary members while the horizontal tension-only members
provide stability (Phocas & Alexandrou, 2017).
The Torus research pavilion (see Figure 77) is an example of deployable
structure which makes use of bending active principles by means of an arched
faced coupling system. In theory the structure was found to be able to deploy with
little energy, however, the self-weight of the plywood members produced
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excessive friction making progressive coupling assembly more convenient
(Tornabell, Soriano, & Sastre, 2014).

Figure 77: Torus research pavilion (Tornabell et al., 2014)

Another example is Flectofin®, a biomimetic deployable system inspired by the
flower-bird interaction occurring in Strelitzia reginae, which causes a reversible
deformation in the flower that allows for the pollination mechanism (Lienhard et al.,
2011). Such a system has been used in the manufacturing of adaptive façade
shading systems (Lienhard, Schleicher, Poppinga, Speck, & Knippers, 2010),
shown in Figure 78.

Figure 78: Facade with Flectofin lamellas with various degrees of opening (Lienhard, 2014)

Ensuring stability plays a big part in the design of bending active structures with
the governing failure mode being snap through buckling due to the structures
having slender profiles and being made of relatively elastic material. As opposed
to other structures, there is limited scope of varying the elastic stiffness and the
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cross-sectional area is governed by the material strength and curvature of
bending.
9.2.1.7 Smart Materials
Smart or intelligent materials transmit motion by changes in their physical
properties and characteristics. These materials have the capacity to remember
configurations and can revert to them in response to external stimuli, such as
stress, temperature, moisture, pH, electric or magnetic fields (Addington &
Schodek, 2005). Smart materials can be classified depending on the kind of
change they undertake, may this be volume, form, viscosity, colour or appearance,
light emission or the generation of electricity (Schaeffer et al., 2010). No
mechanism occurs; rather it is the material properties that change causing the
deployment to take place.
An architectural application of smart material is represented by the Open
Columns by Khan (2010) in Figure 79. Although the columns do not work as a
structural component, they are manufactured out of composite urethane
elastomers and react to the environment’s conditions by changing their shape
based on the carbon dioxide (CO2) content in the air.

Figure 79: Open Columns at the University of Buffalo, USA (Khan, 2010)

A further example showcasing a different application of smart materials is the
Hanabi Lamp by Nendo (2006) constructed with a shape memory alloy that
changes shape as the temperature of the light bulb increases, see Figure 80. The
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opening motion resembles the blooming of some flowers and more light will
radiate from the lamp shade over time (Uğur, 2013).

Figure 80: Hanabi Light by Nendo (Nendo, 2006)

Recent research has focused on the so-called auxetic materials: materials with
negative Poisson’s ratio that expand in the lateral direction when stretched
longitudinally (Alderson & Alderson, 2007). Auxetic materials are independent of
scale and their many applications include textile industry, aerospace and
automotive, protection and sport, sensors and actuators, and biomedical science
while architectural applications have not yet been developed (Liu & Hu, 2010).
Most of the architectural applications for smart materials are limited to the
deployment of specific components such as façade shading or alteration of indoor
environments. Nonetheless, the capacity of auxetic materials to adapt to multiple
states has increased the potential for them to be included as building materials
(Sadeghi, Masudifar, & Faizi, 2011).
A group of smart materials capable of undergoing a programmed shape change
when an external stimulus is applied and remembering the original shape are
shape-memory polymers (SMPs). These materials have been used for the
creation of vascular stents, clot removal tools and aneurysm occlusion implants
(Yahia, 2015).
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10 Hybrid Components
Structures that are the result of the combination of different deployable
mechanisms fall under the category of hybrid deployable components. Coupling
different principles from rigid, deformable and flexible components, it would have
been inaccurate to classify these structures in one of the three categories
described in the paragraphs above and they are best represented as being hybrid.
A morphological analysis was not performed, as hybrid structures are the result of
merging two or more morphological principles together, see Figure 81. The
following list is by no means an exhaustive representation of hybrid structures as
the potential designs of such structures are close to infinite.

Figure 81: Hybrid components deployables

10.1 Deployable Tensegrity Mast with Folding Struts
The study of the deployable tensegrity mast carried out by Tibert and Pellegrino
(2003) was based on the tensegrity configuration by Snelson (1965), with three
struts per stage. Snelson’s mast was made by assembling tensegrity prisms with a
set number of struts on top of one other, with each prism being rotated in turn
clockwise and anticlockwise. As previously mentioned, there are three ways in
which a tensegrity can fold (Motro, 2003) and here the strut mode was employed.
Deployable tensegrity masts with folding struts are a combination of tensegrities
and folding elements, achieved by the struts having self-locking hinges. Structural
analysis of the system showed how the masts are axially stiff, but weak in
bending. Such a result is due to the structure not having continuous longerons
running the whole length of the mast. Deployment of the folding struts was
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achieved via bi-stable tube hinges for the creation of the Four- and Eight-Stage
Mast (Tibert, 2002), shown in Figure 82.

Figure 82: Four-Stage Mast with bi-stable struts (Tibert, 2002)

10.2 Active/Passive Cable System
Active/passive cable systems consist of a pantographic or hinged mast or space
frame with a series of passive cables connected to the joints and an active cable
following a specifically designed route that runs on pulleys to deploy and retract
the system, see Figure 83.

Figure 83: Active/passive cable system (Pellegrino, Kwan, & You, 1993)
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When the structure is in its fully deployed state, the passive cables are prestressed, increasing the overall stiffness (Jensen & Pellegrino, 2001). An
additional role of passive cables is to end the deployment by becoming taut once
the fully unfolded configuration is reached and, if multiple passive cables are
employed, then, they must all become taut in the same configuration.
Active cables reduce in length when the structure deploys and increase when
the system is retracted, see Figure 83. Their function is to control the deployment
as well as confer the passive cables with pretension in the fully deployed state and
eliminating backslash at all joints. There should be at least two active cables to
ensure redundancy, should one of them fail (Pellegrino et al., 1993).
Active/passive cable systems were classified as being hybrid as they are the
combination of rigid linkage structures with deformable components as it is the
active cables that govern the deployment and are not limited to conferring
prestress. Once deployed, the active cable system forms part of the structure’s
morphology and has sufficient stiffness to support itself and the other sub-systems
it is connected to. The same principle was used on other morphological
configurations such as the plate-like deployable space frame made of octahedral
modules (Pellegrino & Kwan, 1994) and the deployable mesh reflector, a foldable
ring structure by Pellegrino and You (1993), see Figure 84.

Figure 84: Deployable ring structure (Pellegrino & You, 1993)

10.3 Collapsible Rib Tensioned Surface
Rits (1996) designed the Collapsible Rib Tensioned Surface (CRTS) as a multipurpose deployable membrane reflector, shown in Figure 85. There are three
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primary elements: a central expandable hub, a series of thin-walled foldable ribs
connected radially to the hub and a non-elastic membrane, supported and
tensioned by the ribs. During deployment, the central hub is contracted to allow
the ribs to unfold the membrane without it being pre-stressed. Once the membrane
is deployed, the hub expands causing prestress to the membrane and allowing the
structure to reach its final rigid state.

Figure 85: CRTS reflector (Pellegrino, 2002)

Essentially, the reflector is the result of combining a tension structure
(membrane) along with STEM elements, which constitute the ribs that allow for
deployment. The material choice allows keeping the weight to a minimum
compared to other antenna designs and ensures a compact stowed configuration.
10.4 Curve Line Folding
Curve line folding implies the combination of elastic deformation caused by
bending with the plastic deformation generated by folding a flat sheet of material
along a curved crease pattern for the creation of 3D assemblies (Vergauwen, De
Temmerman, & De Laet, 2014). The material must have adequate stiffness to
store elastic energy once the model is deformed, energy that can later be used to
make the transformation reversible (Schleicher et al., 2011). The Flux collection
(Flux Furniture, 2014) represents an example of using curve line folding for the
design of flat-foldable furniture, see Figure 86.
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Figure 86: Flux deployable chair (Flux Furniture, 2014)

An active research group in the field of curve line folding is the Transform
research team at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel’s æ-lab, who has found how the
length-thickness ratio should be restrained to a certain range to ensure balance
between the structure’s stiffness and the forces required for deployment.
Furthermore, the curvature of the crease has a direct effect on the displacements
and actuation forces (Vergauwen, Alegria Mira, Roovers, & De Temmerman, 2013;
Vergauwen et al., 2014).
10.5 Tensairity
The principle of tesairities is relatively recent in the field of lightweight and
deployable structures. Such structures are based on the combination of cables,
struts and compressed air and override the tensegrity principle of separation of
tension and compression. A cylindrical airbeam at low pressure, a compression
element connected to the airbeam and two cables running spirally along the
airbeam are the basic components of a tensairity, see Figure 87. The cables are
connected to either end of the compression element closing the flow of force, while
the airbeam prevents the compression element from buckling and pretensions the
cables (Luchsinger, Pedretti, Steingruber, & Pedretti, 2004b).
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Figure 87: Tensairity principle (Luchsinger et al., 2004b)

Advantages of tensairity structures include it being a lightweight structure, the
ease of erection and demounting and the compactness of the stored volume.
Applications are wide span roofs, temporary buildings and footbridges (Luchsinger,
Pedretti, Steingruber, & Pedretti, 2004a). Tensairities have been studied via finite
element analysis by Pedretti, Steingruber, Pedretti, and Luchsinger (2004) who
took as models existing projects of a roof structure and a pedestrian bridge.
De Laet, Luchsinger, Crettol, Mollaert, and De Temmerman (2009) have been
researching ways so of making tensairities deployable by testing different flexible
replacements of the compression element and discovered that the most efficient
solution was that of a composite compression element (wooden segments
connected via a tape strapped to the lower side of the elements). Further studies
on the matter are being carried out by validating other alternatives for the
compression element, such as spiral folding mechanism, triangulated cylinder and
foldable truss mechanism (De Laet, Mollaert, Luchsinger, De Temmerman, &
Guldentops, 2010).
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11 Proposed Classification
The proposed classification table, shown in Figure 88, is the outcome of the
study thoroughly described in Chapter 6 to Chapter 10. Since the latter half of the
20th century, the interest in deployable structures has increased. Such structures
represent a novel and unique type of engineering as they can be packed into small
configurations for transportation and opened when required for use. While
preserving the functionality of traditional structures, deployable structures are
capable of large configuration changes that occur in a controlled and autonomous
manner. Applications are limitless and can vary from an expandable stent graph
used to perform minimal invasive surgery on the human body to retractable roofs
of big stadium arenas.
Providing a classification for deployable structures is an arduous undertaking,
due to the plethora or mechanisms and ways in which deployment can take place.
The table shown in Figure 88 is the result of a thorough investigation of the variety
of deployable structures designed so far and of the on-going academic research in
the field, which has also produced several attempts at classifying such a broad
subject. After having assessed former publications suggesting classifications and
more general reviews of deployable structures, it was regarded as necessary to
propose a new, comprehensive and up to date classification.
Compared to previously published classifications, the one presented here offers
a complete overview of deployable structures as it includes a variety of deployable
systems ranging from the most common ones such as pantographs, folded plates,
tensegrities and tensile structures though to more recent systems like tensairities
and curve line folding structures. Due to the structures’ application not being
considered as a categorising factor, the classification was able to include an even
greater variety of kinetic systems such as STEMs or folding articulated trusses,
which are mostly used in the space industry. The main parameters determining
how structures were classified were kinematics and morphology. Based on the
geometrical transformation that each structure undergoes and its overall
appearance and shape, the deployable systems were uniquely defined and
assigned to a specific category.
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Figure 88: Proposed classification table
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Finally, the classification table offers a clear visual understanding of the
deployable structures families and is an easily accessible source that summarises
and illustrates in a straightforward manner what would otherwise be a complex
and heterogeneous subject.
The ultimate aim of this work is to offer a framework for deployable structures
that is both current and complete, recommending a common language to identify
specific types and emphasizing communalities and differences existing between
the various classes and is a unique contribution to knowledge. The importance of
being able to accurately classify deployable structures shows a thorough
understanding of a system’s mechanism, by having an insight into its kinematics
as well as its morphology. Only once such knowledge is achieved, it is possible to
accurately analyse such structures and attempt to optimise their structural
efficiency and performance. The next chapters will introduce the concept of
structural optimisation and how it applies to the sphere of deployable structure
where an added complication is added to the analysis: motion.
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12 Optimisation
Traditionally, structural optimisation has been intended as the reduction of the
total weight of a structure by varying member sizes and overall thickness with the
model’s geometry remaining unchanged. However, mass reduction can also be
achieved by varying the structural geometry (Botkin, 1982). Currently, optimisation
is being driven by seeking lightweight, economical and high-performance
structures as a solution to limited material availability, environmental effects and
competition in the industry at a technological level (Liang, 2005). The aim of
optimising the layout and form of a lightweight structure is to minimise the bending,
or generally to minimise the strain energy, rather than its weight. In fact, a
structural member will be characterised by an optimum material use if it is subject
to membrane forces, instead of bending (Bletzinger & Ramm, 2001).
As opposed to form finding, where the parameters are manipulated to find a
geometry that satisfies static equilibrium for a design loading case, structural
optimisation consists of directly optimising the parameters, called design variables,
upon which a structure depends, to find its geometry. The “optimal” shape must
comply with certain constraints and is determined with regards to a series of
objectives: from minimization of weight and deflection, to maximisation of stiffness
and repetition of components (Adriaenssens, Block, Veenendaal, & Williams,
2014). These objectives are known as objective functions, used to classify the
effectiveness of the design. For a minimisation problem, the smaller the value of
the objective function, the better the design. In structural optimisation objective
functions may, for instance, be weight, displacement, stress, buckling load and
cost. Finally, the state variables are a function or vector representing the response
of the structure in terms of displacement, force, stress or strain in the case of the
problem being mechanical (Christensen & Klarbring, 2009).
In general terms, optimisation deals with the maximisation or minimisation of a
mathematical function and its importance had already been recognised in the 18th
Century by Euler who stated that: ”nothing at all takes place in the Universe in
which some rule of maximum or minimum does not appear” (Euler, 1744, p. 245).
The most common notation for an optimisation problem is:
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𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑓 𝑥
𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑔! 𝑥 ≥ 0,

𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛!

ℎ! 𝑥 = 0,

𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑛!

(12.1)

where x represents a vector of design variables with components xi (i=1,…,n) with
an equality constraint hi(x) and an inequality constraint gi(x).
Haftka & Grüdal (1992) stress the difference between continuous and discrete
design variables. The former variables can take any value within a range; the latter
can only assume isolated values. For instance, when optimising a beam based on
weight, the moment of inertia must be treated as a discrete variable due to
manufacturing considerations: the choice is limited to the available cross-sections.
However, due to the complexity of optimising with discrete design variables being
higher, the variables are usually treated as being continuous and the design is
adjusted to the nearest discrete value available.
When using optimisation methods, not all criteria can be treated in the same
respect and some may assume more importance than others. The different
influence is easily kept under control for mechanical factors, as they are
measurable, but may be problematic when aesthetic and more subjective factors
are taken into consideration.
Depending on the geometric features, structural optimisation can be divided into
three main classes (Liang, 2005):
•

Sizing optimisation: when the variable is one of the structure’s sizes, for
example, its thickness or cross-sectional properties. It aims at
maximising the structure’s performance in terms of weight and stiffness
while equilibrium and design constraints are met. Sizing optimisation
does not require changes in the FE model, making this kind of
optimisation relatively straightforward.

•

Shape optimisation: when the variable consists of the form or contour of
the structural domain’s boundary, implying a potential change in the FE
model. The shape is a design parameter, but the topology (connectivity
of the structure) remains unchanged.

•

Topology optimisation: where the variables are the topology and the
shape of a structure. For a discrete problem such as a truss, the cross- 101 -

sectional areas are taken as being the design variables, which are
allowed to assume the value of zero, meaning that bars may be removed
from the truss. The removal of elements will change the connectivity.
Similarly, for a continuous structure the topology may be modified by
letting the thickness of a two-dimensional sheet, for instance, reach a
zero value.
When the state problem is a differential equation, shape optimisation deals with
the control of the equation’s domain, while sizing and topology optimisation are
concerned with the control of the equation’s parameters (Christensen & Klarbring,
2009). An example of each optimisation typology is presented in Figure 89.

Figure 89: Types of structural optimisation
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Topology optimisation is becoming popular by means of optimisation programs
such as SolidThinking Inspire by Altair® and is also being used to find structural
morphologies that relate to structures found in nature, such as sponge structures,
bones and cacti (Lochner-Aldinger et al., 2015). The drawbacks of topology
optimisation are that it does not take into account scalability, leading to potential
issues with large structures and it is based on the assumption of the material being
linearly elastic, homogenous and isotropic, hence, it does not apply to materials
such as concrete or fabric. However, its relevance has the potential to increase
with the use of additive manufacturing. Figure 90 shows an example of the
application of topology optimisation for the design of a structural node, which was
then fabricated my means of additive manufacturing (Galjaard, Hofman, Perry, &
Ren, 2015).

Figure 90: Topology optimisation of a steel node by Arup (Ren & Galjaard, 2015)

3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, is a revolutionary
manufacturing process where a model, created using three-dimensional computer
aided design, is fabricated directly without the need for complex planning
(Mahamood, Akinlabi, Shukla, & Pityana, 2014). The key to additive manufacturing
is the fact that parts are created by adding material in layers, each layer being a
thin cross-section of the part derived from the original CAD model (Gibson, Rosen,
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& Stucker, 2010). Thus, structural engineering need no longer be constrained to
standard manufacturing sections highly amplifying the scope and need for
optimisation. In fact, the form, structure and behaviour may be considered from a
different material perspective. It is the design process that governs the
composition and organisation of the structural material, allowing the realisation of
key material properties at a local level across larger elements (Menges, 2015).
With regards to materials with which it is currently possible to 3D print, selective
laser melting (SLM) / sintering (SLS) are two of the mostly adopted techniques
able to fabricate metal, such as steel and titanium (Zhang et al., 2016). Research
on 3D printing concrete is also being carried out with the aim of delivering nonrepeatable components at an effective cost, making the application of this
technology suitable for the manufacturing of components to be assembled on-site
(De Kestelier & Foster, 2012).
3D printing is a relatively new technology and significant research is still being
carried out to explore all the possibilities that additive manufacturing may offer.
However, such a process for developing three-dimensional objects has reached
mainstream society and has become increasingly accessible with the capacity to
transform the way in which structural manufacturing is currently carried out.
Indeed, the significance of structural optimisation has increased due to the advent
of 3D printing, that allows working with no manufacturing constraints for the
establishment of complex geometries. Hence, the production of custom designs
and bespoke forms that enable minimum material waste is now possible, opening
the way to the creation of any kind of optimised geometries and breaking the
restraints set by traditional manufacturing techniques. Historically steelwork was
manufactured in stock sizes, pre-determined by the sizes of the rollers at the
rolling mill. With the advent of printable steel and higher strength materials, custom
sections will be ever easier and cheaper to manufacture.
There are a vast amount of mathematical and numerical techniques used for
optimisation. They are based on algorithms, which aim at progressively improving
the design according to the parameters and targets set (Fisher & Sharma, 2010).
Many analytical and computational methods have been applied to engineering
computation with the aim of finding the global extreme. Classical methods fail to
optimise complicated functions with many design variables with a non-linear
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characteristic. Hence, the need for advanced optimisation algorithms that are able
to find a solution close to the global maximum within reasonable computational
cost and time (Rao & Savsani, 2012).
Lets consider a seemingly basic optimisation problem: the optimisation of the
cross-section of a simply supported beam subject to a uniformly distributed load.
The optimisation of a linear elastic problem is a simple design problem, although
programming it is far from being straightforward. In real life, such simple conditions
are rarely met and structures subject to multiple loading and support conditions
may behave non-linearly and the designer might want to define more than one
optimisation criterion. Thus, the complexity of an optimisation problem is easily
enhanced.
A common approach to optimising structures is by employing Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) to simulate the response to static and dynamic loads of structural
systems and to iterate and evolve the structural response to these external factors.
In fact, most engineering problems are too complex to be solved via common
analytical methods alone and frequently require a combination of methods to
generate a hybridised solution. In the following chapter, the programming of an
optimisation routine for a simple, linear-elastic structure is illustrated, as well as
demonstrating why Finite Element Analysis is an appropriate and reasonably
efficient method of investigating optimisation.
12.1 Initial Considerations
With the aim of understanding the basic principles governing optimisation in the
field of structural engineering, a study of the cross-sectional area of a simply
supported beam with a solid rectangular section was carried out in Mathematica
11 (Wolfram Research Inc., 2017), a symbolic mathematical computational
program. The beam was subject to a uniformly distributed load along the entirety
of the span, see Figure 91.
Although this is a basic example, the parameters the beam can be optimised for
are multiple. Optimisation could be based on shear, bending, deflection, surface
area, weight, delivery time, etc. and the level of complexity will depend on the
choice of such parameters. In this case, the bending moments, shear forces and
deflections along the beam were calculated and the cross-sectional area optimised
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accordingly (this is sizing optimisation as the shape and topology of the system
have been defined).

Figure 91: Simply supported beam subject to UDL

To keep the problem simple, the self-weight of the beam was not taken into
account, hence, the beam’s material was considered to be imaginary and
massless and the additional bending moment that would be caused by the weight
of the mass was neglected.
12.2 Mesh Dependence
Independently of the loading distribution, it was necessary to divide the
structure into a mesh: the finer the mesh the greater the accuracy and the greater
the time necessary to carry out the process, see Figure 92. Two approaches were
possible: either the beam was divided into segments of equal length or the grading
was refined at the points of interest, i.e. where the maxima were expected to
occur.

Figure 92: Mesh applied to beam

For a simply supported beam subject to a UDL the mesh must include the
span’s midpoint, as this is where the beam will experience maximum bending. In
other, more complex, geometries the points of maxima may not be so identifiable.
Thus, either the mesh is fine enough to limit the potential error or the refinement
can be localised in the area the designer expects the maxima to occur to avoid
slowing down the running time. In the example provided, the beam was divided
into a regular mesh and the point of maximum bending (midspan for a beam) was
added to the array, in case it was not included in the list generated by the code.
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12.3 Bending and Shear
Once the span was meshed, functions for the calculation of the bending
moment and shear force were defined and mapped across the length of the beam.
Finding values for moments and shear forces along the beam was fairly
uncomplicated as they are independent of the beam’s cross-section, due to selfweight being neglected. For the left-hand side of a simply supported beam subject
to a uniform load:
𝑤𝑥 !
2

(12.2)

2−𝑥
𝐿
2

(12.3)

𝑀 = 𝑉! 𝑥 −
𝐿
𝑉 = 𝑉!

Plotting the results yielded the diagrams shown in Figure 93.

Figure 93: BMD and SFD

The values for the actual moment and shear were then compared to the design
moment and shear resistance:
𝑀! = 𝑓! 𝑊!"

𝑏𝑑 !
(𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑊!" =
)
4
𝑉! = 0.6𝑏𝑑𝑓!

(12.4)
(12.5)

Having given a value to the width of the section (50mm), the equations were
rearranged to solve for the beam’s depth, giving the minimum required depths for
the beam to be able to resist the bending moments and shear forces caused by
the load. The depth was allowed to be variable along the span of the beam to
understand where greater stiffness was required relatively to shear and bending.
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The figure illustrating the ideal cross-sectional depths for bending and shear
(see Figure 94) proved that bending governs throughout most of the span and
shear only becomes dominant at the beam’s supports.

Figure 94: Cross-section depth

The optimisation suggested that the beam’s depth should be equal to zero in
some instances, but this cannot occur in sizing optimisation as it would cause
changes to the system’s topology, hence, a minimum depth was set. In any case,
the diagrams demonstrated how a constant cross section entails material waste,
as not all the material provided will be working to resist the load (see Figure 95).

Figure 95: Material waste of a regular beam

By combining the results, it was possible to optimise the section’s depth for it to
satisfy the dominant force along the beam’s span, however, deflection is often a
beam’s critical load case and was included for a more thorough optimisation.
12.4 Deflection
With regards to calculating the deflection and ensuring serviceability, beam
deflection theory states that the single fourth order linear nonhomogeneous
differential equation relates the load distribution along the beam w(x) to its
deflection v(x) is:
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𝐸𝐼

𝑑! 𝑣
= 𝑤(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥 !

(12.6)

In order to solve such equation, boundary conditions are required. For a simply
supported beam:
d(0)=0 as the beam is pinned at its support; the beam cannot experience

•

deflection at the left-hand support.
•

d(L)=0 the beam is also pinned at the right-hand support.

•

d''(0)=0 this boundary condition means that the beam is free to rotate at
the support and does not experience any moment. In real life, there is
usually a small moment due to friction between the beam and its pin, but
if the pin is assumed to be well greased, this moment may be ignored.
d''(L)=0 in the same way, the beam does not experience any bending

•

moments on its right-hand side attachment.
Four boundary conditions are sufficient to solve the fourth order differential
equation that yields the deflection of the beam. A way of solving the differential
equation is by using the DSolve function in Mathematica (Abell & Braselton, 1997).
The function gives the solution to a non-homogenous problem and defines the
solution as depending on the values assigned to E, I, and w (E and I are used as
lowercase letters in the code to avoid conflict with the built-in constants, see
10

Optimisation UDL BM&SF.nb

Mathematica Snippet 1).
Mathematica Snippet 1: Module for solving deflection of a double tapered section

In[49]:=

de1 =
DSolve[{e i D[d[x], {x, 4}] ⩵ w, d[0] ⩵ 0, (*BC:At LH support deflection is 0*)
d ''[0] ⩵ 0, (*BC:At LH support there is 0 bending*)
d[L] ⩵ 0, (*BC:At RH support deflection is 0*)
d ''[L] ⩵ 0(*BC:At LH support there is 0 bending*)}, d[x], x]

Out[49]=

In[50]:=
Out[50]=

w 216 x - 12 x3 + x4 

solution outputted
by Mathematica
24 e i

d[x] →

The

was:

de1[[1, 1, 2]] /. {e → 1, i → 1, w → 𝑤(𝐿
UDL,! 𝑥
x−
→ x1}
2𝐿𝑥 !

𝑑[𝑥] →=

168.75

+ 𝑥!)

(12.7)

24 𝐸𝐼

This yields the same result as when using the standard formula for deflection on a simply suppoted
The procedure was tested letting E = I = 1 and the deflected shape of a 10m
beam subjet to a UDL, thus, validating the procedure. The deflected shape is plotted in the following
long
simply supported beam subject to a uniform load of 10 kN/m is shown in
graph.
In[51]:=

Figure
The simplification
equating
Young’s Modulus and the second
toplot96.
= - de1[[1,
1, 2]] /. {e of
→ 1,
i → 1, w the
→ UDL};

In[52]:=

moment
of area to unity was possible only due to the calculation being purely
Plot[
{toplot},
{x, 0, L},
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PlotStyle → {Red (*simply*)}]
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Figure 96: Deflected shape

The result was validated by comparing it to the equation of maximum deflection
of a simply supported beam subject to a UDL:
𝛿=

5𝑊𝐿!
384𝐸𝐼

(12.8)

Solving the fourth order differential equation for x=L/2 and the equation for
maximum deflection at midspan yielded the same displacement of 1302 mm. In
order to optimise for the beam’s depth, the formula had to be rearranged to solve
for h (cross-sectional depth) and equated to the maximum allowable deflection,
which for a simply supported beam is:
𝛿!"# =

𝐿
360

(12.9)

However, Equation (12.6) is only valid provided the beam’s depth does not vary
along the span. Hence, the deflection will only be kept below the limit, if the depth
is constant. As previously stated, such an approach limits the scope of the
optimisation as a constant cross-section implies material waste due to the stress
distribution not being constant along the beam. Beams with web openings have
been designed in the past to overcome such a problem.
Considering the results obtained so far, shear was unlikely to be critical
compared to moment and deflection. Shear stress was maximum at the supports
so sufficient depth had to be ensured at the beam’s ends. Maximum moment
occurred at mid span, as did maximum deflection, implying that a tapered section
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with linearly varying stiffness with its maximum depth at midspan would perform
better than a constant section.
Based on these considerations, a beam with double taper and maximum depth
at midspan was analysed. The assumption of varying depth entails the presence
of a variable second moment of area in the denominator of the right-hand side of
Equation (12.6), increasing the difficulty of solving repeated integration by
analytical methods. Taking a typical square cross-section at a distance x from the
beam’s left-hand support, the depth of the beam at the support is ho and at the
midpoint it is 2ho. Half the beam has length L, see Figure 97.

Figure 97: Simply supported beam with double taper and square cross-section

The bending moment is:
(𝑞 𝑥 ! )
𝑀 𝑥 =𝑞𝐿𝑥 −
2

(12.10)

Since the variation of the depth is linear, it can be expressed as a function of x;
ℎ=

ℎ!
(𝐿 + 𝑥)
𝐿

(12.11)

It must be noted that this equation is only valid for the left-hand side of the
beam; that is for x between 0 and L. By substituting h into the equation for the
second moment of area of a square cross-section about its neutral axis the
equation becomes:
𝐼=

𝑏ℎ! ℎ!
ℎ!!
𝐼!
=
=
(𝐿 + 𝑥)! = ! (𝐿 + 𝑥)!
!
12
12 12 𝐿
𝐿

(12.12)

In which I0 is the moment of inertia at the left-hand support of the beam. The
moment-curvature equation is found by double integration of Equation (12.6)
giving:
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𝑑 ! 𝑣 𝑀(𝑥)
=
𝑑𝑥 !
𝐸𝐼

(12.13)

Substituting equations (12.10) and (12.12) into the moment-curvature equation
gives:
𝑑! 𝑣
𝑞 𝐿! 𝑥
𝑞 𝐿! 𝑥 !
=
−
𝑑𝑥 !
𝐸 𝐼! (𝐿 + 𝑥)! 2 𝐸 𝐼! (𝐿 + 𝑥)!

(12.14)

The first integration of the moment-curvature equation yields the slope:
𝑑𝑣
𝑞 𝐿!
𝐿 + 3𝑥
𝑞 𝐿!
𝐿! + 3𝐿𝑥 + 3𝑥 !
=
−
−
−
+ 𝐶!
𝑑𝑥
𝐸 𝐼!
6 𝐿+𝑥 !
2 𝐸 𝐼!
63
=

𝑞𝐿! 𝑥 !
2𝐸𝐼! 𝑙 + 𝑥

!

(12.15)

+ 𝐶!

The slope will equal zero at midspan, hence, the boundary condition v’(L)=0 is
applied to find C1.
𝐶! = −

𝑞𝐿!
16𝐸𝐼!

(12.16)

Substituting the result back into Equation (12.15):
𝑑𝑣
𝑞𝐿! 𝑥 !
==
𝑑𝑥
2𝐸𝐼! 𝑙 + 𝑥

−
!

𝑞𝐿!
𝑞𝐿!
8𝐿𝑥 !
=−
1−
16𝐸𝐼!
16𝐸𝐼!
(𝐿 + 𝑥)!

(12.17)

To find the deflection, the equation for the slope is further integrated, as follows:
𝑣 =−

𝑞 𝐿!
8𝐿! 3𝐿 + 4𝑥
𝑥−
− 8ln (𝐿 + 𝑥) + 𝐶!
16 𝐸 𝐼!
2 𝐿+𝑥 !

(12.18)

To find C2, the boundary condition of zero deflection at the supports v(0)=0 is
applied:
𝐶! = −

𝑞𝐿! 3
+ ln (𝐿)
2𝐸𝐼! 2

(12.19)

Substituting C2 back into Equation (12.18) and simplifying, the final equation
that can be used to calculate the deflection is found:
𝑣 =−

𝑞𝐿!
2𝐸𝐼!

9𝐿! + 14𝐿𝑥 + 𝑥 ! 𝑥
𝑥
− ln (1 + )
!
8𝐿 𝐿 + 𝑥
𝐿

(12.20)

The above equation can be used to establish the deflection at any point along
the beam between the left-hand support and midspan; the deflection of the other
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half of the beam will be symmetrical. To calculate the deflection at the beam’s
midpoint (positive downwards):
−𝑣 𝐿 = −

𝑞𝐿!
3 − 4 ln 2
8𝐸𝐼!

= 0.02843

𝑞𝐿!
𝐸𝐼!

(12.21)

This example illustrates the procedure for finding the deflection of a beam with a
linearly increasing depth from the supports to midspan. The problem was
simplified by setting a square cross-section and making the depth at midspan
double that at the supports. With a view to optimising the depth based on the
applied load, the cross-section was changed to rectangular and the depths at the
supports and midspan made independent from one another, as two separate
variables, as shown in Figure 98.

Figure 98: Simply supported beam with double taper and rectangular cross-section

Following the same procedure, made more difficult by having different variables
for the depth at the supports h0 and at midpsan hl, a module was written in
Mathematica, which solved all the equations from (12.10) through to (12.20) and
yielded the deflection profile along the beam, see Mathematica Snippet 2. The
shape function is highlighted, as this determines the shape intended for the
beam’s profile. After having defined the module, actual values can be assigned to
the beam’s properties and loading conditions. The depth at the supports needs to
be guessed so that the variable left to optimise is the depth at midspan hl.
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Simply Supported UDL Optimisation hshear:hbend.nb

Mathematica Snippet 2: Module for solving deflection of a double tapered section
In[104]:=

2

Clear[b, L, F, h0, hl, El];
GeneralDeflection[b_, L_, F_, h0_, hl_, El_, x_] := Module

Simply Supported UDL Optimisation hshear:hbend.nb

{h0mm, hlmm, M, h, i, Momcurv, Slope, A, Deflection, B, FindA, FindB, Defl},
h0mm = h0 / 1000; (* turn the beam's depth into m *)
In[104]:=

hlmm = L,
hl F,
/ 1000;
(* El];
turn the beam's depth into m *)
Clear[b,
h0, hl,
2

F x b_, L_, F_, h0_, hl_, El_, x_] := Module
GeneralDeflection[
M = -F L x +
; (* calculate the moment in Nm *)
2
{h0mm, hlmm, M, h, i, Momcurv, Slope, A, Deflection, B, FindA, FindB, Defl},
x (hlmm - h0mm)
h0mm
the
into mfunction
*)
h = = h0 / 1000; (* +turn
h0mm;
(* beam's
definedepth
the shape
*)
L

hlmm = hl / 1000; (* turn the beam's depth into m *)
b h3
2
i=
; (*F x
calculate the second moment of area in m4 *)
M = - F12L x +
; (* calculate the moment in Nm *)
2
Momcurv
= M-/h0mm)
(El × i);
x (hlmm
h(*= define the moment-curvature
+ h0mm; (* defineequation
the shape
*) function *)
L
3
b h=
Slope
 Momcurv ⅆ x + A; (* integrate and find the slope *)
i=
; (* calculate the second moment of area in m4 *)
12
Deflection
Momcurv = M /=(
ElSlope
× i); ⅆ x + B;

(* define the moment-curvature equation *)
(* integrate and find the deflection *)
Slope
Momcurv ⅆ x + A; (* integrate
the (*
slope
FindA == Flatten[NSolve[Slope
⩵ 0 /. xand
→ {find
L }, A]];
find*)A *)

FindB = Flatten[NSolve[Deflection ⩵ 0 /. x → 0 /. FindA, B]];
Deflection =  Slope ⅆ x + B;
(* find B *)
Defl
= Max[N[Simplify[Deflection
/. FindA
(*
integrate
and find the deflection
*) /. FindB]]];
FindA
= Flatten[NSolve[Slope
0 /.B xin
→ {the
L }, A]];
(* findequation
A *)
(* insert
the values for A ⩵and
deflection
*)
FindB
= Flatten[NSolve[Deflection ⩵ 0 /. x → 0 /. FindA, B]];
Return[Defl]
(* find B *)

Assign
to each variable to validate/.the
function.
Defl values
= Max[N[Simplify[Deflection
FindA
/. FindB]]];

An example of how to assign values to the variables is shown in Mathematica

(* insert the values for A and B in the deflection equation *)
Clear[hl];
Snippet
3.
b =Return[Defl]
0.1;(* breadth of section in m *)

In[106]:=

L = 5;(*
length
of
half of
the
span
in m *)
Mathematica
Snippet
3:variable
Assigning
values
to double
taper deflection module
Assign
values
to each
to validate
the
function.
4
F = 10 ;(* UDL applied on beam in N/m *)
In[106]:= Clear[hl];
h0 = 150;(* initial depth of section in mm *)
b = 0.1;(* breadth of section in m *)
hl = 387;(* depth of section at midspan in mm *)
L = 5;(* length
of half of the span in m *)
El = 205
× 109 ;(* elastic modulus in Nm2 *)
4
F = 10 ;(* UDL applied on beam in N/m *)
seg = Table[i, {i, 0, L, 1}];
h0 = 150;(* initial depth of section in mm *)
(* number of points where deflection is calculated *)
hl = 387;(* depth of section at midspan in mm *)
SDefl = GeneralDeflection[b, L, F, h0, hl, El, x];
El = 205 × 109 ;(* elastic modulus in Nm2 *)
Print["Deflection Profile Along Beam:"];
seg = Table[i, {i, 0, L, 1}];
Print[Join[SDefl /. x → seg, Drop[Reverse[SDefl /. x → seg], 1]]];
(* number of points where deflection is calculated *)
Deflection
Profile Along Beam:
SDefl
= GeneralDeflection[b,
L, F, h0, hl, El, x];

Print["Deflection
Profile0.0244499,
Along Beam:"];
{0., 0.0113131, 0.0194606,
0.0269693,
Print[Join[SDefl
/. x →0.0244499,
seg, Drop[Reverse[SDefl
/. x → seg],
0.0276833, 0.0269693,
0.0194606, 0.0113131,
0.} 1]]];
Deflection Profile Along Beam:

{0., 0.0113131, 0.0194606, 0.0244499, 0.0269693,
Optimisation

0.0276833, 0.0269693, 0.0244499, 0.0194606, 0.0113131, 0.}

Define all values, except for the variable you intend to optimise for.

Optimisation
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Define all values, except for the variable you intend to optimise for.

6

Simply Supported UDL Optimisation hshear:hbend.nb

Next, the optimisation snippet was solved, where an initial guess for hl was

stated with the condition that the deflection must be smaller than the allowable limit
-13
L/360
(in854.
the 1.13687
snippet the
total
2L).
365
× 10
+ length
15. hlisLog[750.
+ 5 (- 150. + 1. hl)]  (150. - 1. hl)4 

Mathematica
Optimisation
module to keep deflection below allowable limit (L/360).
Optimise for Snippet
hl to find4:depth
of beam necessary
In[128]:=

For[hl = 380,
test ≥ 2 L / 360,
hl ++,
Print["Depth =", hl]]
Depth =380

The For function solves via trial and error, repeatedly performing the operation

Depth =381

and
stopping
when a specified condition fails to be true. As a result, the solution
Depth
=382
Depth
=383shown in Mathematica Snippet 5, representing all the values for which
was
a list,
Depth
=384
the
deflection
was greater than the allowable one. Adding a unit to the last number
=385
ofDepth
the list
gave the depth at midpan for which the deflection remained below the
6

Simply
Supported
Depth
=386UDL Optimisation hshear:hbend.nb

allowable limit.

In[129]:=
Out[129]=

N[2 * L / 360]

Clearly, the depth at midspan resulting from the optimisation was dependent,

0.0277778
365 854. 1.13687 × 10-13 + 15. hl Log[750. + 5 (- 150. + 1. hl)]  (150. - 1. hl)4 

amongst other things, on the depth that had been assigned to the cross-section at
Optimise for hl to find depth of beam necessary to keep deflection below allowable limit (L/360).

the support. The greater this last value, the smaller the depth at midspan will have
In[128]:=

For[hl = 380,

to be
to ≥resist
the deflection and the smaller will be the tapered slope.
test
2 L / 360,
hl ++,

Mathematica
Snippet
5: Optimisation module output
Print["Depth
=", hl]]
Depth =380
Depth =381
Depth =382
Depth =383
Depth =384
Depth =385
Depth =386
In[129]:=
Out[129]=

N[2 * L / 360]

However,
0.0277778

the deflected shape of a simply supported beam subject to a UDL

(see Figure 96) follows a parabolic shape, rather than tapered, so a more efficient
way of using material in the design of such a beam would be to follow a parabolic
profile, like the one in Figure 99. This was achieved by varying the shape function
to that of a parabola. The equation was found by forcing the parabola to pass
through the point (0,h0) and setting the parabola’s vertex to (L,hl).
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Figure 99: Simply supported beam with parabolic profile

The module for solving the deflection of a beam with a curved profile was
similar to that of the tapered beam, except for the shape function definition that
was slightly more complicated (highlighted in Mathematica Snippet 6).
The procedure for the optimisation was exactly the same as for the tapered
beam, where a value must be assigned to ho and the optimisation occurs in terms
of hl. Comparing the procedures followed for optimising with regards to shear
forces, bending moments and serviceability showed that the analysis is far more
straightforward for shear and bending relatively to deflection. In fact, when ignoring
the beam’s self-weight, shear and moment are independent of the variation of the
cross-sectional depth along the beam, but are affected by the position along the
beam where such forces ought to be calculated.
Deflection, on the other hand, cannot be calculated at one position along the
beam while ignoring the rest of the system as it is influenced by how the depth is
distributed along the beam’s span. This dependence is reflected in the equations
for calculating deflection, where the second derivative of deflection with respect to
a distance x along the beam is equated to a function of x, such as the applied load
w(x) or the bending moment M(x), see Equation (12.6) and Equation (12.13).
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6

Simply Supported UDL Optimisation Parabolic.nb

Mathematica Snippet 6: Module for solving deflection of a parabolic profiled beam
In[159]:=

Clear[b, L, F, h0, hl, El];
GeneralDeflection[b_, L_, F_, h0_, hl_, El_, x_] :=
Module{h0mm, hlmm, M, eq1, eq2, eq3, a, bi, c, Coeff, f,
h, i, Momcurv, Slope, A, Deflection, B, FindA, FindB, Defl},
h0mm = h0 / 1000; (* turn the beam's depth into m *)
hlmm = hl / 1000; (* turn the beam's depth into m *)
M = -F L x +

F x2

; (* calculate the moment in Nm *)
2
eq1 = h0mm == a 02 + b 0 + c;
(* set the parabola to pass through point {0,h0} *)
- bi
eq2 =
⩵ L;
2a
(* set the abscissa of the vertex equal to -b/2a *)
eq3 =

- bi2 - 4 a c
(4 a)

⩵ hlmm;

(* set the ordinate of the vertex equal to -Δ/4a,
obtain the vertex ordinate form the optimisation process *)
Coeff = NSolve[{eq1, eq2, eq3}, {a, bi, c}];
f = FlattenNSolveh == a x 2 + bi x + c, h /. Coeff;
(* rewrite the function, this is the shape function*)
i=i=

b h3

/. f;
12
(* calculate the second moment of area in m4 *)
Momcurv = M / (El × i);
(* define the moment-curvature equation *)
Slope =  Momcurv ⅆ x + A; (* integrate and find the slope *)
Deflection =  Slope ⅆ x + B;
(* integrate and find the deflection *)
FindA = Flatten[NSolve[Slope ⩵ 0 /. x → {L }, A, Method → "JenkinsTraub"]];
(* find A *)
FindB =
Flatten[NSolve[Deflection ⩵ 0 /. x → 0 /. FindA, B, Method → "JenkinsTraub"]];
(* find B *)
Defl = Re[N[Simplify[Deflection /. FindA /. FindB]]];
(* insert the values for A and B in the deflection equation *)
Return[Defl]

Assign values to each variable to validate the function.

The benefits of carrying out the optimisation of beams with different depth
profiles is better understood by comparing the difference in volume of a beam with
the same span, but different profiles. The volume is directly related to the weight,
which will have an impact on the cost of the structural elements. Figure 100
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demonstrates how, in this case, the beam with a constant cross-section always
weighed more than the other two, implying considerable material waste, especially
for longer spans. This aspect becomes particularly relevant in the sphere of
additive manufacturing where cost is highly dependant on the amount of material
that is fed through the 3D printer.

Figure 100: Comparison of the volume of beams with different depth profile

Both the tapered and the parabolic profile showed an improvement, where the
volume was significantly reduced in comparison to that of the constant section.
Thus, the choice of a tapered or parabolic section over a constant one is already a
form of optimisation in itself (shape). By observing the graph in Figure 100, it can
be noticed how the tapered section had a slightly smaller volume than the
parabolic section for short spans. The opposite occurred for longer spans, where
the parabolic section showed the least volume. As the span increased, the
difference between the tapered and the parabolic section became more evident,
making the parabolic section the more advantageous choice.
Bringing the optimisation a step further, topology optimisation could be carried
out allowing the thickness of the structure to assume the value of zero. This would
create voids within the beam, leading to a profile similar to that shown in Figure
101.
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Figure 101: Optimisation options for a simply supported beam

The topologically optimised profile would be the lightest out of all the ones
presented as it uses the least amount of material for the design of the same beam.
Structures that are morphologically complex could not have been accomplished
some years ago, when the manufacturing process was limited to standard section
sizes and structural optimisation had still to be researched in greater detail.
However, increasing interest and effort are being invested in learning and
understanding how optimisation processes work and can be applied to structural
design. At the same time, the advent of additive manufacturing via 3D printing has
made the production of such unconventional structures possible and accessible.
12.5 Validation
Different approaches were taken to analyse the problem of optimising the depth
of the cross-section of a simply supported beam subject to a uniform load. In order
to code the optimisation routines, a mathematical computation program called
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Mathematica (Wolfram Research Inc., 2017) was employed. Mathematica is a
powerful engine combining symbolic manipulation, numerical mathematics,
outstanding graphics and sophisticated programming language (Abell & Braselton,
2017). To solve the differential equations of beam deflection theory and find the
deflection of the beam, the code made use of the function NSolve, which gives
numerical approximations to all the roots of a polynomial equation (Torrence &
Torrence, 2009).
The finite difference method was programmed to solve the fourth order
differential equation and find the deflection with the idea that, as it is a matrixbased method, it would be fairly efficient and useful to validate the previously
obtained results. Such method yields a numerical solution of the displacement at
chosen points on the structure, referred to as nodes or pivotal points (Ghali,
Neville, & Brown, 2009). Firstly, the Finite Difference Method was applied to a
beam with constant cross-section and the results for the moment and deflection at
midspan were compared to those obtained via the formula of maximum moment
and displacement. The maximum moment yielded the exact same result, however,
a percentage error of 1.25% was noticed when comparing the deflection. The
sources of such error may be due to a round-off error, i.e. the loss of precision due
to the rounding of decimal quantities, or due to a truncation error, which occurs
when the function of a continuous variable is represented by a finite number of
evaluations (Smith, 1985). The application of a finer mesh could have helped
reduce the error, however, the FDM was discounted as ultimately not being as
readily available as other methods.
An attempt was made to analyse a beam with varying cross-section via finite
difference, by singularly specifying the depth of the beam for each of the pivotal
points. Nonetheless, it was noticed how it is not sufficient to manually change the
depths in the matrix for the second moment of area, but d must, once again, be
defined as a function of x. Considering the inaccuracy of the results and the code
manipulation required to define the depth as a function of the distance from the
support, such method was neglected for any further analysis.
In order to validate the results obtained via the optimisation routines in
Mathematica, models were created and analysed by means of the commercial
structural software by Autodesk, Robot (Autodesk Inc, 2015). Robot is based on
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finite element analysis, which is another matrix-based method in which the
continuous structure is idealised into a number of discrete elements. For each of
these elements, force-displacements and stress distribution relations are
determined. Combining the single elements into an idealised structure where the
conditions of compatibility and equilibrium are met at the elements’ junctions yields
the complete solution (Ghali et al., 2009). FEM analysis gives approximate
solutions for shells, solids and non-prismatic beams, however the smaller the initial
mesh into which the structure is discretised, the more accurate the result will be.
Most importantly, the method can deal with complex structures and has no
problems in analysing a beam with varying cross-section.
The comparison was done in terms of percentage error comparing the results
for the three different beam profiles studied so far: constant, tapered and
parabolic.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑜𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑀𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
×100
𝑀𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

(12.22)

The Mathematica Value corresponded to the deflection calculated after
optimisation of the section; these values were back substituted to calculate the
deflection. The same beam was then modelled in Robot to obtain a value for the
deflection, which could be used as a validation check.
No error resulted for the constant and tapered beam profiles. Divergence,
however, appeared when comparing results for the parabolic beam, in particular
when analysing a coarser mesh. The difference occurred as it is not possible to
create a perfectly parabolic section in Robot, but piecewise tapered sections had
to be used, instead. Accordingly, the finer the grading the closer the model in
Robot will resemble the shape of a parabola, unlike the case in which the beam
was divided into 2 segments and the section was tapered rather than parabolic.
Figure 102 shows how the percentage error quickly decreased as the number of
segments was increased. The beam used to create the graph was 10m long with a
UDL of 10kN/m. When meshing the beam with 1m segments the difference
between Mathematica and Robot was of 0.3441mm, just over a third of a
millimetre. Such an error is minimal for a reasonable mesh and decreases further
as the mesh is made finer, so the Robot results validated all of the Mathematica
deflection calculations and optimisation routines.
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Figure 102: Plot of percentage error between values for deflection calculated in Mathematica
and those outputted from Robot

After having coded and compared different methods of analysing a beam with
varying cross-section, it was concluded that the finite element method was the
most appropriate. Using beam theory worked well when limited to a simple
example, but resulted in being difficult to code as the complexity of the structure
increased. The finite difference method is an intuitive approach and easy to
implement for simple problems, but it may become difficult to manage with the
structure having variable depth. The method that offered the most design freedom
was the finite element method as it is able to deal with arbitrary shapes and
smoothly interpolate the solution along the whole domain.
The benefits of using the finite element method were further enhanced when
taking into consideration the development of an optimisation routine for deployable
structures, which add increased complexity. In fact, deployable structures can
assume multiple configurations, which vary between their fully retracted and
deployed states and the structural behaviour may not always be linear. Thus, for
the purpose of this research project, FEM software was employed for the structural
analysis as it offers potential to be developed and supplemented with different
analysis engines to perform specialist analysis with non-linear materials or varying
geometry. The FEM analysis was paired with an optimisation routine established
using the Mathematica coding language that outputted the best deployment
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sequence to follow for deployable structures with more than one uncoupled degree
of freedom, based on the minimisation of an objective function.
12.6 Optimisation of Deployable Structures
Before describing the procedure for the optimisation of the deployment
sequence of deployable structures with multiple degrees of freedom, a brief
introduction illustrating the literature regarding research carried out with the aim of
finding ways to optimise such structures is presented. Previous optimisation
attempts have mainly focused on deployable systems with a single degree of
freedom, thus, disregarding the deployment sequence as a potential objective for
optimisation. By introducing added degrees of freedom the deployment
possibilities suddenly increase creating scope for optimisation and weight
minimisation.
The aim of structural optimisation is to find the best-fitted structure obtained via
modifying the geometric, material and/or topological parameters (variables) with
respect to one or more criterion (objective), based on a set of requirements
(constraints) (Lagaros, Papadrakakis, & Kokossalakis, 2002). As for static
structures, a key objective for optimising deployable structures is to achieve
minimum weight, which has the added benefit of reducing the magnitude of the
actuation required for deployment. The structure’s overall cost will be determined
not only by the weight of the structure itself, but also by the energy necessary for
the mechanism to carry out the deployment.
A class of deployable structures on which considerable research regarding
optimisation has been carried out is that of scissor structures. For example, You
(1997) optimised the geometry, section profiles and material properties of a
triangular pantographic mast via a sensitivity analysis based on the force method,
while Gantes, Georgiou, and Koumousis (1998) used genetic algorithms to
minimise the force required for deployment and maximise the load carrying
capacity of a snap-though deployable structure, see Figure 103.
Other optimisation of rigid link deployables includes attempts to employ genetic
algorithms and ant colony optimisation for sizing optimisation (Kaveh & Shojaee,
2003, 2007) and a nested approach that iterates between shape and sizing
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optimisation, using heuristic stochastic search and gradient-based algorithms
(Thrall, Zhu, Guest, Paya-Zaforteza, & Adriaenssens, 2012).

Figure 103: Deployable optimised tent structure (Gantes et al., 1998)

Newly developing parametric and analysis tools are allowing to directly relate
geometry, kinematics and structural response of pantographic structures (Mira, De
Temmerman, & Preisinger, 2012). Of late, Dai and Guan (2014) employed
sequential quadratic programming to explore the design space and optimise a
pantographic structure to find the minimum mass solution that satisfies kinematic
and

structural

dynamic

constraints.

Finally,

a

multi-criteria

evolutionary

optimisation algorithm was adopted for the optimisation of disaster relief barrel
vault scissor structures for the objectives of minimum weight and maximum
compactness of the structure (Koumar, Tysmans, De Temmerman, Filomeno
Coelho, & Alegria Mira, 2014).
Research on optimisation of other kinds of deployable structures is relatively
isolated compared to that of scissor structures. Newly developed stochastic search
algorithms have been employed by Fest et al. (2003) to identify appropriate control
commands for a reusable tensegrity structure while optimisation of the shapes of
cover plates for circular retractable roofs was suggested by Buhl et al. (2004). The
objective of the optimisation was to minimise overlap throughout deployment as
well as the gap between plates when the roof was closed and maximising the area
of opening, rather than focusing on the structure’s overall weight. Furthermore, a
method for the optimisation of both self-weight and overall displacement of a
movable telescope support was proposed by Ortega and Robles (2009).
Retractable structures made of bi-stable compliant bar-joint mechanisms were
optimised by Ohsaki, Tsuda, and Watanabe (2013) who proved how the maximum
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load enabling the shape transformation can be reduced utilizing the flexibility of the
mechanism and self-weight of the structure itself. Finally, the design of origamiinspired deployable shelters (Figure 104) was optimised by means of a multiobjective shape optimisation methodology to find a compromise between structural
performance requirements, such as minimum deflection and energy efficiency
(Quaglia, Yu, Thrall, & Paolucci, 2014).

Figure 104: Multi-objective shape optimisation of Lever Shelter Module (Quaglia et al., 2014)

As demonstrated by the above examples, optimisation of deployable structures
has mainly been applied to structures with a single degree of freedom. These
deployable systems only have one range of motion to deploy and retract, hence,
the optimisation focuses predominantly on achieving minimum weight to reduce
the energy required for the morphological change to take place. However, when a
structure is characterised by one or more degrees of freedom, each being
independent from the other, the potential ways in which the structure may deploy
and retract become significantly larger. Optimisation may, then, be employed with
the criteria of finding the most efficient way for the structure to carry out the motion
which will reduce the forces and stresses in the structural elements, thus, reducing
element sizes and, consequently, the structure’s weight. Currently, such an
optimisation methodology is missing in the field and the aim of this research
project is to propose and demonstrate how the optimisation of the deployment
sequence of structures with multiple uncoupled degrees of freedom may be
executed.
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13 Methodology
Deployable structures are generally lightweight because of the motion they
need to perform: the lighter the structure the lesser the mechanisms will have to
work to make the system deploy or retract. To fully comprehend the behaviour of
deployable structures it is important to understand the different kinds of equilibrium
that an object may be subject to. A system is in equilibrium in the state where both
linear and angular acceleration are equal to zero (Hulse & Cain, 1990). Equilibrium
is static when the velocity is zero and dynamic when the velocity is constant
(McLester & Pierre, 2007). In the fully folded and fully deployed stages, each
element of the structure must comply with static equilibrium, while, during
deployment, those elements driving the mechanism will move at a slow, constant
and controlled rate under conditions of dynamic equilibrium. The only exceptions
will occur when the deployment is initiated and completed, as the structure will
require some acceleration/deceleration, thus varying the system’s velocity.
A design requirement of deployable structures is that they must be free-standing
and in equilibrium when fully closed and fully open (Gantes & Konitopoulou, 2002).
Thus, two independent cases need to be considered for their design: the response
under service load of the at-rest configurations (fully folded and deployed) and the
forces generated in the structure during the deployment sequence (see Figure
105). The overall design will be the result of finding a compromise between the
required stiffness for the deployed/folded configuration and the ideal flexibility
during deployment (Gantes et al., 1991).

Figure 105: Analysis of deployable structures
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The most challenging stage of the design of a deployable structure is the
analysis of the deployment process. Due to the different morphology and
kinematics of such structures, the adoption of a single and general theory for
approaching the field is impossible (S. Pellegrino, 2001). The challenge is further
amplified by the highly non-linear behaviour experienced during the deployment
phases. Such complication can, however, be overcome by adopting the use of
finite element software as design tools (Gantes et al., 1989).
Accelerations develop in the structure during deployment, introducing inertial
effects defined by Newton’s second law as being proportional to the acceleration
times the mass. In order to consider the damping and inertial effects negligible, the
deployment should be forced to be slow and controlled, creating a quasi-static
scenario. By freezing the motion throughout deployment, the model can be
considered static and its analysis greatly simplified, not having to take into account
the differential equations derived by the accelerations being time derivatives of the
displacement.
The process described above implies a quasi-static analysis of deployable
structures, which are time-stepped at set deployment stages and statically
analysed for each configuration. Figure 106 shows a plot of the force developing in
the member of a structure during its deployment.

Figure 106: Deployment versus force plot
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Time-stepping the geometry will involve statically analysing different stages
between the 0% and 100% range. If only the starting and final configuration and
one in between were to be analysed (dots in Figure 106), the peak force
developing in the member would be missed and not correctly identified as a key
structural design criteria. Consequently, the member would be under designed due
to the maximum force having been overlooked. Thus, the greater the number of
configurations analysed, the more accurate the analysis and the smaller the
chance of neglecting stages where the structure is under considerable stress.
Many deployable structures have a single degree of freedom ensuring simpler
deployment geometry and allowing for deployment to be driven by a single
actuator, reducing cost and simplifying its control. However, incorporating a greater
number of degrees of freedom offers increased flexibility and greater deployment
capacity, i.e. smaller closed and bigger open deployed configurations (Korkmaz,
Akgün, & Maden, 2012). Some examples of multiple degrees of freedom
deployable structures are the cubic linkage obtained via the assembly of
equilateral Bennett loops which has 3 DoFs (Gökhan Kiper & Eres Söylemez,
2009), the 2 DoF 8R linkage used for the creation of transformable hypar structure
for architectural applications by Maden et al. (2013) and the family of 2DoF
deployable mechanism proposed by Lu, Zlatanov, Ding, Molfino, and Zoppi (2016).
Applying a quasi-static analysis to deployable structures with multiple degrees
of freedom implies that the number of time-stepped configurations is exponentially
increased relative to the number of potential ranges of motion, as shown in Figure
107. Here, the degrees of freedom were only divided into 3 stages, thus, for a
system with three degrees of freedom 27 potential deployment stages result. 27
combinations may not seem many, but as soon as the intermediate number of
stages is increased, lets say to 10, there will be 1000 combinations to analyse
before optimising the structure.
Ignoring the time to construct the initial analysis model, the time necessary to
manually iterate the geometry to reach the next deployment stage and structurally
analyse such a model in an analysis software are about 10 minutes, depending on
the complexity of the model and assuming that geometry is recalculated using an
automated spread sheet.
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Figure 107: Exponential increase of deployment stages with increase of DoFs

For a single degree of freedom structure, taking 11 increments from 0% to
100% and assuming 10 minutes per increment, the time to analyse all the stages
would amount to 110 min. For a 2 DoF system, considering 11 increments for each
degree of freedom, the analysis time would add up to 1210 min (approximately a
day). This example demonstrates how the time necessary to time-step the
geometry to statically analyse the deployment configurations is considerable and
increases exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore,
each step encourages human error due to the iteration and modelling being
carried out manually. To avoid such a time consuming process, it is possible to
automate the brute force operation through all the potential deployment
configurations. The methodology will be described more in detail in the following
paragraphs, however, the time to carry out the automated brute force process for a
2DoF system with 11 iterations each takes approximately 20 seconds using a
modern consumer grade laptop, offering a substantial saving on time.
The methodology here described aims at optimising deployable structures with
one or more uncoupled degrees of freedom along with their deployment sequence.
The process is made of two distinct sections: firstly, the dataset is acquired, then,
the dataset is processed (Figure 108).
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Figure 108: Main phases of optimisation process

Each of these phases is characterised by a defined workflow that, in turn,
involves the use of specific software. However, before going in depth with regards
to the tools used for the optimisation, a conceptual idea of the workflow will be
presented. The first phase of producing a dataset is articulated in Figure 109.

Figure 109: Acquisition of dataset
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During this stage, a geometry is parametrically defined and the variables that
influence the structure’s configuration are appointed to a slider component that
can manually be modified. Subsequently, the mechanical data is assigned
(boundary conditions, material properties, cross-sections and loading) and the
structural analysis is carried out. The results are then validated against those
obtained from analysing the same model in another structural analysis software. If
there are some discrepancies, the model needs to be checked again, otherwise,
the brute force can be carried out. To do this, the sliders representing the degrees
of freedom need to be divided into the same number of steps for each DoF,
representing different deployment stages. Due to the way in which the data will
later be post-processed, it is important that each variable is defined by the same
number of steps and that those steps be indicated by the percentage of
deployment they represent, see Figure 110. Brute forcing the variables means
calculating every possible combination of the variables. Thus, for deployable
structures, this action will force the structure to assume every potential
configuration in going from 0% fully folded to 100% fully unfolded state. Once all
these deployment stages have been structurally analysed, the dataset is created
and is ready for post-processing.

Figure 110: Variable definition

For the purpose of this research project, the geometry was defined by creating
an algorithmic sequence in Grasshopper, a visual programming language by
Rutten (2007). Once the deployable structure had been modelled, structural
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analysis was carried out via Karamba (Preisinger, 2013), a Grasshopper plugin
that provides an interactive and parametric finite element program for shell and
beam structures. In order to feed Karamba all the potential morphologies the
structure may assume, the sliders defining the percentage of deployment of each
DoF were connected to the Brute Force component in the TT Toolbox. The plugin
developed by the Core Studio at Thornton Tomasetti (2014) solves all possible
combinations of sliders that are connected to its input, see Figure 111.

Figure 111: Brute Force of TT Toolbox solver setup

All the structural analysis results output from Karamba were combined into a
single output via an Evaluate component and recorded by a Data Recording
component linked with the panel showing the complete output. The content of the
panel was streamed to a comma separated values file (csv), which could be
imported and used by other software using common protocols.
The results were post-processed in Wolfram Mathematica Version 11 (Wolfram
Research Inc., 2017), previously used to code the optimisation of the simply
supported beam’s depth. In Mathematica a bespoke code was written to solve the
optimisation problem and post-process the results initiating the second stage of
the methodology (data processing). A flow chart representing the software used for
each step followed in acquiring the dataset is shown in Figure 112.
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Figure 112: Flow chart showing software used for data gathering

The second phase varies according to the number of uncoupled degrees of
freedom that the structure possesses. The following subchapters will explain in
more detail how the methodology is applied to structures with one, two and three
uncoupled degrees of freedom.
13.1 One Degree of Freedom
So far, research in deployable structures has focused on systems with a single
degree of freedom. The transformation is controlled by one actuator independently
of the complexity of the structure and there is only one possible way for the
structure to deploy. Thus, the deployment sequence cannot be optimised,
however, the first stage of the methodology, where the dataset is acquired, still
applies. As the structure will assume different configurations throughout
deployment, a quasi-static analysis is necessary to carry out analysis of the
structural members and to understand how the forces within the members may
vary as the morphology is altered. Let us consider a simple example of a strut with
one end fixed and the other end free, as shown in Figure 113. The orientation of
the strut will automatically influence the orientation of the fixed support through
deployment.
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Figure 113: Force alteration during deployment

If considering self-weight only, when the structural member is vertical it will be
subject to axial forces, however, when the deployment is initiated, the problem
becomes predominantly a bending one. This demonstrates how deployable
structures will be faced with constantly changing loading conditions and structural
behaviour as their shape varies during deployment. The beam was only analysed
for its self-weight and the plots in Figure 114 show how, initially, it is the axial force
that governs, although its value is relatively small compared to the moments that
develop in the beam once deployment starts to take place. In actual fact, bending
and axial stress are not directly comparable as the former is driven by the section
modulus (plastic or elastic) and the latter by the cross-sectional area. Thus, the
two stresses will have a different order of magnitude as bending is dependant on
bd2/6 (or bd2/4 if the analysis is plastic) while axial stress on bd.
Even if there is only one variable, the brute force approach was still used to
obtain all the results of a force/stress that a structural element is subject to
between the fully retracted and fully deployed state. The brute force component in
itself could not be used as it only works starting from two variables because it
calculates all potential combinations of the two parameters presented at its input.
However, the Data Recording component recorded all solutions as the system was
forced through deployment by manually varying the slider from the fully folded to
the fully unfolded state and so the results could still be gathered.
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Figure 114: Axial and bending stress plots

Force/deployment graphs were plotted showing how the force or stress varied
during motion and which was the governing force the member had to be designed
for. Rather than directly optimising a single degree of freedom structure, the
methodology presented aids in finding the points of maximum of each force and
stress the structure experiences avoiding the risk of under designing a member
due to not having considered every possible deployment configuration.
Alternatively, observing the distribution of forces and stresses during deployment
could suggest limiting the range of motion so that the element’s capacity is not
overridden.
13.2 Two Degrees of Freedom
Once a second degree of freedom is added to a deployable structure, there no
longer is one set way in which the structure may deploy, but the potential
deployment sequences become close to infinite. Thus, optimising the structure by
minimising its weight can be achieved by finding the optimum deployment routine
that will cause less stress within the structural elements throughout the motion.
The post-processing of the dataset for structures with 2 uncoupled degrees of
freedom is summarised in Figure 116. First, the data is imported into the software
used for the programming and sorted into lists. The minimisation of weight
depends on the reduction of the elements’ sizes, which are defined by the forces
they need to resist in order for the structure to be stable. Thus, the objective
function to be minimised must be chosen among the reactions, moments, shear
stresses and deflections the structure is subject to. This will output the optimum
deployment sequence relative to the objective function selected. Carrying out the
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optimisation for all the most onerous reactions and forces within the structure will
result in a series of optimised deployment routines that may be further compared
to find a compromise for the final optimised path to be adopted.
Once one or more objective functions are selected, bi-dimensional contour plots
showing the distribution of these functions relatively to the interrelation of the 2
degrees of freedom are plotted. In order for the contour plots to be accurate, the
number of iterations per slider must be equal for all degrees of freedom and each
iteration must be represented by the same percentage of deployment respectively
to avoid incurring scaling issues. This statement will become clearer when looking
at a practical application of the methodology.
When the contour plots are drawn, the deployment path may be represented by
any line within the contour plot area, which starts at the fully folded state, where
both degrees of freedom are at 0% of their deployment, and finishes at full
deployment, where the DoFs have reached 100% of their motion range. Figure
115 shows an example of a contour plot representing how the axial force varies
though all the deployment configurations of a deployable structure. The three lines
illustrate potential deployment sequences crossing different contours and for each
one the structure will experience different magnitudes of axial force.

Figure 115: 2D contour plot of axial force and potential deployment routines

At this point, engineering judgment is required to continue with the next stages.
Looking at the distribution of the contours, the designer may decide to minimise
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the deployment remaining below the contour representing a certain limiting value.
Alternatively, bypassing the limit value may be inevitable to reach the fully
deployed state so that the most direct path is selected independently of the
contours. The plots are highly dependent on the type of structure analysed and
may vary considerably from one case to the other.
The quickest way for the structure to deploy would be if the line was a straight
diagonal line connecting the deployment extremes directly, however, the aim is to
optimise such a path in order to minimise the forces the structure incurs during
deployment. On some occasions, the most direct path may cause significant
stress within the structure and a slightly longer path may limit these stresses to
stay within working limits. In the case of there being a specific contour below which
the deployment path should be contained to limit the forces in the structure, the
procedure to undertake is summarised in Figure 116 and will be explained in more
detail with an example.

Figure 116: Processing of Dataset
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By examining the contour plot shown in Figure 115, Routine 1 crosses the
contours with the highest values of axial force and would result in the structure
having to resist high levels of compression. On the other hand, the deployment
path that causes the least amount of force in the structural member examined
corresponds to a line joining the fully retracted and the fully deployed stages while
remaining within the purple area (Routine 3). Finally, the shortest path, i.e. the
routine that would allow for the quickest deployment, would be identified with a
straight diagonal line connecting the points (0,0) and (100,100), see Routine 2.
The optimum deployment path would be the result of a compromise between
Routine 2 and 3 and the following paragraphs explain the process followed in
order to plot this path and find the optimum way for the structure to unfold.

Figure 117: Speed of deployment

In order to explain what is meant with “speed of deployment” an additional
example is shown in Figure 117. Contour plot A represents the fastest deployment
sequence in the sense that both degrees of freedom deploy simultaneously and
both reach their fully unfolded states at the same time. Oppositely, the deployment
sequence that requires the most amount of time is expressed in contour plot B. In
fact, the deployment sequence shows DoF 1 reaching its full range before DoF 2
has even initiated its motion. Due to the degrees of freedom not acting
concurrently, but deploying sequentially with the second DoF initiating its
deployment only after the first DoF has reached its full range of motion, more time
is necessary for the structure to morph to its fully unfolded configuration. Finally,
contour plot C is a compromise between the two paths previously discussed and
shows a deployment sequence where the two degrees of freedom are specifically
programmed to carry out the deployment from fully retracted to fully unfolded. This
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last routine may potentially result in elements being overstressed as it has not
been optimised or conditioned to avoid specific contours.
Once a limiting contour was identified representing the limiting value that the
objective function was not allowed to surpass, an approach vector needed to be
determined. Such a vector was to start at the fully retracted stage (0,0) and end on
a point of the first contour, which would allow running the furthest distance along
the x-axis without ever crossing the contour. In order to find this vector, multiple
lines starting at (0,0) and connecting to each point of the contour were created.
These lines were sub-divided into a series of points, see middle plots in Figure
118.

Figure 118: Plotting of approach and exit vector.

To establish whether the lines crossed the boundary contour, a Boolean check
based on the winding number of the points along the lines was executed. The
winding number is defined as follows: for a given planar curve, the winding number
w represents the times the curve surrounds the origin while taking orientation into
account, as shown in Figure 119. The winding number is equivalent to the number
of intersections between a line L trough the origin and the curve (Zeidler, 2016).

Figure 119: Winding number

The winding number verification yielded False for points outside the contour and
True for points lying inside the polygon. Only the lines with all points lying outside
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Mathematica
Snippet
Winding
verification
Find which lines
cross7:the
contournumber
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In[71]:=

inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly , pt ] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contour[[x ]], # ] & /@ points[[x ]]
inorout[# ] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Returns True for every element
inside the polygon and False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[# ] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[# ]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]; (* Condition *)

In[78]:=

The=
vecb

equivalent procedure was followed to determine the exit vector only in

Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[
# ]],
cond[[
# ]]]],
3] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
reverse,
by plotting a line connecting the
fully
unfolded
stage
(100,100)
to the end(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)

point of the vector that did not cross the boundary contour and allowed travelling
closer to the opposite deployment stage.
In most cases, the approach
and exit vector will not fall on the same contour
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
point and an intermediate section of the deployment path will have to be
determined to join the two together. This middle section of the path will have to
comply with being the shortest line that does not cross the contour boundary. To
obtain this solution, a convex hull algorithm was adopted. A subset S of the plane
is convex if and only if for any pair of points p,q ∈ S the line connection the two
points is completely contained in S (Berg, Cheong, Kreveld, & Overmars, 2008),
see Figure 120.
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Figure 120: Convex and non convex subset

The convex hull represents the shortest convex set containing a series of
points, in other words, the enclosing convex polygon with the smallest perimeter
(O'Rourke, 1998). It is possible to visualise what a convex hull looks like with a
simple example. Consider a finite set P of n points in the plane. Assuming the
points are nails sticking out of the plane, if a rubber band is held around them and
then let go it will wrap around the nails, minimising the length. The area enclosed
by the elastic band will represent the convex hull of P. Thus, a convex hull may
also be defined as the unique convex polygon whose vertices are points from P
and that contains all points of P (Berg et al., 2008). As shown in Figure 121, if the
deployment path followed the contour profile it would be longer than necessary,
however, the application of the convex hull principle allowed achieving savings in
deployment time.

Figure 121: Convex hull and final optimised deployment path

Finally, all paths were joined to one another and the optimum path for the
contour plot defined within the 2D optimisation domain. The complete optimised
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path representing the shortest deployment routine which keeps the force (axial in
this case) below the selected limiting value is shown in Figure 122.
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Middle Code
In[115]:=

startpos = Flatten[
Position[SetPrecision[contour[[# ]], 4], SetPrecision[start[[# ]], 4]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]]
endpos = Flatten[Position[SetPrecision[contour[[# ]], 4],
SetPrecision[end[[# ]], 4]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]]

Out[115]=
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When
the section relative to the convex hull, conditional statements

Figure 122: Optimised deployment path on contour plot
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In[117]:=
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Out[117]=

In[118]:=

contourmid = If[startpos[[# ]] >= endpos[[# ]], "Null",
Drop[Drop[contour[[# ]], - (Length[contour[[# ]]] - endpos[[# ]] - 1)],
startpos[[# ]] - 1]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
If[contourmid[[# ]] === "Null", 0,
(hull = ConvexHullMesh[contourmid[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
line = MeshCoordinates[hull[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ListLinePlot[{contourmid[[# ]], line[[# ]]}])] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Figure 123: No convex hull scenario

In this chapter the optimisation methodology has been described in general
terms and will be better understood when the case studies are presented.
13.3 Three Degrees of Freedom
While 2 DoFs systems require a two-dimensional domain to be solved, the
analysis space becomes three-dimensional with the addition of a further degree of
freedom. The optimisation of the deployment sequence of structures with 3
uncoupled degrees of freedom was based on the continuation of the methodology
used for structures with two degrees of freedom. The two-dimensional plots were
drawn, however, instead of there being only one plot for each force/stress the
structural members develop, if each degree of freedom was divided into five
intervals, then, five contour plots for each objective function were plotted, see
Figure 124.

Figure 124: Optimized deployment paths for different deployment percentages of DoF 3
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Having plotted all optimised paths for the 3rd degree of freedom, they were
stacked one after the other and combined into a 3-dimensional plot where each
axis represents one of the degrees of freedom, see Figure 125.

Figure 125: Stacking of optimised 2D paths into a 3-dimensional plot

Once the optimised paths were stacked into a 3D plot, an interpolation of the
points belonging to the paths was performed to generate a surface. Some of the
2D optimised path may result in being sparsely populated with points, such as the
5th plot in Figure 124 where the deployment path was defined by 3 points only. In
order to ensure an accurate 3D surface was plotted via interpolation between the
optimised paths, more data points were specified along each contour to drive the
behaviour. As the 2D paths are defined by a boundary contour, which represented
the same value of force/stress for all plots, the surface described the domain of
potential deployment configurations for which the objective function did not rise
above the limit value selected in the 2D plot analysis, see Figure 126.
The kinetic system’s optimum deployment routine, based on the minimisation of
the objective function selected, is represented by the shortest line belonging to the
surface that connects the fully folded and fully deployed stages described by the
coordinates (0,0,0) and (100,100,100). The shortest line connecting two points
along a surface is a geodesic curve, defined as a locally length-minimizing curve
(Rowland & Weisstein, 2002). The term geodesic originates from geodesy, the
science of measuring the size and shape of the Earth. Originally, a geodesic was
the shortest route between two points on the Earth's surface and the term was
later used to include measurements in more general mathematical spaces. In
mathematics, geodesics are defined to be (locally) the shortest path between
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points in space and are parameterised with constant velocity. In the plane
geodesics are straight lines, while on a sphere the geodesics are great circles
(Abdel-All & Abdel-Galil, 2013). As previously stated, the single paths were divided
into segments of equal length via a series of points and the points were, then,
interpolated to create a domain and the surface was plotted.

Figure 126: 3D surface plot and geodesic line

In this case, the (x,y) parameterised surface was defined as 〈x, y, f(x,y)〉. Thus,
the geodesic of the surface was found by minimising the arc length, i.e. equating
the acceleration to 0 to make the velocity constant. For a surface defined as z =
f(x,y), a system of differential equations has been derived that can be used to
determine the geodesic:
𝑥 !! 𝑡 == −(𝑓
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together with the corresponding equation for y’’ (Wolfram, 2002):
𝑦 !! 𝑡 == −(𝑓
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Due to the surface being an interpolation object, each derivative of the geodesic
equations had to be made its own function, as shown in Mathematica Snippet 9.
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Export["Values
for GH.xls",
contour3];
bound1, bound2,
bound3,
bound4]; (* Join all 2D lines together *)
SetDirectory: Cannot set current directory to /Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year

In[320]:=

fun2 = 3/Flower
Interpolation[formatdata2,
InterpolationOrder → 1];
Model/3 DoF.

(* Combine
theanddata
and
create a new expanded surface *)
Create
the domain
set the
boundary.
In[488]:=

In[321]:=
In[489]:=

DerivativesSnippet
of
geodesic
equation.
Mathematica
9: Derivatives
defined
as functions
contour0100
= MapThread[Table[{{
#1 , x},
contourfun[[#2 ]][x]}, {x, 0, 100, .01}] &,
{pistrange, Flatten[plotnum]}];

dx[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], x]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
bound3
0}, 0}, {i, - 10.1, 110.1,
.0033}];
dy[x1_=,Table[{{i,
y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x,
y], y]]
/. x → x1 /. y → y1
bound4
=
Table[{{i,
100},
100},
{i,
10.1,
110.1,
.0033}];
dxdx[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], {x,
2}]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1

Combine
the
and
a new expanded surface.
dydy[x1_
, data
y1_]
:=creating
Evaluate[D[fun2[x,
y], {y, 2}]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
In[491]:=

dxdy[x1_, y1_
] := Evaluate[D[D[fun2[x,
y], x], y]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
formatdata2
= Join[contour0100[[1]],
contour0100[[2]],
contour0100[[3]],
contour0100[[4]],
contour0100[[5]],
bound3,
Solve
the system of equations
directly using
numeric derivatives
of thebound4];
surface.
The numeric derivatives of the surface were used to solve the differential

In[492]:=

In[326]:=

fun2 = Interpolation[formatdata2, InterpolationOrder → 1] ;

shortpath =

equations
directly, shown in Mathematica Snippet 10. Once the geodesic
Set derivatives of geodesic equation.

NDSolve[{x ''[t] ⩵ - (dx[x[t], y[t]] * (y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]] + 2 * x '[t] *

In[493]:=

differential equations were solved, the path was reconstructed and plotted against

dx[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x,
y],
x]] /.
→ x1 /.
y1
y '[t] * dxdy[x[t],
y[t]]
+ xx '[t]
^ 2y*→dxdx[x[t],
y[t]])) /

the
as
iny[t]]
Figure^ 2126.
Ultimately,
the
curve
dy[surface
x1_, y1_
] dx[x[t],
:=shown
Evaluate[D[fun2[x,
y],
y]] /.y[t]]
x→
x1^geodesic
/.
y →y y1
(1 +
+ dy[x[t],
2),
''[t]
⩵ represented
dxdx[
x1_, y1_deployment
] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x,
y],
{x, 2}]] the
/. xobjective
→ x1 /. y → y1
the
optimised
routine,
which
minimised
- (dy[x[t], y[t]]
* (x '[t]
^2 *
dxdx[x[t],
y[t]] + function selected
dydy[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], {y, 2}]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1

2 structure
* y '[t] *analysed.
x '[t] * dxdy[x[t], y[t]] + y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]])) /
ofdxdy[
the deployable
x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[D[fun2[x, y], x], y]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
(1 + dy[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2 + dx[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2),

Mathematica
Snippet
10: Differential
equation
of geodesic
Solve the system
of equations
directly
using numeric
derivatives of the surface.

x[0] ⩵ 0, y[0] ⩵ 0, x[1] ⩵ 100, y[1] ⩵ 100}, {x[t], y[t]}, {t, 0, 1}];

In[498]:=

shortpath =

Reconstruct the path.

NDSolve[{x ''[t] ⩵ - (dx[x[t], y[t]] * (y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]] + 2 * x '[t] *

In[327]:=

y '[t] *=dxdy[x[t],
y[t]] + x '[t] ^ 21,
* dxdx[x[t],
y[t]])) /
shortpathpoints1
Table[{shortpath[[1,
2]], shortpath[[1,
2, 2]],

(1 + dy[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2 + dx[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2), y ''[t] ⩵
fun2[shortpath[[1,
1, 2]], shortpath[[1, 2, 2]]]}, {t, 0, 1, .0001}];
- (dy[x[t], y[t]] * (x '[t] ^ 2 * dxdx[x[t], y[t]] +

Length[shortpathpoints1]

2 * y '[t] * x '[t] * dxdy[x[t], y[t]] + y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]])) /

Out[328]=

10 001 (1 + dx[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2 + dy[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2),

x[0] ⩵ 0, y[0] ⩵ 0, x[1] ⩵ 100, y[1] ⩵ 100}, {x[t], y[t]}, {t, 0, 1}];

Plot surface and geodesic optimised path.

Reconstruct the path.

In order to validate the accuracy of the geodesic calculation in Mathematica, the

shortpathpoints1 = Table[{shortpath[[1, 1, 2]], shortpath[[1, 2, 2]],

Printed by the
Wolframgeodesic
Mathematica Student
Edition for the surface in
resultsfun2[shortpath[[1,
were compared 1,
to 2]],
plotting
curve
shortpath[[1,
2, 2]]]},
{t, 0, 1, .0001}];

Length[shortpathpoints1]
(* same
Calculate
the the
distance
of the path
path was
*) imported
Grasshopper.
To replicate the
surface,
2D optimised

into Grasshopper and used to generate polylines. Through lofting of the polylines
Out[500]=

10 001

and using the geodesic component within Grasshopper, the geodesic path was
Plot surface and geodesic optimised path.

determined for comparison. Initially, on early test surfaces, a nominal difference in
length of the geodesic lines was noted of 0.1% and, while this error was
significantly small, the cause was not immediately obvious and required further
investigation.
In order to justify the paths not perfectly matching, the Mathematica and
Grasshopper surfaces were checked for any intersections: if two surfaces are
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition

identical no intersection will result, while if they cross each other, intersection
curves and points will be generated. Intersections were identified signifying that
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the surface produced in Mathematica and the one resulting by lofting the polylines
in Grashopper were not identical, justifying the slight discrepancy between the two
geodesic lines and showing a nominal variation in the two methods of surface
generation. However, the percentage error was minimal proving that the geodesic
curve generated in Mathematica was reliable and correct. On critical areas where
more precise values are required it would be possible to reduce this nominal error
even further through the introduction of additional 2D paths (polylines) to create a
more accurately controlled surface.
The optimisation methodology for the deployment of structures with one, two
and three degrees of freedom had been described in general terms. However, a
better understanding may be gained by looking at some practical examples of how
the optimisation is applied to deployable structures, which have been inspired by
mechanisms that occur in nature.
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14 Application of Methodology
The methodology for the optimisation of deployable structures and their
deployment sequence has been presented in the previous chapter. This has been
tested on various one, two and three degree of freedom systems in order to
validate its efficacy and provide examples of its application. The case studies were
inspired by the observation of mechanisms that occur in nature, which were
synthesised and replicated in the form of deployable structures. There is no
reference to any specific application of the examples proposed, but these are
merely used to showcase how the optimisation methodology is applied to
structures with different uncoupled degrees of freedom.
All case studies were modelled with steel sections. The steel sections adopted
were not critical to finding the optimised deployment path as the contour plots
distribution will be consistent independently of the section chosen. However, the
sections needed to be a sensible initial guess and would have to be designed in
detail once the optimised deployment path was determined and the exact forces
and stresses were known through the updating of the self-weight load.
14.1 Case Studies – 1 DoF
In the animal world, most locomotion is the result of oscillation or reciprocal
motions generated by periodic activation of muscles that work as tensile actuators
(Huai-Ti, Gary, & Barry, 2011). Due to the vast range of scale and diversity existing
in nature, there are many locomotion mechanisms that species have developed
through time. Despite this diversity there are principles and biological components
that are common to most mechanisms (Biewener, 2003).
Let us consider the locomotion of an inchworm. An inchworm moves by
morphologically reconfiguring its body through bending and extension and has a
segmented body, with intersegmental membranes connecting one segment to the
next (Trimmer & Lin, 2014). The insect has two attachment points where the front
and rear foot make contact with the surface while the trunk is elevated and bent.
When the forefoot moves towards another attachment point the trunk is flattened
and extended, see Figure 127. Through cyclically repeating these steps the
inchworm is able to move (Lee, 2011).
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Figure 127: Inchworm locomotion (Lee, 2011)

By abstracting the motion carried out by an inchworm, it was possible to
establish a deployment sequence of a structure with a central hinge with one
pinned and one roller support. In actual fact, the system described is a mechanism
and the inclusion of a brake on the sliding support was necessary in order to fix
the structure at each deployment sequence for it to be structurally analysed by
controlling the deployment. The mimicking of nature occurred on a morphological
level as the overall motion was simulated, rather than the actual actuation process
that induces the inchworm to move. However, nature is not slavishly copied as in
reality the inchworm would lose contact with the ground on its forefront moving
section, while in the synthesised mechanism both supports remain on the same
horizontal planes at all times. The resulting system has a single degree of freedom
governed by the amplitude of the angle θ between the two struts, which will have
an effect on their inclination and, consequently, on the way the forces are
distributed in the system, as shown in Figure 128.

Figure 128: Inchworm morphological abstraction

The geometry was modelled in Grasshopper and structural properties were
assigned via Karamba. The struts were modelled as steel circular hollow sections
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and, instead of solving for self-weight, a vertical load was applied at the middle
hinge. The structure was brute forced through all its deployment configurations
and the results recorded. The data was then transferred to a Mathematica
worksheet for post processing, refer to Appendix 1 – Inchworm 1DoF. As
previously mentioned, there was no scope for optimisation of the deployment as
there is only one way in which motion can occur. Nonetheless, plotting the
stresses developed within the elements may suggest other ways in which the
structure could be optimised.
Figure 129 shows the relationship existing between the axial and the bending
stresses developed in the struts throughout deployment. The retracted
configuration (0% deployment) corresponds to the one shown in Figure 128 and
the fully deployed state occurs when the bars lie horizontally and the angle
between them equals 180°. The axial force gradually increased as the structure
deployed, but after 90% deployment rapidly decreased as the bars became quasi
horizontal and the point load started causing increased bending rather than
compression forces. The bending stress, on the other hand, exponentially
increased as deployment took place and peaked in the fully deployed configuration
where the struts were horizontal and the system became a simply supported beam
with a central point load. As the value for bending stress peaked at 100%
deployment and reached a relatively high value, the dashed line does not
continue, as the graph would have resulted in the plot being disproportionate. At
100% the axial stress was null and the bending stress reached its maximum.

Figure 129: Axial and bending stress for inchworm system

The above example demonstrated how the forces in a deployable structure is
subject to vary greatly throughout deployment. Furthermore, it highlighted the
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importance of analysing the stability of the structure at different deployment stages
and not only when the structure is fully retracted or fully deployed. In this case, as
the maximum combined stress occurred after the structure passed 90% of its
deployment, it might have been worth considering whether the range of motion
may have been limited in order to avoid reaching such high stresses.
Another motion observed in nature is that of the Venus flytrap; a flower that
grows in peat bogs, which are wetlands relatively poor in nutrients. In order to
subsidise its nitrogen intake, the flower traps insects by snapping the lamina of a
modified leaf around them in a fraction of a second (Vincent, 2000). The
mechanism governing this engine remains to date unclear, however, the most
common explanations are an irreversible, acid-stimulated wall loosening (Williams
& Bennett, 1982) or rapid loss of turgor pressure in the mesophyll cells which
expand after stimulation (Hodick & Sievers, 1989). As Darwin already observed
(Darwin & Darwin, 1888), the leaves are curved outwards (convex) when the
flower is open and curved inwards (concave) when it is closed (Forterre, Skotheim,
Dumais, & Mahadevan, 2005), see Figure 130.

Figure 130: Venus flytrap opened (left) and closed (right) state (Forterre et al., 2005)

The Venus flytrap acts like a hinge with its petals snapping towards each other
when stimulated by the presence of an insect on their surface. Their mechanism
was synthesised as two struts sharing a hinged connection, see Figure 131. As for
the inchworm, this is a mechanism unless some sort of brake is applied at the
supports in order to fix the deployment at certain deployment stages so that it can
be statically analysed.
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Figure 131: Venus flytrap morphological abstraction

The struts were modelled as circular hollow sections and the system was
analysed under its self-weight only. By observing the stresses (Figure 132), the
structure showed a similar stress distribution as the one of the simple beam
analysed in the methodology (Figure 113). In fact both the beam and the struts of
the Venus flytrap carry out an analogous motion by starting off as vertical elements
and gradually increasing their inclination towards becoming horizontal to the
ground. However, the beam has a support at both ends of the strut while the
Venus flytrap consists of two cantilever beams.

Figure 132: Axial, bending and combined stress for Venus flytrap system

When vertical the strut experienced maximum compression and zero bending;
when horizontal bending was maximum and the axial stress became null. Once
again, this scenario confirmed how the stresses within the elements of deployable
structures are continuously changing during motion, increasing the complexity of
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the structural analysis. See Appendix 2 – Venus Flytrap 1DoF for the Mathematica
script.
A further example of a one-degree of freedom motion occurring in nature is
relative to the unfolding of insect wings. Insects’ wings are exceptionally flat limbs,
generated by the expansion of the meso- and metathorax. Research by Wootton
(2012) demonstrated that the wings of insects are living organs in which
haemolymph runs through ducts called veins. Such veins are cuticular tubes that
are sclerotized, i.e. hardened and darkened, on one or both sided of the wing
surface. Other than providing for hemolymph circulation, the veins also protect the
insect’s trachea and nerves from potential damage (Chapman, Simpson, &
Douglas, 2013). The principle driving the wing deployment may be defined as
being pneumatic, as it is governed by the increase/decrease in the internal
pressure due to the varying amount of hemolymph in the veins. Once again, the
main focus is on the morphological change that occurs in the wing, rather than in
the mechanism causing such shift.
The folding pattern of beetles (coleopterous insects) is one of the simplest wing
folding patterns and may be expressed by means of origami models (Natori,
Katsumata, Yamakawa, Sakamoto, & Kishimoto, 2013). The wing folding is
characterised by a basic mechanism consisting of four folding lines intersecting in
the origin (Haas & Wootton, 1996). The four folding lines represent the borders of
four panels and are the hinges about which the panels rotate. The underlying
assumption is that the panels are rigid so that the angles between the folding lines
and the lengths of the folding lines remain constant. Opening and closing occurs
by varying the angle between the panels (Haas, 2000). This example is a
particularly advantageous type of deployable structure in terms of the ratio
between open/closed volumes as about half of the wing folds back on itself along
the median flexion line which has a joint at midspan (Fenci & Currie, 2015), see
Figure 133.
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Figure 133: Schematic representation of the unfolding of beetle hind wings (Sun, Ling, Wu,
Bhushan, & Tong, 2014)

The folding patterns of insects’ wings and that of deployable origami models are
extremely similar (Haas, 2006) and morphological parallels can be made with a
specific origami fold know as Miura Ori (Miura, 2009). The Miura Ori folding pattern
has one degree of freedom and carries out a biaxial expansion. The deployable
system developed from the mimicking of the beetle wing consisted of 4 triangles
and 8 boundary struts and was based on the arrangement of a Miura Ori
suggested by Pellegrino and Vincent (2001). The arrangement has opposite
angles of 96° and 84° and offers the most efficient compromise between
packaging efficiency and deployment coupling, see Figure 134.

Figure 134: Beetle wing discretised model and deployment sequence
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The deployment was driven by a piston connected to two opposite vertices of
the beetle wing, hence, the structure has a single degree of freedom. The panels
remained stiff throughout deployment and none of the bars changed in length
apart from the piston itself. Each node was idealised as a pin or spherical joint so
that the struts, spanning between the nodes, were free to rotate and did not
develop any bending moment. The struts were modelled as circular hollow
sections as the bending resistance of these sections is uniform throughout
regardless of local axis, preventing torsional issues developing as the sections
rotate during deployment. The loading considered self-weight only (-z direction in
Figure 135) and the Mathematica code can be seen in Appendix 3 – Beetle Wing
1DoF.

Figure 135: Axial force in piston throughout deployment

Pistons are planar joints with a single degree of freedom, which translate
longitudinally in one direction and do not develop bending. The variation of the
axial force the piston was subject to during deployment was plotted (see Figure
135) to identify if any changes between tension and compression occurred and
where the maxima developed. A Miura Ori designed with the angle arrangement
suggested by Pellegrino and Vincent (2001), as in this case, will experience a first
deployment phase where the deployment primarily occurs in the x-direction, with
circa 80% of full deployment being reached in this direction compared to only 20%
achieved in the z-direction. Hence, during this first stage, a small change in the
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piston’s length caused a significant change in the structure’s morphology. On the
other hand, in the second phase the expansion was mainly in the z-direction.
The axial force diagram (Figure 135) shows how the piston was always in
compression (negative) and experienced its peak value around 20% deployment.
This was due to the structure’s configuration corresponding to that percentage of
deployment, shown in Figure 136. Resolving the forces at the joint between the
two struts and the piston gave a resultant compressive force acting in the piston’s
direction of about 100kN, which validated what is shown in axial force plot (Figure
135). As the structure continued to deploy, the angles between the struts and the
piston’s axis increased. Consequently, the cosine of those angles decreased and
the struts no longer transferred such a high compressive force into the piston.

Figure 136: Wing configuration for 20% deployment

The designer might want to limit the amount of retraction the system carries out
in order to avoid the maximum axial load occurring in the piston, although this will
compromise the storage capacity of the structure.
14.2 Case Studies – 2 DoF
Unlike single degree of freedom deployable systems, structures with more than
one uncoupled degrees of freedom allow for optimisation of their deployment
sequence. Due to the DoFs being independent from one another, there is potential
for a variety of deployment sequences to take place. By following the previously
described optimisation methodology, the best deployment routine that minimises
the objective function selected may be determined out of the multiple possibilities.
In order to demonstrate the application of the optimisation methodology, some
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examples of biomimetic deployable structures with 2 degrees of freedom were
identified and analysed.
The first example of a 2 DoF system is the model synthesised by observing the
motion performed by a frog’s hind leg. There is a remarkable disparity between the
relative size of frog’s forelimbs and hindlimbs. The front limbs provide for support
and steering and are small and weak; the rear limbs are comparatively large and
strong, allowing the frog to propel both when jumping and swimming (Manzano,
Abdala, & Herrel, 2008). The jumping pattern of frogs differs from that of humans
and other mammals in that the bones of the hindlimbs do not lie on a single plane
throughout the jump and rotation motions are prominent as well as extension.
Furthermore, the tarsometatarsal (TM) joint at the foot, which is close to fixed in
humans, is flexible and plays an important role in the jump (Gans & Parsons,
1966).
Both the forelimbs and hindlimbs have five distinct segments. To allow for the
complex positioning of the whole hindlimb, the hip joint is articulated by 3 degrees
of freedom. The knee, ankle and TM (displacement of the tarsal relative to the
metatarsal) are single degree of freedom joints and act in the same plane.
Likewise, the shoulder joint also has 3 DoFs while elbow and wrist are simple one
DoF joints (Wang, Zang, Fan, & Zhao, 2008). For the purposes of replicating a
system with two uncoupled degrees of freedom, the knee and ankle joint were
considered in isolation and synthesised as shown in Figure 137.

Figure 137: Frog’s leg morphological abstraction
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The frog leg mechanism essentially consisted of a double pendulum and, only
by applying some sort of control in the form of brakes at the supports (fixed
support), the mechanism was turned into a structure and could be statically
analysed. As there are two degrees of freedom, there was scope for the
optimisation of the deployment sequence between the initial and final
configurations, which involved the analysis of many pseudo-static stages of
deployment. By structurally analysing a vast array of potential deployment
configurations with self-weight applied only, a dataset was created from which the
optimum deployment sequence could be found.
The frog leg’s geometry was modelled in Grasshopper, as shown in Figure 138.

Figure 138: Frog leg geometry algorithm

The geometry module was then joined with the Karamba analysis algorithm and
the degrees of freedom were substituted with sliders representing six degrees of
deployment each, which could be brute forced to give 36 potential deployment
sequence configurations. While the brute force component was calculating all the
combinations

of

the

two

sliders

representing

the

potential

deployment

configurations, the structure was statically analysed at each configuration and the
results for forces, stresses and displacements recorded to allow for postprocessing. For detailed post-processing Mathematica code refer to Appendix 4 –
Frog Leg 2DoF.
Lets assume that the deployment sequence causing the least deflection at the
frog’s leg tip (free end) was to be determined. Once the data was imported into
Mathematica, a contour plot representing the distribution of deflection at the point
in question was plotted, see Figure 139. By observation of the contour plot, the
critical configurations were identified and a limiting deflection value was selected
on which to base the process of displacement minimisation to find the optimum
deployment path.
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Figure 139: Contour plot for deflection at frog leg’s tip

The limiting deflection was taken as being 9mm. The optimum deployment
sequence was defined based on the outline of the contour representing that
specific value of deflection. Following the methodology for 2 degrees of freedom
previously discussed, the approach and exit vector were defined first. These
vectors connected the start and end configurations to the first and last points
belonging of the limiting contour so that the vector did not cross the contour and
travelled the furthest distance in the right and left direction respectively, see Figure
140. Due to the vectors not being connected to one another, an additional stretch
of the path was needed to complete the optimised sequence. This connecting path
had to be the shortest one joining the two points that did not cross the contour and
was defined by means of the convex hull. Finally, the paths were joined together
outputting the deployment sequence for the structure to follow in order to maintain
the total tip displacement below 9mm. This deployment routine was also the
quickest satisfying the deflection limit; i.e. the degrees of freedom acted together
to achieve full deployment, rather than one reaching full deployment while the
other degree of freedom was still fully retracted. The same procedure applies to
any objective function the designer might want to optimise for, but will be based on
a different layout of the initial contour plot.
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Figure 140: Finding of optimised deployment path to minimise deflection

In order to apply the methodology to another 2 degree of freedom structure, the
beetle wing model was revised with the addition of a further degree of motion.
Such structure was studied with the purpose of it functioning as a deployable
canopy to create reconfigurable spaces according to the weather conditions or
intended use, giving life to a flexible and responsive environment (Fenci & Currie,
2015). The added degree of freedom was the result of a piston that governed the
orientation of the whole structure from vertical to horizontal. When stowed the
structure was in an upright position so not to cover any of the space below, while
when open the structure was horizontal to obtain maximum coverage and
separation between the area above and that below, see Figure 141.

Figure 141: Beetle wing structure with 2 degrees of freedom

Once again, the nodes were idealised as spherical joints so that no bending
moment was developed (see joint description in Figure 141) and the struts were
only subject to either tension or compression forces. Piston 1 was fixed between
Nodes 0 and 3, where Node 0 does not belong to the beetle wing structure itself,
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but acts as an anchor point. The struts were modelled as circular hollow sections
due to their uniform bending resistance avoiding torsional issues arising as the
sections rotate through the deployment. Additionally, circular sections are
aesthetically more pleasing compared to other cross-section types, a factor which
becomes important if the sections are designed to be visible.
The pistons are planar joints with a single degree of motion; they move
longitudinally and do not develop bending. Hence, the axial force in the pistons
was chosen as the objective function. This will determine the energy required to
activate deployment and will have a direct consequence on the structure’s cost.
Post-processing the structural analysis results obtained in Grasshopper outputted
the contour plots shown in Figure 142 (refer to Appendix 5 – Beetle Wing 2DoF for
optimisation code).

Figure 142: Contour plots of axial force in piston 1 (left) and piston 2 (right)

The contour plot for piston 1, i.e. the piston that governed the structure’s
orientation, shows how the maximum value of axial force could not be avoided and
that the deployment sequence would necessarily have to cross the contour
representing the highest axial force to reach the fully deployed configuration. In
fact, in the fully unfolded state piston 1 was at its maximum length and had to
sustain the wing structure, which was lying in a position close to horizontal. What
the designer might want to consider is limiting the range of deployment of piston 1
so that such a high value of axial force is not reached. However, this might
compromise the amount of area the canopy covers. Due to there being no
possible route for the deployment to avoid the hot-spot, the optimised way for the
structure to deploy corresponded with the quickest deployment, this being a
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diagonal line connecting the fully retracted and fully unfolded stages, as shown in
Figure 145.
On the other hand, the contour plot for piston 2 presents a completely different
situation. Piston 2 experienced both tension and compression and one of the
contours represents the zero axial value. By observing the contour plot it could be
noticed how there is a lack of detail in the compression contours (negative)
compared to the tension zone on the left-hand side of the graph. In fact, there is a
big purple area ranging from 0kN to -50kN that does not give an accurate
description of the forces the piston is subject to in those deployment
configurations. For this reason, it was decided to increase the number of contours
to see if a greater definition could be achieved. By increasing the contours in the
plot a more accurate picture was gained with regards to what happens to the
piston in the right-hand side of the graph, see Figure 143.

Figure 143: Contour plot of axial force on piston 2 with added contours

The piston remained in compression and experienced a region where the axial
force decreased and dropped below -25kN to then increase when reaching the
fully deployed state. The -25kN contour was selected to solve the deployment
sequence optimisation. This choice did not represent the maximum allowable
value as the deployment path necessarily had to cross the area delimited between
the -25kN and -50kN contours. However, keeping the path closer to the -25kN
contour ensured the compression force did not reach nearer the -50kN axial force.
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One of the issues that arose from running the optimisation of the deployment
path was the fact that, once the contour representing the maximum allowable
value of the axial force was selected, the code ignored all other contours and
continued the optimisation based on that single contour. The code calculated the
optimised deployment path, which did not cross the -25kN compression force and
was the shortest path to the fully deployed configuration. However, the optimised
path crossed the -50kN compression contour so it effectively did not correspond to
the optimised path for the piston, see Figure 144. Situations like this one may
occur when optimising other deployable structures and they demonstrate how the
code always requires some engineering judgement to make sure it runs correctly
and outputs the right result.

Figure 144: Incorrect optimised deployment path for piston 2

In order to overcome the issue, the code was modified to make the path follow
the contour perimeter for the necessary amount of points so that, when it left the
contour to reach the fully deployed state, it avoided crossing the higher boundary
contour. The optimised deployment paths for both piston 1 and 2 are shown in
Figure 145. It could have been decided to make the deployment path follow the
0kN contour for as most of the deployment as possible so to keep the piston in a
neutral state. However, in the fully folded and unfolded stages the piston was
subject to some compression so it would inevitably have to be designed to resist
such force. Piston 2 actually governed the deployment sequence of the whole
structure, as the axial force in piston 1 could only be limited by reducing the
deployment range.
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Figure 145: Optimum deployment path for piston 1 (left) and piston 2 (right)

This example demonstrated how the contour plots layout will not always be
ideal for running the optimisation routine and some engineering judgement must
always be present to set up the Mathematica code and find the final optimised
deployment sequence.
14.1 Case Studies – 3 DoF
The methodology for optimising the deployment sequence of structures with 2
degrees of freedom served as a starting point in developing the optimisation
process to include additional DoFs. The methodology was applied to the
optimisation of a deployable canopy with three degrees of freedom (Fenci, Currie,
& Weekes, 2015), which was taken as a case study. The canopy is a
biomimetically inspired deployable structure based on the blooming of a swirl
flower with three degrees of mechanical freedom.
The petals of a Morning Glory flower are joined together to form a trumpet and
the bud is outlined by a spirally striated pattern, see Figure 146. During blooming,
the coiled pattern loosens allowing for the petals to unfold (Odenwald & Turner,
2006). Each flower has a series of petal units made of a thin membrane, which
spans between petal ribs, relatively stiff longitudinal elements providing support.
The petal ribs join together at the stem forming a hollow tube (Loughmiller,
Loughmiller, & Waitt, 2010). The petal ribs are circa three times stronger than the
actual petals due to the different cell type. The ribs have slender and reinforced
cells while the petals consist of round isotropic cells (Kobayashi, Daimaruya, &
Fujita, 2003). The fact that in each flower there is a limited number of petal ribs is
an example of nature’s packaging logistics, which can also be observed in maple
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leaves where the slight angle discrepancy prevents overlapping of the principal
veins in the fully retracted state (Kobayashi, Daimaruya, & Vincent, 2000).

Figure 146: Morning Glory flower

If the Morning Glory flower had more petal ribs, the folded configuration would
result with an increased thickness due to overlapping, jeopardising the
preservation

of

having

a

small

bud.

Yet,

the

energy

necessary

for

blooming/deployment is inversely proportional to the number of ribs, hence, nature
finds a compromise between geometrical and mechanical factors.
A Morning Glory flower is sympetalous due to the petals being inter-connected,
similarly to a duck’s webbed feet. Investigating the blooming of this kind of flower
has shown how, under certain circumstances, a constant Gaussian curvature is
imposed on the tissue by growth. Thus, the flower’s bell shape can be expressed
in mathematical terms allowing determining the optimum number of petal ribs to be
determined to minimise energy. Amar, Müller, and Trejo (2012) found the optimum
number of ribs to be between four, five or six. The Morning Glory flower was used
as a geometrical inspiration for the creation of a deployable antenna by Feng and
Liu (2014) and similar configurations have previously been adopted for the design
of deployable canopies (Otto & Rasch, 1995).
By observing fast motion videos of the blooming of Morning Glory flowers and
gaining a more accurate understanding of the governing motion, a deployable
canopy was designed. A morphological comparison of the flower and the
deployable canopy is shown in Figure 147.
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Figure 147: Biomimetically inspired deployable canopy

The choice of four struts was based on the literature and to allow for the
structure to achieve a small enough closed configuration. A greater number of
struts would have hindered the density of the packed state, so four ribs were
chosen as a compromise between stability and packaging efficiency.
The three degrees of freedom that determine the deployment sequence are:
1. Rotation of the plate θ;
2. Vertical translation of the plate L;
3. Change in length of the pistons R.
A summary of the structure’s joints can be found in Figure 148. Compared to
the other case studies presented, the flower model is the most complex in terms of
joints, as it requires specific connection types for the deployment to occur.
Rotation of the plate and its translation along the central mast are possible via a
cylindrical joint while prismatic joints allow longitudinal extension of the pistons.
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Figure 148: Flower model joint description

Each degree of freedom is independent of the other, however, all of them need
to reach 100% deployment for the structure to be fully open. One of the potential
deployment sequences is shown in Figure 149, where the structure transitions
from the stowed to the fully unfolded configuration.

Figure 149: Flower model deployment sequence

In previous studies, the structure’s parametric geometry had been determined
via rotation and translation about fixed points by means of geometric matrix
operations, however, in order to run the optimisation methodology and to establish
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a parametric design, an algorithmic sequence was defined in Grasshopper, as
shown in Figure 150.

Figure 150: Parametric flower geometry algorithm in Grasshopper

The flower structure was defined by the following variable parameters: bottom
radius, number of struts, strut length, elevation of bottom plate, rotation of bottom
plate and ratio of top to bottom radius - these last three parameters being the
degrees of freedom. Each degree of freedom was represented by its own slider:
varying one or all of them changes the structure’s configuration and, consequently,
the forces and stresses developing in the struts. The structural analysis was
carried out by assigning material and section properties, boundary conditions and
loadings to the model via Karamba components. The structure was analysed
under self-weight only and the results were validated by modelling the same
structure in Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis.
As the structure progresses towards its fully deployed state, the sliders range
from zero to their maximum value, representing the maximum rotation, elevation
and extension the degrees of freedom have to reach to achieve the unfolded
configuration. To limit the number of pseudo-static analysis carried out, the sliders
were restricted to a set number of values. Five elevation heights, five rotation
angles and five piston lengths were defined, making the potential combinations
equal to 125, although a more accurate analysis would equally be achievable at
the expense of processing time. The same number of deployment stages had to
be set for all the degrees of freedom due to the importance that scale has in the
post-processing part of the optimisation, as already demonstrated when optimising
with 2 degrees of freedom.
If the sliders were to be manually manipulated for every potential deployment
configuration to be statically analysed, a considerable amount of computational
time would be necessary. However, using the Brute Force component found in the
TT Toolbox plug-in allowed speeding the up process as it automatically solved all
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possible combinations of sliders that were connected to its input. The Brute Force
set up for the flower geometry is shown in Figure 151.

Figure 151: Brute Force setup for flower geometry

Once the toggle input of the Brute Force component was turned to True, all
potential combinations of the sliders were calculated and, as a consequence, the
structure assumed all corresponding deployment configurations which were
pseudo-statically analysed and the results recorded by the Data Recording
component. The Data Recording component was linked to a panel that showed
the complete output. Its contents were streamed to a comma separated values file
(csv), which could be imported by other software using common protocols such as
Mathematica.
Once the data had been imported into Mathematica, a series of list
manipulations allowed visualising contour plots showing the variation of the
objective function chosen to be minimised by the optimisation process (see
Appendix 6 – Flower Model 3DoF). As an example, the two-dimensional contour
plots for the axial force on the plate were plotted (see Figure 152). These plots
show the interrelation of 2 of the degrees of freedom (rotation and elevation) for
each of the five stages of the third degree of freedom (piston length).
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Figure 152: Contour plots for 5 stages of third degree of freedom deployment

With the contour graphs plotted, the methodology followed the same steps
described for the 2 degree of freedom systems and the optimum path for each of
the contour plots was sought within the 2D slices. The optimum path was based
on the selection of a contour representing the maximum allowable value of axial
force on the bottom plate. Just as for previous optimisation routines, the approach
and exit vectors were determined and the convex hull solution found to connect
the two vectors with the shortest line that did not cross the contour representing
the maximum allowable value of axial force. By joining the approach vector,
convex hull stretch and exit vector the optimum deployment path for the 2 degrees
of freedom slices was defined (see Figure 153), where each slice represented a
percentage deployment of the 3rd degree of freedom. All the optimised paths kept
the axial force below the same limiting value for all of the contour plots.
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Figure 153: Optimised deployment paths for different percentages of the 3rd DoF

The next step was to stack the five contour plots into a 3-dimensional plot
where each axis represented one of the degrees of freedom, see Figure 154. The
third axis constituted the percentage of deployment of the 3rd degree of freedom
so, instead of each contour plot being it’s own entity, they were all combined to
create a uniquely defined three-dimensional contour plot which allowed a more
synergetic view of the variation of the objective function throughout deployment.

Figure 154: Stacking of optimised 2D paths in a 3-dimensional plot

Each percentage of the 3rd degree of freedom corresponded with an optimised
path derived from the 2D contour plots. Once the lines where stacked according to
the percentage of the 3rd DoF they represented, the lines were divided into a large
number of points that were interpolated for the generation of a surface. Due to the
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lines being the optimised path that was maintained below a specific value of the
axial force (objective function), the surface represented the domain of the potential
deployment configurations for which the axial force did not rise above the limiting
value selected when plotting the 2D contours, see Figure 155.

Figure 155: 3D surface plot and geodesic line

The structure’s optimum deployment routine, based on the minimisation of the
objective function selected (axial force in this instance), coincided with the shortest
line belonging to the surface that connected the fully retracted configuration (0,0,0)
to the fully deployed one (100,100,100). As explained in the methodology, the
shortest line connecting two points along a surface is represented by the geodesic
curve, defined as a locally length-minimizing curve. In order to find such curve, the
system of derivatives representing the geodesic equation was solved directly
using numeric derivatives of the surface. This process outputted the geodesic line
representing the optimised deployment routine for the flower structure with 3
degrees of freedom based on the objective function and the maximum value such
function was allowed to reach (Figure 155). The same procedure applied for the
deployment sequence optimisation based on any force, stress or displacement
developing in the structure during its morphological transformation.
The same optimisation process was also applied to another structure with three
uncoupled degrees of freedom. Such structure was inspired by the motion
performed by a peacock when it displays its tail feathers during courtship.
Generally, birds have two types of feathers: flight feathers, to provide stability
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during flight, and tail-coverts, that protect the tail region. Most birds have small tailcoverts, just a few centimetres long, however some birds, like peacocks, have long
tail-coverts for decorative purposes (Burgess, 2001), see Figure 156. A peacock’s
tail essentially consists of long and slender beams subject to bending due to their
own self-weight. Mechanically, the beams are cantilevers fixed to the body of the
animal (Weiss & Kirchner, 2010).

Figure 156: Peacock with tail feathers displayed (Burgess, 2001)

The deployable structure inspired by the peacock’s tail performs a similar
motion, but the starting and final configurations differ from the open and closed
peacock’s tail. In fact, when fully retracted the beams are collected together
vertically and when deployed they fan out and assume a quasi-horizontal position,
see Figure 157. Furthermore, pistons control the motion of the structure and offer
an additional vertical support along the span of the cantilevering beams, while
peacock’s tail-coverts are pure cantilevers and are actuated via the tail region. The
applied load included the structure’s self-weight and snow loading acting on the
area spanning between each strut. In fact, similarly to an umbrella structure,
tensile material is intended to span from one strut to the other providing protection
from atmospheric agents to the area directly below the deployable structure. As
the structure deploys, the snow loading increases due to the struts being drawn
further apart and the loaded area becoming greater. When the structure retracts,
however, the vertical surface loading still acts on the parametric model even
though, in reality, the snow would run off the surface only the self weight of the
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membrane would remain. Thus, the structure will result in being marginally
overdesigned. In Figure 157 some of the fabric material was omitted for clarity,
however, the structure is symmetrical and the fabric, represented by the shaded
grey area, spans between each beam.

Figure 157: Deployment of peacock tail inspired structure

The three degrees of freedom the tail inspired structure possesses are:
•

DoF 1 – Longitudinal change in length of the cantilever beams which are
shorter when the structure is fully retracted and elongate throughout
deployment.

•

DoF 2 – Rotation of the structure around the node where all the
cantilever beams meet. This affects the structure’s gradient and the
amount of area that is sheltered by the structure.

•

DoF 3 – Distance between each beam. When retracted the beams are
packed closely together and fan out during the deployment process.

Each of the three degrees of freedom is independent from one another and has
a different effect on the structure’s deployment (see Figure 158). The ranges of
motion were divided into six intermediate stages creating 216 pseudo-static
configurations to be structurally analysed.
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Figure 158: Geometry time-stepping setup

Once the analysis was run, attention was given to the reaction forces occurring
at the central support where all the cantilever beams join, see Figure 159.

Figure 159: Objective function analysed

The reactions will affect the size and type of foundation, which will support and
give the structure stability. If, by manipulating the deployment sequence, high
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values of the reaction forces may be avoided, the foundations can be reduced in
size and allow savings in the overall cost necessary to manufacture the deployable
canopy.
Firstly, the vertical reaction was selected as the objective function for the
optimisation and the contour plots were created, see Appendix 7 – Peacock Tail
3DoF. By simply observing the structure throughout its motion, it was predicted
that the support would be in compression during the initial stages, when the
structure is closer to being vertical, and would gradually shift to tension as the
structure’s slope increases and the beams extend in length. This was reflected in
the contour plots. Figure 160 shows the variation of the vertical reaction from
compression (positive) to tension (negative).

Figure 160: Vertical reaction at support for 100% deployment of DoF 3

Maximum compression occurs when the beams are fully extended and the
structure is in a vertical position (bottom right-hand corner of contour plot). Such
value can be bypassed by making sure the compressive force does not increase
above that experienced in the fully folded state; compression force that the
structure will necessarily have to undergo. However, maximum tension cannot be
avoided as it occurs in the fully unfolded configuration. The only way the tension
force at the support could be reduced would be by limiting the structure’s range of
motion, for example, by reducing the amount by which the beams can extend.
Ideally, the optimisation process would aim to make the deployment path
correspond with the zero force contour (darker line on contour plot) but, in this
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case, it was not possible as the contour pattern has a different orientation
relatively to any potential line joining the retracted to the deployed state.
A different scenario occurred when optimising the horizontal reaction force,
shown in Figure 159. In this case, the contour pattern does allow for optimisation
of the objective function. The limiting value was chosen to be 3 kN and the
optimised 2D contour paths are shown in Figure 161.

Figure 161: Optimised 2D deployment paths (original)

By observing the contour plot for 0% deployment of degree of freedom 3, it was
noticed that the deployment path is effectively not the optimum deployment option,
which instead corresponds with the diagonal linking the retracted and deployed
states directly. In fact, the diagonal does not cross the limiting contour (3 kN) and
is a shorter line compared to the one suggested by the optimisation routine. Thus,
through the use of engineering judgement, the script was manually modified to
output the diagonal as being the optimised deployment path for the first contour
plot (0% of DoF 3). A comparison of the original and modified 2D contour plots is
shown in Figure 162.
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Figure 162: Comparison between original and modified script

The modified script output a deployment sequence that was shorter than the
one given by the original code, allowing for the structure to reach its fully deployed
configuration at a slightly faster rate. In this case, the difference between the two
lengths was minimum, however, situations may occur where applying engineering
judgement to the output of the optimisation script could yield more accurate
results. Furthermore, the inclusion of these adjustments had an effect on the
creation of the three-dimensional surface once the optimised 2D paths had been
stacked. As shown in Figure 163, the modified script yielded a slightly shorter
deployment path, which corresponded with the optimum.

Figure 163: Comparison between 3D surfaces
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The difference in the paths is only small due to the fact that the third degree of
freedom is the fan motion of the beams, which move apart from one another. This
does not have a significant effect on the forces acting on the structure, apart from
marginally increasing the snow loading, and has no influence on the structure’s
orientation, unlike the other two DoFs. If the structure’s third DoF contributed to a
different motion, perhaps a greater margin between the two deployment paths
would have resulted and the benefits of implementing engineering judgement
would be more evident.
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15 Discussion
The work carried out in this research project has been aimed at investigating
deployable structures and developing an optimisation process for their analysis
and design, with particular attention to structures inspired by the imitation of
mechanisms observed in nature for the creation of efficient biomimetic deployable
structures.
15.1 Biomimetics
In recent years, nature has influenced the development of many technologies
and the science of biomimetics has been applied to a vast range of disciplines
from adhesive tape and self-cleansing paint, to sports equipment through to
architectural design. However, for mankind to replicate some of the properties and
mechanisms that occur in nature can prove rather challenging.

For example,

trying to imitate spider silk and its impressive strength to weight ratio and
toughness when it causes the abrupt halt of a bumblebee's flight. Although
mimicking the properties of this natural silk has been subject of research for many
years, only recently has the first successful example of biomimetic spider silk been
developed. This biomimetic silk was the result of generating proteins with the
same water solubility as the natural silk and a spinning system replicating the
process that occurs in the spiders’ glands (Andersson et al., 2017).
In some cases the molecular principle is imitated to achieve specific properties,
while in others the geometry acts as a source of inspiration to create different and
unusual patterns and load paths. In other words, the imitation of nature can occur
on many different levels, however, it is not always possible to slavishly copy the
optimum conditions that nature has to offer as a result of centuries of fine-tuning to
finding the best solution to survival. Thus, a distinction needs to be made between
inspiration and imitation (Cohen & Reich, 2017). Some biological mechanisms and
properties are imitated straightforwardly, such as the spider silk, while others tend
to inspire design concepts, such as the kind of biomimetics that occurs in
architecture. In fact, direct mimicking of a biological system can be challenging
due to limitations such as scale, materials and manufacturing capabilities,
suggesting that nature should be regarded as a source of inspiration. In the sphere
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of the built environment, biomimicry is still an emerging discipline and in
continuous development. There are only a small number of building projects
throughout the world that have truly integrated biomimetics at a macro-scale
(Zejnilović & Husukić, 2015). The case studies developed in this research
showcase some mechanisms whose inspiration was drawn from nature that,
however, use different principles to allow for deployment. For example, a beetle
wing is unfolded by the hemolymph, which runs inside the wing’s veins and the
swirl flower blooms due to differential cell growth while the deployable canopies
developed need to be powered by pistons and hydraulic rams for deployment to
take place. Hence, for the purpose of this research, nature served as an
inspiration for the design of deployable canopies and the identification of additional
biomimetic case studies. Nature’s morphology was imitated, rather than the
natural mechanism that allows for the motion to occur.
15.2 Deployable Structures
One of nature’s characteristics, although sometimes imperceptible to the human
eye, is perpetual change. Nature is never static, but in a state of continuous
evolution and adaptation to the environment. Thus, nature can serve as an
inspiration tool for the design of deployable structures, i.e. structures with the
ability to change their configuration from small to open or simply from one
configuration to another. Deployable structures have existed since nomadic tribes
used them for their vernacular tents and have adopted different forms such as
sliding doors and shutters, folding bridges or portable dwellings. Nonetheless,
research in the field of deployable structures only started towards the end of the
20th century making this a relatively recent area of study. Although recent,
research has been prolific with many different morphological and kinematic types
of deployable structures being developed with various applications. Due to
deployable structures having become such a vast research area, many authors
proposed their own classification system, with the most successful being the one
by Hanaor and Levy (2001).
After having extensively reviewed existing classifications and literature reviews
of deployable structures, the need for a new, updated and comprehensive
classification was evident. The shortcomings of the academic works published so
far were either due to the fact they focused on a specific application, missing some
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of the more recently developed morphing systems, misclassified some of the
structures or focused only on some types of deployable structures, neglecting to
showcase their heterogeneity. The approach adopted for establishing a new
classification included extensive research with the aim of creating a list of all
existing deployable structures that had been referenced in previous works and
developed through practical applications. Next, such a collection was integrated
with those deployable structures that appeared in later years or had not been
included within previous deployable structures classifications. By interpreting the
data collected and analysing each structure and its characteristics, it was then
possible to create an original and state of the art classification of deployable
structures.
The classification was based on a double way table where the primary
categorising parameters were morphology and kinematics. Kinematics was further
sub-classified into rigid, deformable, flexible and hybrid components while
morphology was categorised into bar and surface structures. The originality of the
proposed classification is based on the attempt to include all potential deployable
structures applications so that it is not limited to one subject area as well as
bringing together aspects of previous classifications, which are revisited and
integrated to create a fully comprehensive representation of the subject area.
Furthermore, it includes more recent technologies, which have developed after
some of the previous works were published and it generally offers a synergetic
understanding of deployable structures and their families. The classification table
is an easily accessible source that summarises and illustrates in a clear manner
what would otherwise appear to be an intricate and miscellaneous subject.
Nonetheless, advances in the field of deployable structures are constantly
taking place and the classification will have to be periodically updated to include
the latest developments. In fact, new materials and manufacturing techniques are
currently being established, just like the spider silk, which will allow experimenting
new assemblies and deployable mechanisms. Furthermore, the kinematic class of
hybrid components deployables offers limitless possibilities as it implies the
combination of two or more deployable structures mechanisms. For this reason,
some of the most relevant and unique hybrid structures were presented in the
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classification, however, there is potential for this section to be enriched with the
inclusion of additional case studies.
15.3 Analysis and Optimisation
Through the research carried out for the classification, by critically appraising
the morphology and kinematics of deployable structures, a meticulous
understanding of their characteristics and behaviour was gathered. Thus, it was
possible to focus on the analysis of deployable structures and undertake the
development of an optimisation process aimed at improving their structural
efficiency and performance. Compared to static structures, such an attempt
involved an added level of complexity, as motion had to be taken into account.
Before discussing the optimisation methodology in further detail, it is worth
considering how deployable structures are analysed. Currently, there is a gap in
the literature relatively to the analysis of the transitional states of deployment,
which take place between the two stable configurations. Substantial research
focuses on the geometry of deployable structures and how their morphology
changes from one configuration to the other, however, less importance is given to
the structural stability of the system in these intermediate stages.
Complications arise as, during motion, the structure is not static and the effects
of acceleration need to be accounted for. Thus, the assumption was made that the
deployable structures analysed deploy at a slow and controlled rate that allowed
neglecting the inertia forces by implementing what is referred to as a pseudo-static
analysis. The analysis consists of the structure being time-stepped; in other words,
the geometry is frozen at predetermined deployment stages and statically
analysed. A greater number of intermediate stages allows for a better
understanding of the forces and stresses, which develop throughout the structural
elements as the structure changes its shape. The number of intermediate stages
is directly proportional to the number of degrees of freedom and the percentages
of deployment each degree of freedom is divided into. For example, the flower
inspired canopy structure in Figure 164 has three DoFs and each one was
partitioned in five intermediate stages. Consequently, there were a total of 125
pseudo-static stages to be statically analysed. Although based on initial
assumptions, the pseudo-static analysis offers a valid methodology that allows
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gaining an understanding of the structural behaviour during deployment, partially
filling the gap in the knowledge existing with regards the analysis of deployable
structures.

Figure 164: Example of time-stepping the geometry

Once the structural analysis approach had been established, it was possible to
proceed with the optimisation. Optimisation of deployable structures has mostly
been directed at structures with one degree of mechanical freedom. In fact, these
are the most common types of deployable structures as their morphological
change is straightforward, the number of hinges and mechanisms required is
limited and less energy is needed for deployment to take place; all factors which
ultimately affect the cost of fabrication of the structure. On the other hand,
deployable structures with more than one degree of freedom offer improved
morphological flexibility and potential to have a greater volume expansion, at the
cost of kinematic complexity. In fact, having multiple uncoupled degrees of
freedom implies that there is not only one potential deployment sequence, but
there are numerous ways in which the degrees of freedom can be programmed to
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unfold and open the structure. The aim of the optimisation process developed is to
find the optimum deployment sequence that generates the least amount of stress
within the structural members. The methodology is summarised in Figure 165.

Figure 165: Optimisation methodology flow chart
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The optimisation methodology proposed is not applicable to all deployable
structures, but is limited to those belonging to the category of rigid components
deployables as the systems need to hold their rigidity throughout the intermediate
stages of motion so that the geometry can be uniquely defined. On the other hand,
when analysing tensile or smart structures the material properties change and
deployment may occur in a casual manner, for example the folding of a membrane
will not necessarily always follow the same crease patterns. Such uncertainty does
not allow a clear identification of the intermediate stages and prevents utilising the
optimisation process.
Relative to the software employed (refer to Figure 112), Grasshopper is a
graphical algorithm editor that works within the Rhinoceros 3D computer-aided
design application. The software is a mainstream tool used widely by architects
and engineers and allows the generation of parametric geometries, which can be
manipulated and analysed by means of additional plugins. Among these plug-ins
is Karamba that was adopted to perform finite element analysis on the models
defined by Grasshopper algorithms. Thus, it was possible to keep the parametric
geometry generation and structural analysis all within the Rhino/Grasshopper
interface, greatly simplifying the process and avoiding potential errors which could
arise from transferring data from one software to the other. As well as preventing
errors, being able to perform the structural analysis in the same operating system
as where the geometry had been modelled, ensured great time saving. At the
initial stages of research the geometry had originally been defined via rotational
and translational transformations about fixed points through matrix operations in
Excel and, then, statically analysed in FEA software. The time necessary to gather
the results for all potential deployment configurations was remarkably longer as
the geometry data for each configuration had to be manually inputted in the
analysis software and the results transferred back into Excel in order to generate
the contour plots.
In terms of post-processing the results of the structural analysis to perform the
optimisation, Mathematica was selected for its symbolic-numeric programming
language compared to other operating systems such as Matlab which is purely
numeric. Within Mathematica the symbolic and numeric languages are seamlessly
integrated, enabling the generation of unique hybrid methods and exact solutions.
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Additionally, Mathematica offers readily computable built-in knowledge avoiding
the issues arising with manually importing, validating and restructuring data.
The script coded in Mathematica to post-process the analysis results and
perform the optimisation required some manual input based on engineering
judgement to specify the objective function and maximum allowable value the
function must not exceed. Hence, from defining the geometry and material
properties though to selecting an objective function, conscious decisions were
essential in order for the optimisation process to complete successfully.
Depending on the complexity of the geometry, how many intermediate stages
were established for the degrees of freedom and the specifications of the
computer used, the time necessary for the entire process to run, from geometry
definition to post-processing, was approximately between 3 to 4 hours.
Furthermore, once the problem had been set up, it was easy to modify parameters
in the geometry and structural analysis sections of the algorithm as well as
adjusting objective function and limiting values to get a whole new set of results
and optimised deployment paths.
In order to use this optimisation process, a sound knowledge of generating
algorithms representing parametric geometries in Grasshopper and linking these
to the structural analysis in Karamba is essential. Engineering consultancies are
gradually shifting towards the implementation of parametric geometries to allow for
modifications and alterations at later stages of the design process without having
to create a new model from the beginning. Consequently, engineers are already
being exposed to parametric modelling techniques and, although advanced,
Grasshopper is fairly accessible and logical to use and understand. Mathematica,
on the other hand, requires the user to have some coding experience and one
cannot simply run the optimisation worksheet to get the end result. Small
adjustments to the inputs are sometimes necessary to specify the objective
function and limiting value.
Furthermore, given the almost infinite configurations and arrangements of
contours, the optimisation script will occasionally require minor modifications to
reflect the geometrical complexity of the specific contours for that problem. In
some occasions it may not be possible to optimise for a specific objective function
due to the maxima corresponding with either the retracted of the fully deployed
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configurations. In these situations the only way to reduce the value of the objective
function is to limit the range of the deployment sequence so that the maximum
value is no longer exceeded. However, this will affect either the packaging
efficiency of the stowed state or the final volume of the deployed configuration but
will remain within the safe working ranges. An alternative scenario that may
present itself is when the optimised path crosses a higher boundary contour, such
as occurred when optimising one of the pistons actuating the beetle wing awning.
By inspecting the results, it was noticed how the script was outputting an illoptimised path and the code had to be manipulated to adjust the path to a more
direct route. In the same way, the optimised path suggested by Mathematica may
sometimes result in being longer than necessary, as showcased in the
optimisation of the horizontal reaction occurring at the support of the peacock’s tail
model. Once again, the code was modified in order to output the correct results,
which gave a shorter, thus optimal, deployment sequence path. All these examples
demonstrate how the optimisation script will not necessarily output the correct
answers for all contour plot arrangements and the results always require to be
verified by the user and their engineering judgement. Additional constraints include
the fact that a computer with adequate specifications is required to run the
software adopted in the optimisation without compromising on solving time and
that the optimisation process is only able to optimise structures, which have a
maximum of three degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, systems with 3 DoFs are
relatively complex and the addition of a further variable would increase the
structure’s energy requirement and ultimately its overall cost to a point where it
might no longer be advantageous.
As previously stated, the methodology is limited to the optimisation of rigid
components deployables that have a predictable deployment and elements that
maintain structural rigidity during the configuration changes and neglects any
inertial effects. Yet, the optimisation process is not restricted to the identification of
optimum deployment sequences, but may be applied to any problem with up to
three variables where the goal is to start and end at specific values or data points,
for example varying from one temperature to another with three variables affecting
the temperature change. In this research project the methodology was applied to
deployable structures the design of which was influenced by the observation of
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mechanisms which occur in nature. Due to nature having undergone centuries of
transformation and adaptation as a result of evolution, it may serve as a source of
inspiration for the creation of efficient deployable structures, being movement
inherent to many aspects of the world, even though sometimes imperceptible to
the human eye.
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16 Conclusions
Nature offers many examples of organisms that have been optimised through
centuries as a result of natural selection. Thus, engineers are encouraged to study
nature and find efficient and economical solutions when designing lightweight
structures. The imitation of nature is known as biomimetics and, in recent years,
has become a conscious process, although mankind has been unconsciously
practicing it since the prehistoric era. By satisfying the first research objective of
critically appraising literature associated with biomimetics, it was found that in the
field of structural engineering, the application of biomimetics is still at experimental
stages, despite there being some buildings the design of which is based on a
deliberate effort to imitate nature.
Nature is a synonym for life, which directly implies movement. Some research
has been focusing on mimicking natural forms, but greater advantage may be
drawn by imitating its motion, sometimes imperceptible, as well as its morphology.
The introduction of kinematics in a structure makes it deployable accommodating
varying morphological configurations. Generally, the change in shape starts from a
small closed configuration and evolves to an unfolded and ready for use one,
through a series of slow and controlled motions. Alternatively, the structure may
alter its layout without varying in volume.
Implementing

objective

number

2

and

critically

appraising

existing

classifications and reviews of deployable structures revealed how there is the
need for a complete and in-depth classification of deployable structures due to the
current literature being obsolete or incomplete for such a vast and varied subject.
Such deficiency brings to the first aim of this research project: to establish a
comprehensive and organic classification of deployable structures. Thus, a new
classification table was proposed which analyses deployable structures from a
kinematic and morphological perspective, without making application a key
classifying parameter. Such a document is a unique contribution to knowledge and
may serve for the determination of a common language for future research and as
a practical introductory text for all those unfamiliar with the subject. The proposed
classification also demonstrates the successful completion of objective number 3
which involved the development of a new, comprehensive and updated
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classification of deployable structures to serve as a reference text to summarise
the complexity of such a broad field.
Deployable structures present great difficulties in their analysis, due to the
motion they perform. S. Pellegrino (2001) stated that, by studying deployable
structures and their mechanisms, the identification of small viable analysis regions
in a discontinuous design space is possible. These regions will expand as
research and knowledge in the field progress, leading to covering increasingly
more of the design space. A further objective of this research project was to
suggest an analysis methodology that would allow the analysis and optimisation of
deployable structures with multiple degrees of freedom and design variables.
This research has considered the analysis and optimisation of the deployment
sequence of deployable structures with up to 3 uncoupled degrees of freedom. By
gradually developing the methodology, starting with one variable and progressing
by adding further degrees of freedom, a graphical approach was developed to
enable the analysis and deployment sequence optimisation. The optimisation was
carried out on structures based on the investigation of the geometry of naturally
inspired mechanisms, such as the one shown in Figure 166, which enabled the
determination of efficient and economical morphologies dependent on a series of
design variables, as per objective number 4. The aim of the optimisation focused
on finding the structures’ minimum weight to reduce the overall cost and the force
necessary for the actuation mechanism to carry out the deployment by means of
manipulating the deployment sequence to avoid those configurations where the
structures were critically stressed.
To assess the structural behaviour under predetermined loading conditions, as
established in objective number 5, a pseudo-static analysis was proposed which
consisted of freezing the structure’s morphology at set deployment stages and
statically analysing each configuration. By time-stepping the geometry during
deployment, the structure was considered static and its analysis was greatly
simplified as the differential equations derived by the accelerations, that are time
derivatives of the displacement, could be neglected. The greater the number of
intermediate stages, the greater the accuracy of the analysis.
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The optimisation methodology first required the structure to be parametrically
defined with distinct degrees of freedom. Brute forcing the variable parameters
representing the DoFs allowed for the structural analysis to run a considerable
amount of models representing potential deployment stages given by different
combinations of the DoFs, providing a complete dataset. The output was then
transferred to a mathematical computational program and post-processed to allow
scenarios to be explored and for the designer to gain a feel for the overall
structural behaviour.

Figure 166: Deployable biomimetic canopy based on blooming of swirl flower

A custom script was coded to process the structural analysis results and create
contour plots illustrating the distribution of forces, stresses and displacements for
all the deployment stages analysed. The plots highlighted the hotspots where the
maxima occurred and the areas where the forces reached their minimum value. By
containing the deployment paths within the areas that minimise the objective
function, the deployment sequence could be optimised to reduce either the weight
of the structure or the deployment force. In addition to limiting the deployment path
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within the area representing the deployment stages causing the least stress for the
structure, the shortest path was sought to enable the structure to reach the fully
deployed state more rapidly.
The application of the methodology to different structures with varying number
of degrees of freedom demonstrated how the optimisation process is versatile and
may be applied to any rigid component deployable structure with up to 3 DoFs,
successfully completing objective number 6. However, there are a series of
decisions that need to be taken during the optimisation and engineering judgement
is necessary to reach the final, correct optimised solution. The methodology was
developed with the aim of optimising the deployment sequence of structures with
multiple degrees of freedom, yet, the same methodology could be employed for
the optimisation of any problem involving more than one variable that implies
transferring from an initial to a final value or position. The proposed optimisation
methodology is in itself unique as the optimisation of the deployment sequence of
structures with uncoupled degrees of freedom has not been investigated before
and contributes to enriching the field of knowledge concerned with the study of
deployable structures.
16.1 Future Work
The optimisation outcome is the most efficient deployment routine for the
structure to perform for the minimisation of the objective function. However, as
discussed, there are some limitations to the optimisation script, which could be
further advanced for it to be able to manage different contour plot layouts without
necessarily requiring the user to modify the script in case the optimisation path
was not being calculated correctly.
Future work could subsequently focus on developing the methodology in order
to optimise the structural elements once the deployment routine has been
determined. Alternatively, the script could be advanced by enabling it to handle
multiple objective functions so that, for example, the structure could be optimised
for moment as well as shear. This could be achieved by superimposing different
surfaces and studying the intersections developing between them to create a new
combined surface on which to plot the geodesic line and find the optimised
deployment sequence for the multiple functions. For example, such process could
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be employed for optimising steel sections to be light, not over stressed in bending
and constrained within the prescribed deflection limits.
Taking the optimisation a step further could also include the introduction of
plastic analysis, so that secondary order effects may be considered, or dynamic
analysis to have a more accurate simulation of what occurs to the structure during
deployment. There currently are no plugins that perform plastic analysis in
Grasshopper so the model would need to be transferred to other design software
such as ANSYS or Robot by means of project data exchange tools such as those
provided by Geometry Gym. Dynamic analysis, on the other hand, may be set up
and run in Karamba to determine response factors, which could serve as another
objective function for optimisation.
As previously stated, having the parametric geometry and the structural
analysis being processed all in the same operating system allows for great time
saving and avoiding errors due to transferring the information from one software to
another. However, the structural analysis results still need to be passed onto
Mathematica for post-processing. As Grasshopper allows for the creation of
custom components or entire plug-ins, there is potential to develop a plug-in that
would run the optimisation of the deployment sequence and yield the same
graphical output without necessarily having to resort to Mathematica. This would
allow users that were not familiar with scripting language to use the optimisation
methodology directly from Grasshopper with an easier interface and clearer input
and output parameters.
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•
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•
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18 Appendix 1 – Inchworm 1DoF

1D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH - Inchworm
Data import.
First, import the values from the csv file.
data = Import[
"/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Inchworm.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
DoF1 = Take[data[[1 ;;, 1]], 51];(* DoF 1 *)
axials = Take[data[[1 ;;, 2]], 5];(* Axial Stress *)
moms = Take[data[[1 ;;, 3]], 51];(* Bending Stress *)
combinedstress = Take[data[[1 ;;, 4]], 51];(* Combined Stress *)

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
axialsplot = Sort[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[DoF1, axials]], 2]];
momsplot = Sort[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[DoF1, moms]], 2]];
combinedstressplot = Sort[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[DoF1, combinedstress]], 2]];
ListLinePlot[{Drop[axialsplot, - 1]}, PlotStyle → {Gray},
PlotRange → All, PlotLabel → Style["Axial Stress", FontSize → 14],
FrameLabel → {"Deployment (%)", " Axial Stress (N/mm^2)"},
Frame → {{True, False}, {True, False}}]
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Inchworm.nb

ListLinePlot[{momsplot}, PlotStyle → {Dashed},
PlotLabel → Style["Bending Stress", FontSize → 14],
FrameLabel → {"Deployment (%)", "Bending Stress (N/mm^2)"},
Frame → {{True, False}, {True, False}}]
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19 Appendix 2 – Venus Flytrap 1DoF

1D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH - Venus Flytrap
Data import.
First, import the values from the csv file.
data = Import["/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable
Structures - Giulia/Venus Flytrap.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
DoF1 = Take[data[[1 ;;, 1]], 7];(* DoF 1 *)
axials = Take[data[[1 ;;, 2]], 7];(* Axial Stress *)
moms = Take[data[[1 ;;, 3]], 7];(* Bending Stress *)
combinedstress = Take[data[[1 ;;, 4]], 7];(* Combined Stress *)

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
axialsplot = Sort[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[DoF1, Abs[axials]]], 2]]
momsplot = Sort[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[DoF1, moms]], 2]]
combinedstressplot = Sort[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[DoF1, combinedstress]], 2]]
{{0, 0.3925}, {16.6667, 0.386537}, {33.3333, 0.368829},
{50, 0.339915}, {66.6667, 0.300672}, {83.3333, 0.252294}, {100, 0.19625}}
{{0, 0}, {16.6667, 6.31918}, {33.3333, 12.4464}, {50, 18.1954},
{66.6667, 23.3915}, {83.3333, 27.8769}, {100, 31.5153}}
{{0, - 0.3925}, {16.6667, - 6.70572}, {33.3333, - 12.8152}, {50, - 18.5353},
{66.6667, - 23.6922}, {83.3333, - 28.1292}, {100, - 31.7115}}

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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Venus Flytrap.nb

ListLinePlot[{axialsplot}, PlotStyle → {Gray},
PlotLabel → Style["Axial Stress", FontSize → 14],
FrameLabel → {"Deployment (%)", " Axial Stress (N/mm^2)"},
Frame → {{True, False}, {True, False}}]
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ListLinePlot[{momsplot}, PlotStyle → {Dashed},
PlotLabel → Style["Bending Stress", FontSize → 14],
FrameLabel → {"Deployment (%)", "Bending Stress (N/mm^2)"},
Frame → {{True, False}, {True, False}}]
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20 Appendix 3 – Beetle Wing 1DoF

1D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH - Beetle Wing
Data import.
First, import the values from the csv file.
In[142]:=

data = Import[
"/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Case
Studies/Beetle Wing/Miura Ori.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
In[149]:=

DoF1 = Take[data[[1 ;;, 1]], 30](* DoF 1 *)
axials = Take[data[[1 ;;, 3]], 30](* Axial Stress *)

Out[149]=

{3.33333, 6.66667, 10, 13.3333, 16.6667, 20, 23.3333, 26.6667, 30, 33.3333,
36.6667, 40, 43.3333, 46.6667, 50, 53.3333, 56.6667, 60, 63.3333, 66.6667,
70, 73.3333, 76.6667, 80, 83.3333, 86.6667, 90, 93.3333, 96.6667, 100}

Out[150]=

{- 53.7063, - 75.2163, - 88.635, - 96.5491, - 100.483, - 101.425, - 100.067, - 96.9273,
- 92.4189, - 86.8814, - 80.604, - 73.837, - 66.7991, - 59.681, - 52.6487, - 45.8442,
- 39.3875, - 33.3768, - 27.8907, - 22.9885, - 18.713, - 15.0928, - 12.1457,
- 9.8843, - 8.32426, - 7.49847, - 7.48044, - 8.42049, - 10.6376, - 17.6468}

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
In[151]:=

axialsplot = Sort[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[DoF1, axials]], 2]];

In[148]:=

ListLinePlot[{axialsplot, axials2plot}, PlotStyle → {Gray},
PlotLegends → LineLegend[{Gray}, {"Axial Force"}],
FrameLabel → {"Deployment (%)", " Axial Force (kN)"},
Frame → {{True, False}, {True, False}}]
0

Out[148]=
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21 Appendix 4 – Frog Leg 2DoF
The worksheet for a three DoF system was used for the frog leg data post
processing. This was possible as the optimisation procedure builds onto the 2 DoF
methodology. Thus, six contour plots are shown, however, they are all the same as
effectively there is no third degree of freedom.

2D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH - Frog Leg
Data import.
First, import the values from the csv file.
In[217]:=

data = Import[
"/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Case
Studies/Frog Leg/Frog Leg.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
In[218]:=

twist = data[[1 ;;, 1]];(* DoF 1 *)
lift = data[[1 ;;, 2]];(* DoF 2 *)
pist = data[[1 ;;, 3]];(* DoF 3 *)
mom = data[[1 ;;, 4]];(* Bending Moment *)
shear = data[[1 ;;, 5]];(* Shear Stress *)
defl1 = data[[1 ;;, 6]];(* Deflections *)
defl2 = data[[1 ;;, 7]];(* Deflections *)
axial = data[[1 ;;, 8]];(* Axial Force*)
ver = data[[1 ;;, 9]];(* Vertical Force *)
stages = data[[1 ;;, {1, 2, 3}]];
(* Create a list with the deploymnt vales *)
Max[defl2]
Min[defl2]

Out[228]=

- 0.0186905

Out[229]=

- 17.0166

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
In[230]:=

momplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, mom]], 4];
shearplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, shear]], 4];
deflplot1 = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, defl1]], 4];
deflplot2 = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, defl2]], 4];
axialplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, axial]], 4];
verplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, ver]], 4];
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170612_3D Defl P2.nb

Draw contour plots.
In[236]:=

piston = Table[i, {i, 0, 100, (100 / 5)}] ;
(* Define percentage of piston's deployment *)
pistpos = Position[deflplot2[[All, 3]], #] & /@ piston;
length = Length[defl2] / Length[piston];
(* Number of values per piston deployment stage *)
plotnum = Table[{i}, {i, 1, 6, 1}];
(* List with number assigned to each contour plot *)

Divide list of values for the different percentage of radius deployment.
In[240]:=

ord = Partition[
Partition[Flatten[Flatten[deflplot2[[#]] & /@ #] & /@ pistpos], 4], length];

Drop the value representing the pistons’ deployment.
In[241]:=

plots = Partition[Map[Delete[#, 3] &, Partition[Flatten[ord], 4]], length];

Set a new contour style to highlight when the 0 contour (change in sign).
In[242]:=

newStyle[x_] := x /. l_Line ⧴ Sequence[Opacity[.4], Black, l]
(* I have deleted "Thick, Dashed" for the paper so it is not confusing *)

Plot the contour plots.
In[243]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, - 17}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[- 17, 0, 1],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {- 17, 0}}, 10],
FrameLabel → {"DoF 1 (%)", "DoF 2 (%)"}, RotateLabel → True,
LabelStyle → (FontSize → 10), PlotLabel → Style[
"Deflection P2 " <> ToString @ range[[#]] <> "% (mm)", FontSize → 14]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Out[244]=
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170612_3D Defl P2.nb

Find contour on which to base shortest path.
In[245]:=

plot = ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, - 17}}], ColorFunctionScaling →
False, Contours → Range[- 17, 0, 1]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
dynP[l_, p_] := MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
(* Code for partitioning a list by different lengths *)
conpoints = Cases[Normal @ plot, Line[x_] ⧴ x, Infinity];
(* Extract all contour points for all plots *)
conlength = Count[plot[[#]], _Line, Infinity] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Calculate number of contours per plot *)
lines = dynP[conpoints, conlength];
(* contour=Part[lines[[#]],-2]&/@Flatten[plotnum];
(* Select the points belonging to contour number 9 *) *)
contour = MapThread[Part[lines[[#1]], #2] &,
{Flatten[plotnum], {14, 14, 14, 14, 14, 14}}];
contour = If[contour[[#, 1, 1]] > contour[[#, - 1, 1]],
Reverse[contour[[#]]], contour[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum] ;
(*Rearrange contour points from left to right *)

Find optimised deployment path.
Define a line joining all points of contour. Define the length of each vector.
In[252]:=

vector =
Table[contour[[#, i]] - contour[[#, i - 1]], {i, 2, Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
lenvector = Length[vector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Define starting and final point on contour plot.
In[254]:=

init = {0, 0};
fin = {100, 100};

Create a list of {0,0} as long as the numbers of points on the contour.
In[256]:=

origins = Table[init, {Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ends = Table[fin, {Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Associate one {0,0} to each of the nodes. Do the same for {100,100}.
In[258]:=

nodes0 = MapThread[{#1, #2} &, {origins[[#]], contour[[#]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
nodes100 = MapThread[{#1, #2} &, {ends[[#]], contour[[#]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes0 = Length[nodes0[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes100 = Length[nodes100[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

From {0,0} to first point on contour.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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170612_3D Defl P2.nb

5

Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
In[262]:=

MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1, PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2]}], Graphics[Line[#1]]] &, {nodes0, contour}]

Out[262]=
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Calculate length of each line.
In[263]:=

distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[#[[2]] - #[[1]]] & /@
Table[{x[[i]], x[[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[#] & /@ nodes0[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)

Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
In[265]:=

ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)
dynP[l_, p_] :=
MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
(* dynP code for partitioning with different lengths *)

Separate each node in the node list.
In[268]:=

singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes0], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
In[269]:=

allvector = Table[singlenodes[[#, i]] - singlenodes[[#, i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[#]], {2, Length[allvector[[#]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
In[271]:=

length =
dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2], lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
In[274]:=

a = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points =
dynP[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[#]], b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];

In[281]:=

Show[ListPlot[points], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
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170612_3D Defl P2.nb

In[283]:=

7

inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly, pt] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contour[[x]], #] & /@ points[[x]]
inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Returns True for every element inside the polygon,
anf False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[#]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

In[290]:=

vecb =
Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[#]], cond[[#]]]], 3] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)

In[291]:=

start = Part[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[1 ;;, {1, 2}]] , - 1] & /@
Flatten[plotnum](* Select last vectors that does not cross the contour *)

Out[291]=

{{56.475, 3.52499}, {56.475, 3.52499}, {56.475, 3.52499},
{56.475, 3.52499}, {56.475, 3.52499}, {56.475, 3.52499}}

In[292]:=

Show[ListPlot[nodes0[[#]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[#]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{init, start[[#]]}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[292]=
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From last point on contour to {100,100}.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
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In[293]:=

MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1, PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2]}], Graphics[Line[#1]]] &, {nodes100, contour}]

Out[293]=
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Calculate length of each line.
In[294]:=

distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[#[[2]] - #[[1]]] & /@
Table[{x[[i]], x[[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[#] & /@ nodes100[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)

Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
In[296]:=

ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)

Separate each node in the node list.
In[298]:=

singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes100], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
In[299]:=

allvector = Table[singlenodes[[#, i]] - singlenodes[[#, i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[#]], {2, Length[allvector[[#]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
In[301]:=

dynP[l_, p_] := MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
length =
dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2], lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
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In[305]:=

9

a = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points100 =
dynP[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[#]], b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];

In[312]:=

Show[ListPlot[points100], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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In[313]:=

Show[ListPlot[points100[[#]]], ListLinePlot[vector[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
contourneg = (contour - ends);
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In[315]:=

inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly, pt] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contourneg[[x]], #] & /@ points100[[x]]
inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Returns True for every element inside the polygon,
anf False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[#]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

In[322]:=

vecb = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[#]] + 100, cond[[#]]]], 3] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)

In[323]:=

ynocross =
Flatten[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {2}]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
(* Select y value of vectors that do not cross the contour *)

Out[323]=

{{10.022, 20., 25.7153, 40., 50.022, 60., 75.3554, 80., 83.525, 100.},
{10.022, 20., 25.7153, 40., 50.022, 60., 75.3554, 80., 83.525, 100.},
{10.022, 20., 25.7153, 40., 50.022, 60., 75.3554, 80., 83.525, 100.},
{10.022, 20., 25.7153, 40., 50.022, 60., 75.3554, 80., 83.525, 100.},
{10.022, 20., 25.7153, 40., 50.022, 60., 75.3554, 80., 83.525, 100.},
{10.022, 20., 25.7153, 40., 50.022, 60., 75.3554, 80., 83.525, 100.}}

In[324]:=

pos = Flatten[Position[ynocross[[#]], Min[ynocross[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];
(* Find the position of the ones with min y value *)

In[325]:=

end = Part[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {1, 2}]], pos[[#]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]

Out[325]=

{{69.978, 10.022}, {69.978, 10.022}, {69.978, 10.022},
{69.978, 10.022}, {69.978, 10.022}, {69.978, 10.022}}
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In[326]:=

Show[ListPlot[nodes100[[#]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[#]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{end[[#]], fin}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[326]=
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Middle Code
In[327]:=

startpos = Flatten[
Position[SetPrecision[contour[[#]], 4], SetPrecision[start[[#]], 4]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]]
endpos = Flatten[Position[SetPrecision[contour[[#]], 4],
SetPrecision[end[[#]], 4]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]]

Out[327]=

{6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6}

Out[328]=

{8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8}

In[329]:=
Out[329]=

startpos[[#]] >= endpos[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
{False, False, False, False, False, False}
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In[330]:=

contourmid = If[startpos[[#]] >= endpos[[#]], "Null",
Drop[Drop[contour[[#]], - (Length[contour[[#]]] - endpos[[#]] - 1)],
startpos[[#]] - 1]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
If[contourmid[[#]] === "Null", 0,
(hull = ConvexHullMesh[contourmid[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
line = MeshCoordinates[hull[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ListLinePlot[{contourmid[[#]], line[[#]]}])] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Plot shortest path.
In[331]:=

path = If[startpos[[#]] ≥ endpos[[#]],
path = DeleteDuplicates[List[init, end[[#]], fin]],
path = DeleteDuplicates[Partition[Flatten[List[init,
Drop[line[[#]], - 1], end[[#]], fin]], 2]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[331]=

{{{0, 0}, {56.475, 3.52499}, {60., 4.64456}, {69.978, 10.022},
{69.978, 10.022}, {100, 100}}, {{0, 0}, {56.475, 3.52499},
{60., 4.64456}, {69.978, 10.022}, {69.978, 10.022}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {56.475, 3.52499}, {60., 4.64456}, {69.978, 10.022},
{69.978, 10.022}, {100, 100}}, {{0, 0}, {56.475, 3.52499},
{60., 4.64456}, {69.978, 10.022}, {69.978, 10.022}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {56.475, 3.52499}, {60., 4.64456}, {69.978, 10.022},
{69.978, 10.022}, {100, 100}}, {{0, 0}, {56.475, 3.52499},
{60., 4.64456}, {69.978, 10.022}, {69.978, 10.022}, {100, 100}}}
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In[332]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, - 17}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[- 17, 0, 1],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {- 17, 0}}, 10],
FrameLabel → {"DoF 1 (%)", "DoF 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 10),
PlotLabel → Style["Deflection P2 (mm)", FontSize → 14]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0],
Graphics[{Thick, Line[path[[#]]]}]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Out[333]=
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In[334]:=

ListLinePlot[{contour[[1]], path[[1]]}]
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22 Appendix 5 – Beetle Wing 2DoF
Two separate worksheets were used for the beetle wing model with 2 DoFs.
The first one was used to plot the optimised path according to the axial force
occurring in Piston 1. To determine the optimised path for the axial force in Piston
2, the worksheet for a 3DoF system was employed with all the contour plots being
the same due to the absence of the third DoF.

2D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH - Beetle Wing
First, import the values from the csv file.
In[7]:=

data = Import[
"/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Case
Studies/Beetle Wing/Beetle Wing 3.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
In[8]:=

pist2 = data[[1 ;;, 1]];(* DoF 1 *)
pist1 = data[[1 ;;, 2]];(* DoF 2 *)
axialP2 = data[[1 ;;, 3]];(* Axial Piston 1 *)
axialP1 = data[[1 ;;, 4]];(* Axial Pistol 2 *)
stages = Partition[Riffle[pist2, pist1], 2];
(* Create a list with the deploymnt vales *)

In[13]:=

Max[axialP1]
Min[axialP1]
Max[axialP2]
Min[axialP2]

Out[13]=

415.398

Out[14]=

13.1865

Out[15]=

935.563

Out[16]=

- 101.425

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
In[17]:=

axialP1plot =
Partition[Flatten[Riffle[Partition[Riffle[pist2, pist1], 2], axialP1]], 3];
axialP2plot = Partition[
Flatten[Riffle[Partition[Riffle[pist2, pist1], 2], axialP2]], 3];

Set a new contour style to highlight when the 0 contour (change in sign).
In[19]:=

newStyle[x_] := x /. l_Line ⧴ Sequence[Opacity[.4], Thick, Dashed, Black, l]

Plot the contour plots for each of the forces.
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In[22]:=

ListContourPlot[axialP1plot, PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → "Rainbow", Contours → 10, PlotLegends → Automatic,
FrameLabel → {"Piston 1 (%)", "Piston 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12),
ContourLabels → (Text[Framed[#3], {#1, #2}, Background → White] &),
PlotLabel → Style["Axial Forces Piston 1 (kN)", FontSize → 16]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0]
ListContourPlot[axialP2plot, PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → "Rainbow", Contours → 10, PlotLegends → Automatic,
FrameLabel → {"Piston 1 (%)", "Piston 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12),
ContourLabels → (Text[Framed[#3], {#1, #2}, Background → White] &),
PlotLabel → Style["Axial Forces Piston 2 (kN)", FontSize → 16]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0]

Out[22]=
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Out[23]=

In[26]:=

Show[ListContourPlot[axialP1plot, PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → "Rainbow", Contours → 10, PlotLegends → Automatic,
FrameLabel → {"Piston 1 (%)", "Piston 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12),
PlotLabel → Style["Axial Forces Piston 1 (kN)", FontSize → 16]],
Graphics[{Thick, Line[{{0, 0}, {100, 100}}]}]]

Out[26]=
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3D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH.
Data import.
First, import the values from the csv file.
data = Import[
"/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Case
Studies/Beetle Wing/Beetle Wing 3DoF.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
pist2 = data[[1 ;;, 1]];(* DoF 1 *)
pist1 = data[[1 ;;, 2]];(* DoF 2 *)
pist3 = data[[1 ;;, 3]];(* DoF 3 *)
axialP2 = data[[1 ;;, 4]];(* Axial Piston 1 *)
axialP1 = data[[1 ;;, 5]];(* Axial Piston 2 *)
stages = data[[1 ;;, {1, 2, 3}]];
(* Create a list with the deploymnt vales *)
Max[axialP1]
Min[axialP1]
Max[axialP2]
Min[axialP2]
415.398
13.1865
935.563
- 101.425

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
axialP1plot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, axialP1]], 4];
axialP2plot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, axialP2]], 4];
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Draw contour plots.
piston = Table[i, {i, 0, 100, (100 / 5)}];
(* Define percentage of piston's deployment *)
pistpos = Position[axialP2plot[[All, 3]], #] & /@ piston;
length = Length[axialP2] / Length[piston];
(* Number of values per piston deployment stage *)
plotnum = Table[{i}, {i, 1, 6, 1}] ;
(* List with number assigned to each contour plot *)

Divide list of values for the different percentage of radius deployment.
ord = Partition[
Partition[Flatten[Flatten[axialP2plot[[#]] & /@ #] & /@ pistpos], 4], length];

Drop the value representing the pistons’ deployment.
plots = Partition[Map[Delete[#, 3] &, Partition[Flatten[ord], 4]], length];

Set a new contour style to highlight when the 0 contour (change in sign).
newStyle[x_] := x /. l_Line ⧴ Sequence[Opacity[.4], Black, l]
(* I have deleted "Thick, Dashed" for the paper so it is not confusing *)

Plot the contour plots.
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range = Range[0, 100, 10]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[2]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {- 100, 935}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[- 100, 935, 25],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {- 100, 935}}, 50],
ContourLabels → (Text[Framed[#3], {#1, #2}, Background → White] &),
FrameLabel → {"Piston 1 (%)", "Piston 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12),
PlotLabel → Style["Axial Force Piston 2 (kN)", FontSize → 16]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0]]

range = Range[0, 100, 10]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {- 100, 935}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[- 100, 935, 25],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {- 100, 935}}, 50],
ContourLabels → (Text[Framed[#3], {#1, #2}, Background → White] &),
FrameLabel → {"Piston 2 (%)", "Piston 1 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 10), PlotLabel →
Style["Axial Force " <> ToString @ range[[#]] <> "% (kN)", FontSize → 16]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find contour on which to base shortest path.
plot = ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All, ColorFunction →
ColorData[{"Rainbow", {- 101, 935}}], ColorFunctionScaling → False,
Contours → Range[- 100, 935, 25]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
dynP[l_, p_] := MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
(* Code for partitioning a list by different lengths *)
conpoints = Cases[Normal @ plot, Line[x_] ⧴ x, Infinity];
(* Extract all contour points for all plots *)
conlength = Count[plot[[#]], _Line, Infinity] & /@ Flatten[plotnum] ;
(* Calculate number of contours per plot *)
lines = dynP[conpoints, conlength];
(* contour=Part[lines[[#]],-2]&/@Flatten[plotnum];
(* Select the points belonging to contour number 9 *) *)
contour = MapThread[Part[lines[[#1]], #2] &,
{Flatten[plotnum], {41, 39, 39, 39, 39, 39}}];
contour = If[contour[[#, 1, 1]] > contour[[#, - 1, 1]],
Reverse[contour[[#]]], contour[[#]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum] (*Rearrange contour points from left to right *)
{{{1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.},
{19.451, 20.549}, {20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.},
{36.7411, 43.2589}, {39.2369, 60.}, {39.4865, 60.5135}, {40., 64.6602},
{52.1809, 67.8191}, {54.3823, 80.}, {57.1423, 82.8577}, {59.8524, 100.}},
{{1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {36.7411, 43.2589},
{39.2369, 60.}, {39.4865, 60.5135}, {40., 64.6602}, {52.1809, 67.8191},
{54.3823, 80.}, {57.1423, 82.8577}, {59.8524, 100.}},
{{1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {36.7411, 43.2589},
{39.2369, 60.}, {39.4865, 60.5135}, {40., 64.6602}, {52.1809, 67.8191},
{54.3823, 80.}, {57.1423, 82.8577}, {59.8524, 100.}},
{{1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {36.7411, 43.2589},
{39.2369, 60.}, {39.4865, 60.5135}, {40., 64.6602}, {52.1809, 67.8191},
{54.3823, 80.}, {57.1423, 82.8577}, {59.8524, 100.}},
{{1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {36.7411, 43.2589},
{39.2369, 60.}, {39.4865, 60.5135}, {40., 64.6602}, {52.1809, 67.8191},
{54.3823, 80.}, {57.1423, 82.8577}, {59.8524, 100.}},
{{1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {36.7411, 43.2589},
{39.2369, 60.}, {39.4865, 60.5135}, {40., 64.6602}, {52.1809, 67.8191},
{54.3823, 80.}, {57.1423, 82.8577}, {59.8524, 100.}}}

Find optimised deployment path.
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Find optimised deployment path.
Define a line joining all points of contour. Define the length of each vector.
vector =
Table[contour[[#, i]] - contour[[#, i - 1]], {i, 2, Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
lenvector = Length[vector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Define starting and final point on contour plot.
init = {0, 0};
fin = {100, 100};

Create a list of {0,0} as long as the numbers of points on the contour.
origins = Table[init, {Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ends = Table[fin, {Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Associate one {0,0} to each of the nodes. Do the same for {100,100}.
nodes0 = MapThread[{#1, #2} &, {origins[[#]], contour[[#]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
nodes100 = MapThread[{#1, #2} &, {ends[[#]], contour[[#]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes0 = Length[nodes0[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes100 = Length[nodes100[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

From {0,0} to first point on contour.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1, PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2]}], Graphics[Line[#1]]] &, {nodes0, contour}]
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Calculate length of each line.
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7

distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[#[[2]] - #[[1]]] & /@
Table[{x[[i]], x[[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[#] & /@ nodes0[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)

Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)
dynP[l_, p_] :=
MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
(* dynP code for partitioning with different lengths *)

Separate each node in the node list.
singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes0], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
allvector = Table[singlenodes[[#, i]] - singlenodes[[#, i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[#]], {2, Length[allvector[[#]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
length =
dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2], lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
a = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points =
dynP[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[#]], b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];
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Show[ListPlot[points], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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Show[ListPlot[points[[#]]], ListLinePlot[vector[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly, pt] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contour[[x]], #] & /@ points[[x]]
inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Returns True for every element inside the polygon,
anf False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[#]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
vecb =
Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[#]], cond[[#]]]], 3] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)
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9

start = Part[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[1 ;;, {1, 2}]] , - 1] & /@
Flatten[plotnum](* Select last vectors that does not cross the contour *)
{{59.8524, 100.}, {59.8524, 100.}, {59.8524, 100.},
{59.8524, 100.}, {59.8524, 100.}, {59.8524, 100.}}
Show[ListPlot[nodes0[[#]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[#]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{init, start[[#]]}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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From last point on contour to {100,100}.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1, PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2]}], Graphics[Line[#1]]] &, {nodes100, contour}]
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Calculate length of each line.
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distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[#[[2]] - #[[1]]] & /@
Table[{x[[i]], x[[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[#] & /@ nodes100[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)

Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)

Separate each node in the node list.
singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes100], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
allvector = Table[singlenodes[[#, i]] - singlenodes[[#, i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[#]], {2, Length[allvector[[#]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
dynP[l_, p_] := MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
length =
dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2], lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
a = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points100 =
dynP[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[#]], b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];
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Show[ListPlot[points100], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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Show[ListPlot[points100[[#]]], ListLinePlot[vector[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
contourneg = (contour - ends);
inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly, pt] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contourneg[[x]], #] & /@ points100[[x]]
inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Returns True for every element inside the polygon,
anf False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[#]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
vecb = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[#]] + 100, cond[[#]]]], 3] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)
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ynocross =
Flatten[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {2}]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
(* Select y value of vectors that do not cross the contour *)
{{4.69788, 28.4091, 40., 43.2589, 60., 60.5135, 67.8191, 80., 82.8577, 100.},
{4.69788, 28.4091, 40., 43.2589, 60., 60.5135, 67.8191, 80., 82.8577, 100.},
{4.69788, 28.4091, 40., 43.2589, 60., 60.5135, 67.8191, 80., 82.8577, 100.},
{4.69788, 28.4091, 40., 43.2589, 60., 60.5135, 67.8191, 80., 82.8577, 100.},
{4.69788, 28.4091, 40., 43.2589, 60., 60.5135, 67.8191, 80., 82.8577, 100.},
{4.69788, 28.4091, 40., 43.2589, 60., 60.5135, 67.8191, 80., 82.8577, 100.}}
pos = Flatten[Position[ynocross[[#]], Min[ynocross[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];
(* Find the position of the ones with min y value *)
end = Part[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {1, 2}]], pos[[#]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]
{{15.3021, 4.69788}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {15.3021, 4.69788},
{15.3021, 4.69788}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {15.3021, 4.69788}}
Show[ListPlot[nodes100[[#]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[#]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{end[[#]], fin}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Middle Code
startpos = Flatten[
Position[SetPrecision[contour[[#]], 4], SetPrecision[start[[#]], 4]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]]
endpos = Flatten[Position[SetPrecision[contour[[#]], 4],
SetPrecision[end[[#]], 4]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]]
{15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15}
{2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2}
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13

startpos[[#]] >= endpos[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
{True, True, True, True, True, True}
contourmid = If[startpos[[#]] >= endpos[[#]], "Null",
Drop[Drop[contour[[#]], - (Length[contour[[#]]] - endpos[[#]] - 1)],
startpos[[#]] - 1]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
If[contourmid[[#]] === "Null", 0,
(hull = ConvexHullMesh[contourmid[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
line = MeshCoordinates[hull[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ListLinePlot[{contourmid[[#]], line[[#]]}])] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}

Plot shortest path.
path = If[startpos[[#]] ≥ endpos[[#]],
path = DeleteDuplicates[List[init, end[[#]], fin]],
path = DeleteDuplicates[Partition[
Flatten[List[init, Drop[line[[#]], - 1], fin]], 2]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
{{{0, 0}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {100, 100}}, {{0, 0}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {100, 100}}, {{0, 0}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {100, 100}}, {{0, 0}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {100, 100}}}
(* path=DeleteDuplicates[Partition[
Flatten[List[init,Drop[contour[[#]],-8],fin]],2]]&/@Flatten[plotnum] *)
{{{0, 0}, {1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {1.41476, 0.}, {15.3021, 4.69788}, {18.9702, 20.}, {19.451, 20.549},
{20., 24.1453}, {31.5909, 28.4091}, {33.9445, 40.}, {100, 100}}}
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range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[1]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {- 101, 935}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[- 100, 935, 25],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {- 101, 935}}, 50],
FrameLabel → {"Piston 1 (%)", "Piston 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12),
PlotLabel → Style["Axial Force Piston 2 (kN)", FontSize → 16]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0], Graphics[{Thick, Line[path[[1]]]}]]

range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {- 101, 935}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[- 100, 935, 25],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {- 101, 935}}, 50],
FrameLabel → {"Piston 1 (%)", "Piston 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12), PlotLabel →
Style["Axial Force Piston 2 " <> ToString @ range[[#]] <> "% (kN)",
FontSize → 16]] /. Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0],
Graphics[{Thick, Line[path[[#]]]}]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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ListLinePlot[{contour[[1]], path[[1]]}]
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3D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH - Flower
Data import.
First, import the values from the csv file.
In[158]:=

data = Import["/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable
Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Flower Model/Final/3 DoF.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
In[159]:=

twist = data[[1 ;;, 1]];(* DoF 1 *)
lift = data[[1 ;;, 2]];(* DoF 2 *)
pist = data[[1 ;;, 3]];(* DoF 3 *)
mom = data[[1 ;;, 4]];(* Bending Moment *)
shear = data[[1 ;;, 5]];(* Shear Stress *)
defl = data[[1 ;;, 6]];(* Deflections *)
axialP1 = data[[1 ;;, 7]];(* Axial Force on Plate 1 *)
axialP2 = data[[1 ;;, 8]];(* Axial Force on Plate 2 *)
torqueP1 = data[[1 ;;, 9]];(* Torque on Plate 1 *)
torqueP2 = data[[1 ;;, 10]];(* Torque on Plate 2 *)
verP1 = data[[1 ;;, 11]];(* Vertical Force on Plate 1 *)
verP2 = data[[1 ;;, 12]];(* Vertical Force on Plate 2 *)
stages = data[[1 ;;, {1, 2, 3}]];
(* Create a list with the deploymnt vales *)

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
In[172]:=

momplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, mom]], 4];
shearplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, shear]], 4];
deflplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, defl]], 4];
axialP1plot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, axialP1]], 4];
axialP2plot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, axialP2]], 4];
torqueP1plot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, torqueP1]], 4];
torqueP2plot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, torqueP2]], 4];
verplotP1 = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, verP1]], 4];
verplotP2 = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, verP2]], 4];
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Draw contour plots.
In[181]:=

piston = Table[i, {i, 0, 100, 25}] ;
(* Define percentage of piston's deployment *)
pistpos = Position[axialP1plot[[All, 3]], # ] & /@ piston;
length = Length[axialP1] / Length[piston];
(* Number of values per piston deployment stage *)
plotnum = Table[{i}, {i, 1, 5, 1}];
(* List with number assigned to each contour plot *)

Divide list of values for the different percentage of radius deployment.
In[185]:=

ord = Partition[
Partition[Flatten[Flatten[axialP1plot[[# ]] & /@ # ] & /@ pistpos], 4], length];

Drop the value representing the pistons’ deployment.
In[186]:=

plots = Partition[Map[Delete[# , 3] &, Partition[Flatten[ord], 4]], length];

Set a new contour style to highlight when the 0 contour (change in sign).
In[187]:=

newStyle[x_] := x /. l_Line ⧴ Sequence[Opacity[.4], Black, l ]
(* I have deleted "Thick, Dashed" for the paper so it is not confusing *)

Plot the contour plots.
In[188]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 25]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[# ]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 0.9}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[0, 10, 0.1],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {0, 1}}, 10],
FrameLabel → {"Rotation (%)", "Elevation (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 10), PlotLabel → Style[
"Axial Force P1 " <> ToString @ range[[# ]] <> "% (kN)", FontSize → 14]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x ], 0]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Out[189]=
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Find contour on which to base shortest path.
In[190]:=

plot = ListContourPlot[plots[[# ]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 0.9}}], ColorFunctionScaling →
False, Contours → Range[0, 10, 0.1]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
dynP[l_, p_] := MapThread[l [[# ;; #2 ]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, # } & @
Accumulate @ p ] (* Code for partitioning a list by different lengths *)
conpoints = Cases[Normal @ plot, Line[x_] ⧴ x , Infinity];
(* Extract all contour points for all plots *)
conlength = Count[plot[[# ]], _Line, Infinity] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Calculate number of contours per plot *)
lines = dynP[conpoints, conlength];
(* contour=Part[lines[[#]],-2]&/@Flatten[plotnum];
(* Select the points belonging to contour number 9 *) *)
contour =
MapThread[Part[lines[[#1 ]], #2 ] &, {Flatten[plotnum], {10, 8, 8, 4, 2}}];
contour = If[contour[[# , 1, 1]] > contour[[# , - 1, 1]],
Reverse[contour[[# ]]], contour[[# ]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum] (*Rearrange contour points from left to right *)

Out[196]=

{{{0., 47.9953}, {2.46893, 47.5311}, {25., 40.9303},
{47.1203, 25.}, {50., 22.2883}, {52.7155, 22.2845}, {75., 24.848},
{75.074, 24.926}, {75.0784, 25.}, {86.857, 38.143}, {87.4638, 50.},
{92.7341, 57.2659}, {93.3539, 75.}, {94.2132, 80.7868}, {94.1293, 100.}},
{{0., 55.6873}, {7.78482, 50.}, {25., 31.737}, {38.7701, 25.},
{50., 16.4327}, {56.3365, 18.6635}, {61.2134, 25.}, {70.9299, 29.0701},
{75., 37.116}, {79.7192, 45.2808}, {79.6222, 50.}, {85.1952, 64.8048},
{85.0862, 75.}, {83.7782, 91.2218}, {83.8898, 100.}},
{{0., 26.0525}, {5.58164, 25.}, {25., 18.1506}, {32.2566, 17.7434},
{50., 19.1888}, {53.5436, 21.4564}, {54.7858, 25.},
{66.0809, 33.9191}, {69.8007, 50.}, {72.0844, 52.9156},
{74.1831, 75.}, {74.1222, 75.8778}, {71.346, 100.}},
{{0., 15.0345}, {10.3068, 14.6932}, {25., 15.057}, {32.9941, 17.0059},
{42.2526, 25.}, {47.9282, 27.0718}, {50., 30.3408},
{58.6096, 41.3904}, {59.7261, 50.}, {63.7507, 61.2493},
{64.1921, 75.}, {59.6982, 90.3018}, {58.2057, 100.}},
{{0., 16.4402}, {7.79467, 17.2053}, {25., 22.0193}, {26.9923, 23.0077},
{28.2144, 25.}, {40.75, 34.25}, {46.3694, 50.}, {47.6864, 52.3136},
{49.7357, 75.}, {49.5448, 75.4552}, {40.9992, 100.}}}

Find optimised deployment path.
Define a line joining all points of contour. Define the length of each vector.
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In[197]:=

5

vector =
Table[contour[[# , i]] - contour[[# , i - 1]], {i, 2, Length[contour[[# ]]]}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
lenvector = Length[vector[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Define starting and final point on contour plot.
In[199]:=

init = {0, 0};
fin = {100, 100};

Create a list of {0,0} as long as the numbers of points on the contour.
In[201]:=

origins = Table[init, {Length[contour[[# ]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ends = Table[fin, {Length[contour[[# ]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Associate one {0,0} to each of the nodes. Do the same for {100,100}.
In[203]:=

nodes0 =
MapThread[{#1 , #2 } &, {origins[[# ]], contour[[# ]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
nodes100 = MapThread[{#1 , #2 } &, {ends[[# ]], contour[[# ]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes0 = Length[nodes0[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes100 = Length[nodes100[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

From {0,0} to first point on contour.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
In[207]:=

MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1 , PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2 ]}], Graphics[Line[#1 ]]] &, {nodes0, contour}]
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Calculate length of each line.
In[208]:=

distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[# [[2]] - # [[1]]] & /@
Table[{x [[i]], x [[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x ] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[# ] & /@ nodes0[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)
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Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
In[210]:=

ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)
dynP[l_, p_] :=
MapThread[l [[# ;; #2 ]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, # } & @ Accumulate @ p ]
(* dynP code for partitioning with different lengths *)

Separate each node in the node list.
In[213]:=

singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes0], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
In[214]:=

allvector = Table[singlenodes[[# , i]] - singlenodes[[# , i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[# ]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[# ]], {2, Length[allvector[[# ]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
In[216]:=

length =
dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2], lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2 ][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
In[219]:=

a = Table[unitvector[[# , ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[# ]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[# , ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[# ]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[# ]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[# ]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points = dynP[
Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[# ]], b[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];
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In[226]:=

Show[ListPlot[points], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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In[227]:=
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Show[ListPlot[points[[# ]]], ListLinePlot[vector[[# ]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
In[228]:=

inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly , pt ] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contour[[x ]], # ] & /@ points[[x ]]
inorout[# ] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Returns True for every element
inside the polygon and False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[# ] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[# ]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]; (* Condition *)

In[235]:=

vecb =
Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[# ]], cond[[# ]]]], 3] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)
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In[236]:=

start = Part[Select[vecb[[# ]], # [[3]] === True &][[1 ;;, {1, 2}]] , - 1] & /@
Flatten[plotnum](* Select last vectors that does not cross the contour *)

Out[236]=

{{75.0784, 25.}, {50., 16.4327},
{50., 19.1888}, {32.9941, 17.0059}, {40.75, 34.25}}

In[237]:=

Show[ListPlot[nodes0[[# ]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[# ]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{init, start[[# ]]}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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From last point on contour to {100,100}.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
In[238]:=

MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1 , PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2 ]}], Graphics[Line[#1 ]]] &, {nodes100, contour}]
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Calculate length of each line.
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In[239]:=

9

distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[# [[2]] - # [[1]]] & /@
Table[{x [[i]], x [[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x ] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[# ] & /@ nodes100[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)

Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
In[241]:=

ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)

Separate each node in the node list.
In[243]:=

singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes100], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
In[244]:=

allvector = Table[singlenodes[[# , i]] - singlenodes[[# , i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[# ]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[# ]], {2, Length[allvector[[# ]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
In[246]:=

dynP[l_, p_] :=
MapThread[l [[# ;; #2 ]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, # } & @ Accumulate @ p ]
length = dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2],
lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2 ][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
In[250]:=

a = Table[unitvector[[# , ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[# ]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[# , ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[# ]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[# ]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[# ]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points100 = dynP[
Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[# ]], b[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];
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In[257]:=

Show[ListPlot[points100], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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In[258]:=

Show[ListPlot[points100[[# ]]], ListLinePlot[vector[[# ]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
In[259]:=

,

-60

-60

contourneg = (contour - ends);
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In[260]:=

11

inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly , pt ] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contourneg[[x ]], # ] & /@ points100[[x ]]
inorout[# ] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Returns True for every element inside the polygon,
anf False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[# ] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[# ]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
vecb = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[# ]] + 100, cond[[# ]]]], 3] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)
ynocross = Flatten[Select[vecb[[# ]], # [[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {2}]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
(* Select y value of vectors that do not cross the contour *)
pos = Flatten[Position[ynocross[[# ]], Min[ynocross[[# ]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];
(* Find the position of the ones with min y value *)

In[270]:=

end = Part[Select[vecb[[# ]], # [[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {1, 2}]], pos[[# ]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]

Out[270]=

{{92.7341, 57.2659}, {79.7192, 45.2808},
{66.0809, 33.9191}, {58.6096, 41.3904}, {40.75, 34.25}}

In[271]:=

Show[ListPlot[nodes100[[# ]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[# ]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{end[[# ]], fin}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Middle Code
In[272]:=

startpos = Flatten[
Position[SetPrecision[contour[[# ]], 4], SetPrecision[start[[# ]], 4]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]]
endpos = Flatten[Position[SetPrecision[contour[[# ]], 4],
SetPrecision[end[[# ]], 4]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]]

Out[272]=

{9, 5, 5, 4, 6}

Out[273]=

{12, 10, 8, 8, 6}

In[274]:=
Out[274]=

In[275]:=

startpos[[# ]] >= endpos[[# ]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
{False, False, False, False, True}
contourmid = If[startpos[[# ]] >= endpos[[# ]], "Null",
Drop[Drop[contour[[# ]], - (Length[contour[[# ]]] - endpos[[# ]] - 1)],
startpos[[# ]] - 1]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
If[contourmid[[# ]] === "Null", 0,
(hull = ConvexHullMesh[contourmid[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
line = MeshCoordinates[hull[[# ]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ListLinePlot[{contourmid[[# ]], line[[# ]]}])] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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ListLinePlot[{contour[[5]], path[[5]]}]
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13

Plot shortest path.
In[277]:=

path = If[startpos[[# ]] ≥ endpos[[# ]],
path = DeleteDuplicates[List[init, end[[# ]], fin]],
path = DeleteDuplicates[Partition[Flatten[List[init,
Drop[line[[# ]], - 1], end[[# ]], fin]], 2]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[277]=

{{{0, 0}, {75.0784, 25.}, {86.857, 38.143}, {92.7341, 57.2659}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {50., 16.4327}, {56.3365, 18.6635},
{70.9299, 29.0701}, {79.7192, 45.2808}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {50., 19.1888}, {53.5436, 21.4564}, {66.0809, 33.9191}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {32.9941, 17.0059}, {47.9282, 27.0718}, {58.6096, 41.3904}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {40.75, 34.25}, {100, 100}}}

In[278]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 25]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[# ]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 0.9}}],
ColorFunctionScaling → False, Contours → Range[0, 10, 0.1],
PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {0, 1}}, 10],
FrameLabel → {"Rotation (%)", "Elevation (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 10),
PlotLabel → Style["Axial Force P1 " <> ToString @ range[[# ]] <> "% (kN)",
FontSize → 14]] /. Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x ], 0],
Graphics[{Thick, Line[path[[# ]]]}]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Out[279]=
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In[280]:=

15

ListLinePlot[{contour[[1]], path[[1]]}]
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Divide paths into multiple points.
Code to split up a curve in segments of equal length along the curve.
In[281]:=

nsegs = 100;
f = Interpolation[path[[# ]], InterpolationOrder -> 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Interpolate each path *)
contour2 = Table[{x, f[[# ]][x]}, {x, 0, nsegs, .1}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Divide each path into 100 segments *)
Show[Plot[f[[# ]][x], {x, 0, nsegs}],
Graphics[{Red, PointSize[Small], Point[contour2[[# ]]]}]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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pistrange = {0, 25, 50, 75, 100};
pistdepl = Table[{# }, Length[contour2[[1]]]] & /@ pistrange;
(* Percentage of piston deployment for each path *)
contour3 = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[contour2[[# ]], pistdepl[[# ]]]], 3] & /@
Flatten[plotnum] ;(* Add piston deployment value to the optimised paths *)
contourfun = Interpolation[contour3[[# ]][[ ;; , {1, 2}]],
InterpolationOrder → 1] & /@
Flatten[plotnum] ;(* Interpolate the functions *)

Set export to Excel to verify results in Grasshopper.
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In[289]:=

SetDirectory["/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable
Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Flower Model/3 DoF"];
Export["Values for GH.xls", contour3];
SetDirectory: Cannot set current directory to /Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year
3/Flower Model/3 DoF.

Expand the domain.
In[291]:=

contour10 = Table[{{- 10, x}, contourfun[[1]][x]}, {x, 0, 100, .01}];
contour0100 =
MapThread[Table[{{#1 , x}, contourfun[[#2 ]][x]}, {x, 0, 100, .01}] &,
{pistrange, Flatten[plotnum]}];
contour110 = Table[{{110, x}, contourfun[[5]][x]}, {x, 0, 100, .01}];

In[294]:=

bound1 = Table[{{i, - 10}, 0}, {i, - 10.1, 110, .0033}];
bound2 = Table[{{i, 110}, 100}, {i, - 10.1, 110.1, .0033}];
bound3 = Table[{{i, 0}, 0}, {i, - 10.1, 110.1, .0033}];
bound4 = Table[{{i, 100}, 100}, {i, - 10.1, 110.1, .0033}];

In[298]:=

formatdata2 = Join[contour10, contour0100[[1]], contour0100[[2]],
contour0100[[3]], contour0100[[4]], contour0100[[5]], contour110,
bound1, bound2, bound3, bound4]; (* Join all 2D lines together *)

In[299]:=

fun2 = Interpolation[formatdata2, InterpolationOrder → 1];
(* Combine the data and create a new expanded surface *)

Derivatives of geodesic equation.
In[300]:=

dx[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], x]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dy[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], y]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dxdx[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], {x, 2}]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dydy[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], {y, 2}]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dxdy[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[D[fun2[x, y], x], y]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1

Solve the system of equations directly using numeric derivatives of the surface.
In[305]:=

shortpath =
NDSolve[{x ''[t] ⩵ - (dx[x[t], y[t]] * (y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]] + 2 * x '[t] *
y '[t] * dxdy[x[t], y[t]] + x '[t] ^ 2 * dxdx[x[t], y[t]])) /
(1 + dx[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2 + dy[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2), y ''[t] ⩵
- (dy[x[t], y[t]] * (x '[t] ^ 2 * dxdx[x[t], y[t]] +
2 * y '[t] * x '[t] * dxdy[x[t], y[t]] + y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]])) /
(1 + dy[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2 + dx[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2),
x[0] ⩵ 0, y[0] ⩵ 0, x[1] ⩵ 100, y[1] ⩵ 100}, {x[t], y[t]}, {t, 0, 1}];

Reconstruct the path.
In[306]:=

shortpathpoints1 = Table[{shortpath[[1, 1, 2]], shortpath[[1, 2, 2]],
fun2[shortpath[[1, 1, 2]], shortpath[[1, 2, 2]]]}, {t, 0, 1, .0001}];
Length[shortpathpoints1]

Out[307]=

10 001

Plot surface and geodesic optimised path.
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In[308]:=

Show[Plot3D[fun2[z, y], {z, 0, 100}, {y, 0, 100}, BoxRatios → 1],
ListPointPlot3D[shortpathpoints1] /. Point[a___] ⧴ {Thick, Line[a ]},
ListPointPlot3D[Table[{y, y, fun2[y, y]}, {y, 0, 100, .01}]] /.
Point[a___] ⧴ {Thick, Red, Line[a ]}]

Out[308]=

In[309]:=

SetDirectory["/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable
Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Flower Model/3 DoF"];
Export["shortpathpoints.xls", shortpathpoints1];
SetDirectory: Cannot set current directory to /Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year
3/Flower Model/3 DoF.

In[311]:=
Out[311]=

Total @ (EuclideanDistance @@@ Partition[shortpathpoints1, 2, 1])
181.285
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In[312]:=

Graphics3D[{Thick, Blue, Line[contour3]},
{Axes → True, AxesLabel → {"X", "Y", "Z"}}]
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Out[312]=
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In[313]:=

ListPlot3D[# [[{3, 1, 2}]] & /@ Partition[Flatten[contour3], 3],
InterpolationOrder → 2, AspectRatio → 1,
BoxRatios → Automatic, MeshFunctions → {#1 &},
Mesh → {Range[0, 100, 25]}, MeshStyle → Directive[{Thick, Blue}]]

Out[313]=
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3D Contour Plots with Values
Sourced from GH - Peacock Tail
Data import.
First, import the values from the csv file.
In[1]:=

data = Import[
"/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Case
Studies/Peacock/Peacock Tail.csv"];

Then, separate each column.
In[2]:=

pist1 = data[[1 ;;, 1]];(* DoF 1 *)
pist2 = data[[1 ;;, 2]];(* DoF 2 *)
pist3 = data[[1 ;;, 3]];(* DoF 3 *)
mom = data[[1 ;;, 4]];(* Bending Moment *)
shear = data[[1 ;;, 5]];(* Shear Force *)
displ = data[[1 ;;, 6]];(* Displacement *)
axial = data[[1 ;;, 7]];(* Axial Force *)
ver = data[[1 ;;, 8]];(* Vertical Reaction *)
hor = data[[1 ;;, 9]];(* Vertical Reaction *)
stages = data[[1 ;;, {2, 1, 3}]];
(* Create a list with the deploymnt vales *)
Max[hor]
Min[hor]

Out[12]=

6.96121

Out[13]=

0.275619

Create a list for each force containing the coordinates and relative force value.
In[14]:=

momplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, mom]], 4];
shearplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, shear]], 4];
displplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, displ]], 4];
axialplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, axial]], 4];
verplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, ver]], 4];
horplot = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[stages, hor]], 4];
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Draw contour plots.
In[20]:=

piston = Table[i, {i, 0, 100, (100 / 5)}];
(* Define percentage of piston's deployment *)
pistpos = Position[horplot[[All, 3]], #] & /@ piston;
length = Length[hor] / Length[piston];
(* Number of values per piston deployment stage *)
plotnum = Table[{i}, {i, 1, 6, 1}] ;
(* List with number assigned to each contour plot *)

Divide list of values for the different percentage of radius deployment.
In[24]:=

ord = Partition[
Partition[Flatten[Flatten[horplot[[#]] & /@ #] & /@ pistpos], 4], length];

Drop the value representing the pistons’ deployment.
In[25]:=

plots = Partition[Map[Delete[#, 3] &, Partition[Flatten[ord], 4]], length];

Set a new contour style to highlight when the 0 contour (change in sign).
In[26]:=

newStyle[x_] := x /. l_Line ⧴ Sequence[Opacity[.4], Black, l]
(* I have deleted "Thick, Dashed" for the paper so it is not confusing *)

Plot the contour plots.
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In[27]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[6]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 6}}], ColorFunctionScaling → False,
Contours → Range[0, 7, 0.5], PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {0, 6}}, 10],
ContourLabels → (Text[Framed[#3], {#1, #2}, Background → White] &),
FrameLabel → {"DoF 1 (%)", "DoF 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12),
PlotLabel → Style["Horizontal Reaction (kN)", FontSize → 16]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0]]

Out[28]=
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In[29]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All, ColorFunction →
ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 6}}], ColorFunctionScaling → False,
Contours → Range[0, 7, 0.5], PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {0, 6}}, 10],
FrameLabel → {"Piston 2 (%)", "Piston 1 (%)"}, RotateLabel → True,
LabelStyle → (FontSize → 10), PlotLabel → Style["Horizontal Reaction " <>
ToString @ range[[#]] <> "% (kN)", FontSize → 14]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[30]=
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Find contour on which to base shortest path.
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Find contour on which to base shortest path.
In[31]:=

plot = ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 6}}], ColorFunctionScaling →
False, Contours → Range[0, 7, 0.5]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
dynP[l_, p_] := MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
(* Code for partitioning a list by different lengths *)
conpoints = Cases[Normal @ plot, Line[x_] ⧴ x, Infinity];
(* Extract all contour points for all plots *)
conlength = Count[plot[[#]], _Line, Infinity] & /@ Flatten[plotnum] ;
(* Calculate number of contours per plot *)
lines = dynP[conpoints, conlength];
(* contour=Part[lines[[#]],-2]&/@Flatten[plotnum];
(* Select the points belonging to contour number 9 *) *)
contour =
MapThread[Part[lines[[#1]], #2] &, {Flatten[plotnum], {4, 5, 7, 7, 7, 7}}];
contour = If[contour[[#, 1, 1]] > contour[[#, - 1, 1]],
Reverse[contour[[#]]], contour[[#]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum] (*Rearrange contour points from left to right *)

Out[37]=

{{{12.0784, 100.}, {20., 81.0088}, {21.3828, 80.}, {40., 67.3867},
{49.8693, 70.1307}, {60., 73.365}, {63.4944, 76.5056}, {65.7801, 80.},
{72.9675, 87.0325}, {80., 98.4651}, {80.5279, 99.4721}, {80.6262, 100.}},
{{9.91643, 100.}, {16.8207, 83.1793}, {17.5714, 80.}, {20., 74.636},
{39.7637, 60.}, {40., 59.8395}, {40.1353, 59.8647}, {40.8605, 60.},
{57.4481, 62.5519}, {60., 62.9223}, {69.6508, 70.3492}, {77.0727, 80.},
{78.6659, 81.3341}, {80., 83.1738}, {86.1499, 93.8501}, {87.4003, 100.}},
{{9.18766, 100.}, {15.4625, 84.5375}, {16.4602, 80.}, {20., 72.1124},
{34.3237, 60.}, {40., 55.7187}, {43.8481, 56.1519}, {60., 57.53},
{61.515, 58.485}, {62.8962, 60.}, {73.0223, 66.9777}, {80., 75.1017},
{82.0004, 77.9996}, {82.4693, 80.}, {89.1232, 90.8768}, {91.0797, 100.}},
{{9.49852, 100.}, {15.8903, 84.1097}, {16.7424, 80.}, {20., 72.6912},
{33.6929, 60.}, {40., 54.8954}, {44.8218, 55.1782}, {60., 55.3888},
{62.9255, 57.0745}, {65.8269, 60.}, {74.5014, 65.4986}, {80., 71.3935},
{83.6116, 76.3884}, {84.4907, 80.}, {90.5262, 89.4738}, {92.8708, 100.}},
{{10.7677, 100.}, {17.9255, 82.0745}, {18.3346, 80.}, {20., 76.2427},
{36.367, 60.}, {40., 56.9047}, {43.0454, 56.9546}, {60., 56.2918},
{62.4141, 57.5859}, {64.976, 60.}, {74.4074, 65.5926}, {80., 71.2375},
{83.7474, 76.2526}, {84.6855, 80.}, {90.7687, 89.2313}, {93.2328, 100.}},
{{13.1542, 100.}, {20., 82.7585}, {22.1797, 80.}, {40., 61.6008},
{59.7615, 60.2385}, {60., 60.2068}, {72.6696, 67.3304}, {80., 74.3409},
{82.4614, 77.5386}, {83.093, 80.}, {89.9048, 90.0952}, {92.2187, 100.}}}

Find optimised deployment path.
Define a line joining all points of contour. Define the length of each vector.
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In[38]:=

vector =
Table[contour[[#, i]] - contour[[#, i - 1]], {i, 2, Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
lenvector = Length[vector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Define starting and final point on contour plot.
In[40]:=

init = {0, 0};
fin = {100, 100};

Create a list of {0,0} as long as the numbers of points on the contour.
In[42]:=

origins = Table[init, {Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ends = Table[fin, {Length[contour[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Associate one {0,0} to each of the nodes. Do the same for {100,100}.
In[44]:=

nodes0 = MapThread[{#1, #2} &, {origins[[#]], contour[[#]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
nodes100 = MapThread[{#1, #2} &, {ends[[#]], contour[[#]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes0 = Length[nodes0[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
lennodes100 = Length[nodes100[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

From {0,0} to first point on contour.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
In[48]:=

MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1, PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2]}], Graphics[Line[#1]]] &, {nodes0, contour}]

Out[48]=
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Calculate length of each line.
In[49]:=

distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[#[[2]] - #[[1]]] & /@
Table[{x[[i]], x[[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[#] & /@ nodes0[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)

Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
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In[51]:=

7

ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)
dynP[l_, p_] :=
MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
(* dynP code for partitioning with different lengths *)

Separate each node in the node list.
In[54]:=

singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes0], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
In[55]:=

allvector = Table[singlenodes[[#, i]] - singlenodes[[#, i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[#]], {2, Length[allvector[[#]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
In[57]:=

length =
dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2], lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
In[60]:=

a = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points =
dynP[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[#]], b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];

In[67]:=

Show[ListPlot[points], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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In[68]:=

Out[68]=

Show[ListPlot[points[[#]]], ListLinePlot[vector[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
In[69]:=

inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly, pt] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contour[[x]], #] & /@ points[[x]]
inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Returns True for every element inside the polygon,
anf False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[#]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

In[76]:=

vecb =
Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[#]], cond[[#]]]], 3] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)

In[77]:=

start = Part[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[1 ;;, {1, 2}]] , - 1] & /@
Flatten[plotnum](* Select last vectors that does not cross the contour *)

Out[77]=

{{72.9675, 87.0325}, {69.6508, 70.3492}, {73.0223, 66.9777},
{74.5014, 65.4986}, {74.4074, 65.5926}, {72.6696, 67.3304}}
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In[78]:=

9

Show[ListPlot[nodes0[[#]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[#]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{init, start[[#]]}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[78]=
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From last point on contour to {100,100}.
Plot polygon defined by the contour and all the lines connecting the origin to each point belonging to
the contour.
In[79]:=

MapThread[Show[ListPlot[#1, PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[#2]}], Graphics[Line[#1]]] &, {nodes100, contour}]
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Calculate length of each line.
In[80]:=

distanceNorm[x_] :=
Norm[#[[2]] - #[[1]]] & /@
Table[{x[[i]], x[[i + 1]]},
{i, 1, Length[x] - 1}] (* Calculates distance between points in a list *)
length = distanceNorm[#] & /@ nodes100[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(*Calculates distance beween {0,0} and the contour points *)

Set number of parts you want to divide each line in and calculate the incremental length.
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In[82]:=

ndiv = 30;
incl = length / ndiv ;(* Incremental Length *)

Separate each node in the node list.
In[84]:=

singlenodes = dynP[Partition[Flatten[nodes100], 2], lennodes0 * 2];

Calculate the vectors, this will give vectors in both directions (positive and negative). Then, delete
negative vectors.
In[85]:=

allvector = Table[singlenodes[[#, i]] - singlenodes[[#, i - 1]],
{i, 2, Length[singlenodes[[#]]]}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];(* Vector *)
vector = Drop[allvector[[#]], {2, Length[allvector[[#]]], 2}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];

Write a code to partition a list with different list length and divide each vector by its length to find the
unit vector.
In[87]:=

dynP[l_, p_] := MapThread[l[[# ;; #2]] &, {{0} ~ Join ~ Most @ # + 1, #} & @ Accumulate @ p]
length =
dynP[Partition[Riffle[Flatten[length], Flatten[length]], 2], lennodes0] ;
unitvector = dynP[Partition[Flatten[Function[#1 / #2][vector, length]], 2],
lennodes0];
lenunitvector = Length[unitvector[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

Multiply the unit vectors by the incremental lengths to get points along lines.
In[91]:=

a = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 1]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
b = Table[unitvector[[#, ;; , 2]] * (i * incl[[#]]), {i, 0, ndiv}] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];
a = Flatten[Transpose[a[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
b = Flatten[Transpose[b[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
alen = Length[a[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
blen = Length[b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
points100 =
dynP[Partition[Flatten[Riffle[a[[#]], b[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]], 2], alen];

In[98]:=

Show[ListPlot[points100], ListLinePlot[vector]]
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In[99]:=

Show[ListPlot[points100[[#]]], ListLinePlot[vector[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Find which lines cross the contour and which don’t.
In[100]:=

contourneg = (contour - ends);

In[101]:=

inPolyQ[poly_, pt_] := Graphics`PolygonUtils`PointWindingNumber[poly, pt] =!= 0
(* Winding code. Will give False for
points outside polygon and True for ones inside*)
inorout[x_] := inPolyQ[contourneg[[x]], #] & /@ points100[[x]]
inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Returns True for every element inside the polygon,
anf False for every element outside of it *)
boolean = Boole[inorout[#] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];(* Converts to 0 and 1 *)
booleanpar = Partition[boolean[[#]], ndiv + 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Partition for each unitvector *)
sum = Plus @@@ booleanpar[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
(* Adds all elements for each line *)
cond = If[# > 1, False, True] & /@ sum[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];

In[108]:=

vecb = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[vector[[#]] + 100, cond[[#]]]], 3] & /@
Flatten[plotnum];(* Combine vectors with their boolean value *)

In[109]:=

ynocross =
Flatten[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {2}]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
(* Select y value of vectors that do not cross the contour *)

Out[109]=

{{100., 73.365, 76.5056, 80., 87.0325, 98.4651, 99.4721, 100.},
{100., 70.3492, 81.3341, 83.1738, 93.8501, 100.},
{100., 75.1017, 77.9996, 80., 90.8768, 100.}, {100., 76.3884, 80., 89.4738, 100.},
{100., 76.2526, 80., 89.2313, 100.}, {100., 74.3409, 77.5386, 80., 90.0952, 100.}}

In[110]:=

pos = Flatten[Position[ynocross[[#]], Min[ynocross[[#]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]];
(* Find the position of the ones with min y value *)
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In[111]:=

end = Part[Select[vecb[[#]], #[[3]] === True &][[ ;; , {1, 2}]], pos[[#]]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]

Out[111]=

{{60., 73.365}, {69.6508, 70.3492}, {80., 75.1017},
{83.6116, 76.3884}, {83.7474, 76.2526}, {80., 74.3409}}

In[112]:=

Show[ListPlot[nodes100[[#]], PlotStyle → Black],
Graphics[{Green, Polygon[contour[[#]]]}],
Graphics[Graphics[Line[{end[[#]], fin}]]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Middle Code
In[113]:=

startpos = Flatten[
Position[SetPrecision[contour[[#]], 4], SetPrecision[start[[#]], 4]] & /@
Flatten[plotnum]]
endpos = Flatten[Position[SetPrecision[contour[[#]], 4],
SetPrecision[end[[#]], 4]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]]

Out[113]=

{9, 11, 11, 11, 11, 7}

Out[114]=

{6, 11, 12, 13, 13, 8}

In[115]:=
Out[115]=

startpos[[#]] >= endpos[[#]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
{True, True, False, False, False, False}
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In[116]:=

contourmid = If[startpos[[#]] >= endpos[[#]], "Null",
Drop[Drop[contour[[#]], - (Length[contour[[#]]] - endpos[[#]] - 1)],
startpos[[#]] - 1]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
If[contourmid[[#]] === "Null", 0,
(hull = ConvexHullMesh[contourmid[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
line = MeshCoordinates[hull[[#]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
ListLinePlot[{contourmid[[#]], line[[#]]}])] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Plot shortest path.
In[117]:=

path = If[startpos[[#]] ≥ endpos[[#]],
path = List[init, fin], path = DeleteDuplicates[Partition[
Flatten[List[init, Drop[line[[#]], - 1], fin]], 2]]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[117]=

{{{0, 0}, {100, 100}}, {{0, 0}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {73.0223, 66.9777}, {80., 75.1017}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {74.5014, 65.4986}, {80., 71.3935}, {83.6116, 76.3884}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {74.4074, 65.5926}, {80., 71.2375}, {83.7474, 76.2526}, {100, 100}},
{{0, 0}, {72.6696, 67.3304}, {80., 74.3409}, {100, 100}}}

In[118]:=

(* path=DeleteDuplicates[Partition[
Flatten[List[init,Drop[contour[[#]],-8],fin]],2]]&/@Flatten[plotnum] *)
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In[119]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[1]], PlotRange → All,
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 6}}], ColorFunctionScaling → False,
Contours → Range[0, 7, 0.5], PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {0, 6}}, 10],
ContourLabels → (Text[Framed[#3], {#1, #2}, Background → White] &),
FrameLabel → {"DoF 1 (%)", "DoF 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 12),
PlotLabel → Style["Horizontal Reaction (kN)", FontSize → 16]] /.
Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0], Graphics[{Thick, Line[path[[1]]]}]]

Out[120]=

In[121]:=

range = Range[0, 100, 20]; (* Set a range for the percentages of deployments *)
Show[ListContourPlot[plots[[#]], PlotRange → All, ColorFunction →
ColorData[{"Rainbow", {0, 6}}], ColorFunctionScaling → False,
Contours → Range[0, 7, 0.5], PlotLegends → BarLegend[{Automatic, {0, 6}}, 10],
FrameLabel → {"DoF 1 (%)", "DoF 2 (%)"},
RotateLabel → True, LabelStyle → (FontSize → 10),
PlotLabel → Style["Horizontal Reaction " <> ToString @ range[[#]] <> "% (kN)",
FontSize → 16]] /. Tooltip[x_, 0] ⧴ Tooltip[newStyle[x], 0],
Graphics[{Thick, Line[path[[#]]]}]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]
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Out[122]=
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In[123]:=

ListLinePlot[{contour[[1]], path[[1]]}]
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Out[123]=
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In[124]:=
Out[124]=
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N[EuclideanDistance[path[[1, 1]], path[[1, 2]]]]
141.421

Divide paths into multiple points.
Code to split up a curve in segments of equal length along the curve.
In[125]:=

nsegs = 100;
f = Interpolation[path[[#]], InterpolationOrder -> 1] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
contour2 = Table[{x, f[[#]][x]}, {x, 0, nsegs, .1}] & /@ Flatten[plotnum];
Show[Plot[f[[#]][x], {x, 0, nsegs}],
Graphics[{Red, PointSize[Small], Point[contour2[[#]]]}]] & /@ Flatten[plotnum]

Out[128]=
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In[129]:=
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pistrange = {0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100};
pistdepl = Table[{#}, Length[contour2[[1]]]] & /@ pistrange;
(* Percentage of piston deployment for each path *)
contour3 = Partition[Flatten[Riffle[contour2[[#]], pistdepl[[#]]]], 3] & /@
Flatten[plotnum] ;(* Add piston deployment value to the optimised paths *)
contourfun = Interpolation[contour3[[#]][[ ;; , {1, 2}]],
InterpolationOrder → 1] & /@
Flatten[plotnum] ;(* Interpolate the functions *)

Set export to Excel to verify results in Grasshopper.
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In[133]:=

SetDirectory["/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable
Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Flower Model/3 DoF"];
Export["Values for GH.xls", contour3];
SetDirectory: Cannot set current directory to /Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year
3/Flower Model/3 DoF.

Expand the domain.
In[135]:=

contour10 = Table[{{- 10, x}, contourfun[[1]][x]}, {x, 0, 100, .01}];
contour0100 =
MapThread[Table[{{#1, x}, contourfun[[#2]][x]}, {x, 0, 100, .01}] &,
{pistrange, Flatten[plotnum]}];
contour110 = Table[{{110, x}, contourfun[[5]][x]}, {x, 0, 100, .01}];

In[138]:=

bound1 = Table[{{i, - 10}, 0}, {i, - 10.1, 110, .0033}];
bound2 = Table[{{i, 110}, 100}, {i, - 10.1, 110.1, .0033}];
bound3 = Table[{{i, 0}, 0}, {i, - 10.1, 110.1, .0033}];
bound4 = Table[{{i, 100}, 100}, {i, - 10.1, 110.1, .0033}];

In[142]:=

formatdata2 = Join[contour10, contour0100[[1]], contour0100[[2]],
contour0100[[3]], contour0100[[4]], contour0100[[5]], contour110,
bound1, bound2, bound3, bound4]; (* Join all 2D lines together *)

In[143]:=

fun2 = Interpolation[formatdata2, InterpolationOrder → 1];
(* Combine the data and create a new expanded surface *)

Derivatives of geodesic equation.
In[144]:=

dx[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], x]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dy[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], y]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dxdx[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], {x, 2}]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dydy[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[fun2[x, y], {y, 2}]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1
dxdy[x1_, y1_] := Evaluate[D[D[fun2[x, y], x], y]] /. x → x1 /. y → y1

Solve the system of equations directly using numeric derivatives of the surface.
In[149]:=

shortpath =
NDSolve[{x ''[t] ⩵ - (dx[x[t], y[t]] * (y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]] + 2 * x '[t] *
y '[t] * dxdy[x[t], y[t]] + x '[t] ^ 2 * dxdx[x[t], y[t]])) /
(1 + dx[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2 + dy[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2), y ''[t] ⩵
- (dy[x[t], y[t]] * (x '[t] ^ 2 * dxdx[x[t], y[t]] +
2 * y '[t] * x '[t] * dxdy[x[t], y[t]] + y '[t] ^ 2 * dydy[x[t], y[t]])) /
(1 + dy[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2 + dx[x[t], y[t]] ^ 2), x[0] ⩵ 0, y[0] ⩵ 0,
x[1] ⩵ 100, y[1] ⩵ 100}, {x[t], y[t]}, {t, 0, 1}];

Reconstruct the path.
In[150]:=

shortpathpoints1 = Table[{shortpath[[1, 1, 2]], shortpath[[1, 2, 2]],
fun2[shortpath[[1, 1, 2]], shortpath[[1, 2, 2]]]}, {t, 0, 1, .0001}];
Length[shortpathpoints1]

Out[151]=

10 001

Plot surface and geodesic optimised path.
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In[152]:=

Show[Plot3D[fun2[z, y], {z, 0, 100}, {y, 0, 100}, BoxRatios → 1],
ListPointPlot3D[shortpathpoints1] /. Point[a___] ⧴ {Thick, Line[a]},
ListPointPlot3D[Table[{y, y, fun2[y, y]}, {y, 0, 100, .01}]] /.
Point[a___] ⧴ {Thick, Red, Line[a]}]

Out[152]=

In[153]:=

SetDirectory["/Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable
Structures - Giulia/Year 3/Flower Model/3 DoF"];
Export["shortpathpoints.xls", shortpathpoints1];
SetDirectory: Cannot set current directory to /Users/giuliafenci/Dropbox/Deployable Structures - Giulia/Year
3/Flower Model/3 DoF.

In[155]:=
Out[155]=

Total @ (EuclideanDistance @@@ Partition[shortpathpoints1, 2, 1])
174.17
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In[156]:=

Graphics3D[{Thick, Blue, Line[contour3]},
{Axes → True, AxesLabel → {"X", "Y", "Z"}}]
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Out[156]=
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In[157]:=

ListPlot3D[#[[{3, 1, 2}]] & /@ Partition[Flatten[contour3], 3],
InterpolationOrder → 2, AspectRatio → 1,
BoxRatios → Automatic, MeshFunctions → {#1 &},
Mesh → {Range[0, 100, 25]}, MeshStyle → Directive[{Thick, Blue}]]

Out[157]=
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